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THE FOECE OF THE WIND.

The recent cyclones which have swept over some of our

Western States forcibly call to mind how meager our know

ledge of them is. and also hint the importance of systemati

cally studying their origin, direction, and effect. The force

exerted by them, as a factor entering into the calculations

of the architect and engineer, should make an intimate ac

quaintance with the laws governing them imperative. We

are fairly familiar with their form and reasonably certain of

the causes which create them, but of the other and to us in

finitely more important part of the question—the pressure—

we are lamentably ignorant. Whether we will ever be able

te retard their progress, diminish their power, or successfully

divert them from objects which we do not wish endangered,

are elements of the problem that can only be discovered by

methodical observation covering a wide territory, and taking

into consideration the topographical and atmospherical in

fluences tending to their creation and continued existence.

There are but two plans for measuring the pressure of

high winds: one by the aid of instruments, and the other by

calculating the force required to overturn, or demolish, ob

stacles which have stood in their path. The first plan is

only of little practical value, since the best anemometers are

either destroyed, or rendered inoperative, before registering

the pressures we are most interested in obtaining. The per

fect anemometer has yet to be constructed, and it matters

not whether it is designed to give the velocity or pressure

of the wind, so long as it is accurate and so sensitive and

quick responding that it will register what we call gusts of

wind. It should also unerringly follow all changes of di

rection in the wind, and, if possible, measure the upward

or lifting power when this case arises.

It is a simple matter to estimate the force expended after

a body has been overturned, but when cosily bridges are the

objects operated upon, the experiment is anything but eco

nomical. This plan will only give us the force necessary to

do the work, but the amount in excess of this we can only

guessat. To illustrate this: A locomotive was overturned in

1871, the calculated maximum force required to do this being

93 pounds to the square foot; the wind exerted a force

greater than this, but bow much cannot be found. The

fact that a storm passes between two points at a rate that

will produce a certain pressure to the square foot is of no

assistance, since it is not the average but the maximum

pressure we seek after.

That the whole question of wind pressure is shrouded in

darkness is shown by the difference in practice among the

leading engineers of this country, and also among those of

other countries, and the allowances made for wind pressure,

whether 20, 30, or 50 pounds to the foot, are the results

of individual study, not of combined research.
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THE COMETS OF 1883.

This has been, thus far, an unsatisfactory year for the ad

vent of comets, although one-third of its course iscompleled.

It is not accoroing to the law of averages, that after the

grand comet of 1882 another comet of similar dimensions

should speedily follow. The great comets of a century may

be counted on the fingers. Such are those of 1812, 1843,

1858, 1861, 1880, and 1882. It is altogether probable that the

like may not be seen again before the close of the present

century, unless the comet of 1812 makes its predicted re

turn.

Every year has its cometic history, and the portion of 1883

that has already elapsed is not exceptional in this respect.

Early in January reports came from Panama and from offi

cers of the steamship City of Savannah of a comet visible

southeast of Orion, wilh its tail pointing toward that con

stellation. This proved to be the shadowy form of the great

comet of 1882, dimly visible as on swift pinions it winged

its way to parts unknown. Observers were deceived by the

change in the direction of the tail, which was only apparent,

being due to the change in the position of the earth, and in

the altitude of the sun.

On the 21st of January the astronomers at the Mexican

Observatory of Puebla announced the discovery of a comet

near the planet Jupiter. They were not very well booked

up in the positions of the nebula?, for the newly discovered

comet proved to be the well known Crab nebula, situated

near the star Zeta in the constellation Taurus. In a small

telescope it appears as a nebulous light of oval form, but iu

Lord Rosse's huge reflector at Parsonstowu, Ireland, it takes

on the form of a densely crowded cluster, with claw-like

branches streaming from the oval boundary, giving it an ap

pearance resembling the animal from which it derives its

name. This nebula was so near Jupiter during the winter

that planet and nebula were seen in the same field in the

finder of the telescope.

The first genuine comet of the year took its place on

cometic records on the 23d of February. It is not of much

account as to size, but lays claim to distinction from the

fact that it was discovered almost simultaneously by two

observers. Professor Brooks, of the Phelps Observatory, and

Professor Swift, of the Rochester Observatory. Professor

Swift discovered the comet at 7 o'clock in the evening, and,

as soon as possible, telegraphed the event to several other

astronomers and to Professor Pickering, of Harvard Uni

versity, to be cabled to Europe.

On his return to the observatory he found a telegram from

Professor Brooks announcing the discovery of the same

comet at a quarter before 7 o'clock. The comet wheu found

was in the constellation Pegasus, near Beta Pegasi, and was

a bright and beautiful telescopic object. Its faint tail was

half a degree long, and it was moving slowly eastward.

Technically it receives the name of Comet a 1883, but out of

compliment to the two discoverers it is also called the

Brooks-Swift comet. On the evening of the 1st of March its

spectrum was examined at Lord Crawford's Observatory,

Dun Echt, Scotland, and found to be fairly bright, and to

consist of the usual three bands. Its ephemeris is given in

the Science Observer to the 23d of May, but as its light is now

less than one-twentieth of the light at discovery, and it is

traveling rapidly south, its visit to our domain is virtually

ended.

Although there is great uncertainty in regard to the num

ber and size of the comets that will suddenly look down upon

us from celestial heights during the remainder of the year,

there is reason to expect the return of two comets, known as

periodical comets or comets of a short period. One of them

is D'Arrest's Comet, discovered by Professor D'Arrest on

the 27th of June, 1851, having a period of six and a half

years. It was last seen in 1877, and is expected to reappear

iu October of the present year. It was announced on the

4th of April that D'Arrest's comet bad been picked up by

Dr. Hartwig, of the Strassburg Observatory. The supposed

comet proved to be a new nebula.

The other expected comet is known asTempel's Comet II.,

and has a period of five and a quarter years. It was discov

ered on the 3d of July, 1873, and observed again in the

autumn of 1878. It will be due in November of the present

year.

There is a possibility that the wonderful comet of 1812

may make its reappearance before the year closes. Encke

computed for this comet a period of about seventy years. If

his computation be correct, it may suddenly flame forth in

the heavens at any moment. A more rigorous investigation

of the comet's path has recently been completed by MM.

Schulhof and Bossert, that gives a period of about seventy-

three years. They have fixed upon the 3d of September,

1 884, for the next perihelion passage. But comets, with their

perturbations, retardations, and accelerations, are the most

unreliable members of the system. It is not impossible that

in spite of the wise calculations of the mathematicians the

comet of 1812 may steal a march upon us before the present

year closes, looming unexpectedly from the star depths,

sweeping the sky with its tail, millions of miles long, illumin

ing the sky with its brilliant nucleus, and rushing toward

the sun with an awe-inspiring and inconceivable velocity.

If the celestial visitor appear this year or the next, it will not

only delight the eye by the brilliant spectacle it will present,

but it will score a victory for astronomers, who have tracked

the lonely traveler on its viewless path, mastered the laws

that rule its erratic course, and successfully predicted its

safe return to the clime of the sun.

THE DECAY OF BUILDING STONES.

The practical scientific study of building stones, their com

parative merits, and their durability when subjected to

peculiar local or atmospheric, influences, has yet to lie made.

The failure of some stones to resist fire, discolorations, and

the disintegrating effects of the emanations from manufac

turing centers has resulted in their decreased use and the

! substitution of brick. On the 30th ult., Dr. A. A. Julien,

of Columbia College, read the second part of a paper on

the Decay of Building Stones, before the New York

Academy of Science. His remarks were based on observa

tions made in this city and adjacent places.

The principle that stones are more lasting when laid on

bed is clearly demonstrated in the case of all the building

stones. After a structure has been erected/a few years, there

is no difficulty in dividing the stones laid on bed from those

laid on edge, as the laminations in the latter become dis

tinctly marked; and in some kinds this can be discovered

immediately after completion, as the more porous layers dry

first, thereby giving the stone a striped appearance.

In brown stone adeep decomposition was noted even when

laid on bed; when exposed to the heat of the sun, the change

is more rapid. The attack cf the destroying agents is

favored by imperfect jointing, which opens a back entrance.

The discoloration in Nova Scotia sandstone might be pre

vented if the surfaces were vertical and placed out of reach

of dripping. It is too soft for lower portions of buildings,

and receives and retains the street dust. Ohio sandstone

resists our climate well, and when used in Western cities is

discolored but not disintegrated. There are but few lime

stones iu the city, and the decay of Westminster Abbey,

London, should warn us of the danger of using fine grained

limestone until we are satisfied of its durability in this

climate. The decay of marble is first shown by its becom

ing pitted; those set on edge show the more rapid decay.

Granite shows pitting, the hornblende being first attacked.

The south and west sides of the Tombs show decay, while

the other sides are intact. The sides affected are exposed to

the sun's rays.

Dr. Julien came to the following conclusions in regard to

the life of stones, defining life as the period during which

the stone presented a decent appearance. Coarse brown-

stone, best used out of the sun, from five to fifteen years.

Laminated fine brnwnstone, from twenty-five to fifty years.

Compact fine brownstone, from one to two centuries. Nova

Scotia stone will probably last from fifty to one hundred

years. Ohio sandstone, the best of the sandstones, one hun

dred years. Caen stone, from thirty-five to forty years.

Coarse dolomite marble, forty years; fine marble, sixty

years; pure calcareous marble, from fifty to one hundred
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years. Granite, fr0I» seventy-five to two hundred years, ac

cording to variety.

Bluestone is as yet untried, but will prove a good building

material. Some of the best building stones in this country

have not yet been brought to tbis city.

Some of the causes that produce decay in stones are,

first, solutions and hydrations of the stone and the heat of

the sun.

FALSE WORKS.

False works may be defined as those works which are

necessary, as aids, in building permanent structures, and a

knowledge of the principles underlying their construction

is essential to success. The step ladder which enables a

man to place a nail in a wall ten feet from the ground is

as much a false work as the scaffolding on a building.

Both are only temporary, and after having lent their assist

ance toward accomplishing certain objects, are removed.

There are three maiu considerations that should compel

close attention and careful study: being, as the name im

plies, false works, they should be built upon as economical

a plan as possible; the system, or plan, should be simple in

all its delals, easy of erection and easy of demolition; and,

finally, they should possess strength sufficient for any load

they may be called upon lo bear. The conditions are so

varying, every change in the plan of the structure demand

ing an alteration in the false work, that no fixed rules can

be laid down. Almost every builder has methods of his own,

little secrets of his trade learned by years of experieuce.

But in scaffolding for large buildings, while the question of

safety should never be lost sight of, the timbers ought to be

so used as to permit of iheir being sold after the work shall

have been completed. When allowable, they should be kept

in marketable lengths and as free from disfiguration as is

consistent with the work in hand. Timber of straight grain,

clear, and of good kind, is cheaper in the end than that not

having these qualities, although the first cost may be more

The architect when computing his strains figures upon the

strength of the best timber, hut the builder in his scaffolding

is sometimes forced to use timber that is imperfect, and it is

then that his past practice comes to his aid. The quality of

the material changes the whole aspect of the affair, and its

successful use, whether good or bad, can only be learned by-

actual handling.

One of the most important divisions of false works is

that in bridge erection, and it is here that peculiarities of

education are best illustrated. A long span bridge over a

deep ravine or river requires an elaborate system of false

works, and a new factor in the problem now comes forward.

In many locations it is neiessary to so proportion them that

they will resist wind pressure and be stable in a gale.

It is not every engineer who can design a first-class

bridge, and then go and erect it in unfavorable situations.

Every year the designer and erecter are occupying more

widely divergent and independent stations, similar to the

architect and builder. Asa whole, the science of false works,

which are used to-day and destroyed to-morrow, is becoming

one of great importance, increasing in the same ratio as the

magnitude of the works, and it is becoming a distinct pro

fession, demanding specialists to master its ever varying

conditions.

THE LOAD OF SHAFTING.

Shafting, pulleys, and hangers are necessary intermediates

between the motor and the moved. On their integrity de

pends the very existence of establishments driven by steam

or water power, and the care in calculation and attention in

making and placing them is properly fully as great and ex-

active as in the build and choice of tools and machinery that

make the ultimate product. The shafting must be strong

enough to sustain not only the weight of pulleys, but to resist

the strain of belts without springing, and also to sustain the

weight between supports placed at considerable distances on

a main line ten or twelve feet. If the shaft springs in use,

the boxes soon wear out and the journals cut, and the fric

tion is excessive. If additional bearings are placed, it is at

the expense of additional friction. The elements of size of

shafting" and distance between bearings are parts of the

problem of a layout of the shafting for an establishment

that do not appear to receive as much attention as their im

portance deserves. The principal object of the millwright is

to have his shafting stiff enough to resist all the strain and

pull to which it may be subjected, and have plenty of mate

rial and weight over and beyond that limit. But all the

weight, necessary and unnecessary, must be kept in motion

by the prime mover at as great an expense in proportion to

the energy exerted as the producing machinery.

The revelations of the dynamometer and the steam engine

indicator are astonishing in their recorded results of tests

made with "all machinery on" and "all machinery off."

Id one establishment, employing steam to the amount of 220

horse power, the disgusted proprietor declared, when the

results of an examination were given him, that he ""was

paying more for turning shafting and running belts than for

producing work." The statement was somewhat exagger

ated, but a very large proportion of the force of the prime

mover is expended in the power used in running the interme

diates of shafting, pulleys, and bells.

Once this proportion was much greater than now. In the

memory of mauy mechanics, square shafting was universally

used, making an addition in weight of nearly one-third,

without corresponding addition of strength ; for the resist-

i to bending of a square bar across its small diameter is

scarcely greater than that of the round bar of the same dia

meter.

The general introduction of round, turned bars was a

great relief to this load of unnecessary iron ; and the tendency

of improvement has moved also in the direction of lightening

the weight of pulleys, and balancing them. Our cast iron

pulleys are much lighter than formerly, and latterly wrought

iron pulleys have been introduced, having, In addition to

the advantages of being already balanced and being stronger

than cast pulleys, that of being very much lighter. Wooden

pulleys of very neat construction have been placed on the

market, and paper has also been pressed into service (and

shape) as pulleys.

Perhaps these improvements in pulleys have reached their

climax ; but there may be room for improvement in shaft

ing. It is doubtful if the entire strength of the diameter of

a two inch solid shaft is ever required where a shaft of that

size is placed. Probably the trial strength of the shaft, in

support of weight and resistance to the pull of belts, would

not be practically diminished if the shaft was cored by the

removal of the central diameter of one inch. This would

leave the walls of the shaft half an inch thick, and would

J reduce the weight of a line of one hundred feet from 1,060

lbs. to 795 lbs. If still greater strength was required, the

diameter of the shaft might be increased to two and a

quarter inches, and be cored one and a quarter inches, leav

ing half inch walls, and the two and a quarter inch shaft,

hollow, would then weigh less than the two inch, solid. But

it is probable that a two inch shaft with a core of one and a

quarter inches would serve the purposes of the solid two

inch shaft. This would leave walls of three-eighths of an

inch and reduce the weight of a line of one hundred feet

from 1,060 lb. to 645 lb. These estimates are not intended

to be exact, but they suggest the possibility of reducing the

weight of our running shafting, with the result of a material

reduction in expense of running, and a consequent increase

of profit in result. Very easily managed tests could be

made to ascertain the relative strength of the solid and hol

low shafts. There is plenty of hydraulic tubing in the mar

ket that in its proportions would serve for these tests, obvi

ating the necessity of preparing specimens specially for the

purpose.
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DISINFECTION V8. DISINFECTANTS.

So much has been said about disinfectants within the last

ten years that it would be superfluous for us to increase the

bulk of literature on that very attractive subject. We have

no new kind of disinfectant with unpronounceable name and

of surprising efficiency to introduce to our readers, yet a

few words of caution against the use of those already known

will not be out of season just now.

For many years sanitarians extolled the virtues and re

commended the use of all sorts of disinfectants, while at

present the tendency is to undervalue and decry the use of

nearly every kind of disinfectant. Is there less need of dis

infection, or have the old means proved worthless ?

Let us first consider the object aimed at in their use.

When, where, and why is disinfection needed ? Take first

the air we breathe; pure air, the normal mixture of oxy

gen and nitrogen with its 0-04 per cent of carbon dioxide

and still smaller traces of ammonia. The out-door air of sea

and land is healthful and invigorating. Provided its tem

perature is neither too high nor too low, it does not injure

our bodies, externally or internally. Those tribes that live

in this free open air suffer only from wet and cold, more

rarely from heat. But even out-door air, in some localities,

and at certain seasons, contains other and less wholesome

substances. Miasm, whether it be an organized ferment, a

living germ, or, what is very improbable, some peculiar

gaseous substance, is a natural product. It may be found

where the foot of man has never trod, nor his hand created

the conditions for its generation, as well as in places where

the newly upturned soil shows that civilization is pushing

her conquests, or where the iron road has damned the

natural streams, and where factories or inundations have

flooded extensive tracts of fertile land.

Against this subtle poison, whatever it may be, we have,

unfortunately, too little protection. King Carbolic is as

powerless against its ravages as was King Canute against

the advancing tide. Perfect security is only found in flight;

where this is impossible, means should be taken to remove

and destroy the cause, which is often quite as difficult, and

can only be accomplished by the State or general govern

ment. The noble cities of the West, and their cousins on

the Rhine, have suffered untold hardships from recent

freshets, and scarcely smaller dangers threaten when the

vernal sun shall fall upon these river-soaked towns and de

velop in the nidus thus prepared those malignant germs of

death.

But while our sympathy goes forth to them, let us look at

our own back-yards, our sinks, and cesspools, and even our

cellars, to see if we have been preparing hot-beds for the

propagation of like evils. Whatever accumulation of vege

table or animal matter has been formed during the winter

must be removed before the summer's sun falls on it. Do

not rest with sprinkling over it some disinfectant, good or

poor, but consign it either to ths flames or, if in the coun

try, to a compost heap at a safe distance from the house and

well.

Next to malaria and the dangers that arise naturally from

the spontaneous decomposition of ordinary refuse, is that

which mayr result from improper cars and disposition of

effete matter, which may poison both air and soil. The

evil effects of sewer-gas are largely due to these products,

although, in large towns, the danger of actual infection is

superadded.

Against all of the above the usual disinfectants are nearly

or quite useless. Their supposed value rests upon an en

tirely false basis. Among the products of putrefaction and

decay there are some gases, mostly sulphur compounds, of

repulsive odor. This is a most fortunate circumstance in

one respect, as the odor not only serves to make its presence

known, but prompts the individual either to flee from it or

to employ ventilation for comfort's sake. Too many people

think that the only deleterious products are ,hose that offend

the nostrils, hence they are satisfied when they have de

stroyed the odor. That this may be accomplished without

much benefit in any other direction will be evident upon a

moment's consideration. Carbon disulpbide, a poisonous

substance, the vapors of which produce headache and ver

tigo that may result in death, has, usually, a repulsive odor,

but it is not difficult to deodorize it without effecting its

other properties. Deodorized alcohol is no less a poison

than it was before.

Then, again, most disinfectants, like carbolic acid, have

an odor of their own which masks the other smell instead

of destroying it. The essential oils, burnt coffee, scorched

rags, etc., act in the same way. Metallic salts absorb and

decompose sulphureted hydrogen, and hence are true de

odorizers, and to that extent are of some value. The ob

jections to their use are as follows: With the exception of

iron salts they are poisonous, and accidents are liable to

occur. Then they produce a false sense of security, as we

are apt to forget that the gases retain their poisonous prop

erties long after the odor is gone. From time to time the

popular press, and even some semi scientific papers, recom

mend as a disinfectant a solution of lead chloride in an ex

cess of sodium chloride. The lead, of course, absorbs the

sulphureted hydrogen, and thus acts as a deodorizer, and a

poisonous one at that. Occasionally some ignoramus, con

founding chlorides with hypochlorites, recommends the use

of calcium chloride obtained from the action of common salt

on quicklime, or lime-water. The chlorine in this com

pound, like that in the lead salt, is so firmly bound that it

has no value as a disinfectant. The value of dead oil and

crude carbolic acid is in part due to its bad smell, which

induces people to throw open the windows and admit na

ture's disinfectant, atmospheric oxygen.

The third case in which it becomes desirable to disinfect

the air itself is in hospitals where contagious and infectious

diseases are treated. As these are supposed to be due to

minute organisms, or germs, disinfection means destruction.

This can only lie effected by contact. A current of air

loaded with the germs of a disease will float unchanged over

the surface of a dish full of chlorides, of iron salts, or even of

carbolic acid. Chlorine, bromine, ozone, and sulphur dioxide

are more efficient, owing to theirpower of mingling with the

germs as they are wafted over our heads. It is probable

that if sufficiently abundant they actually destroy the

germs, while at the same time they decompose the sulphur

compounds, and thus prove to be true deodorizers, but they

are themselves irrespirable in this state of concentration.

The disinfection of houses, rooms, or clothing used by

the sick is less difficult. In some cases it is cheaper to burn

them; in other cases heat, the most effective of disinfect

ants, can be applied, either wet or dry, with good effect.

Solutions of poisonous substances, from carbolic acid to cor

rosive sublimate, are frequently employed with good effect,

but antiseptics in general have very little effect upon bac

teria. Fire, on the other hand, consumes bacteria, as well

as other germs, and it is unlikely that any poisonous gas

would escape destruction if passed through fire, the oxides

of carbon excepted.

Le Bon says that the volatile alkaloids which are formed

during the advanced stages of decay are very violent poi

sons. He compares them with prussic acid and coniine in

in their effects. The dangerous properties of the gases that

escape from graves and vaults are due, he thinks, to these

alkaloids, and not to microbes, hence disinfectants of every

sort, even if they could be brought in contact with these

gases, would be of no avail.

As disinfectants mostly fail to disinfect, no reliance

should be placed on them ; suitable precautions should be

taken to render their use unnecessary ; impure air should

never be breathed, nor should preventable causes be allowed

to pollute the air. Decay and decomposition can usually be

prevented by the use of antiseptics, if in no other way, for

it is much easier to prevent putrefaction from setting in

than to check it after it has once begun. H.

The Proposed Sahara Sea.

M. De Lesseps reports favorably on the proposed Sahara

Sea scheme. Soundings 73 meters deep have shown the

existence of nothing but sand. The African inland sea

might easily be made, with the aid of 100 excavators, repre

senting the work of 100,000 men. M. De Lesseps has met

with the best reception from the Arab soldiery and popula

tion. On the 3d inst. he arrived at Biskra, having complet

ed a survey of the country between Gabes and the Marsh

Lakes. He declared that the soil will allow of the excava

tions necessary to connect the lakes with the Mediterranean,

that the works will present no extraordinary difficulty, and

that the concessions asked for witli regard to the forest and ad

joining lands will make the scheme remunerative and wholly

independent of State aid, subvention, or guarantee.
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Practical Hints about Glasses.

Persons finding their eyes becoming dry and itching on

reading, as well as those who find it necessary to place an

object nearer than fourteen inches from their face to read,

need spectacles.

Persons under forty years of age should not wear glasses

until the accommodating power of the eyes has been sus

pended and the exact state of refraction determined by a

competent ophthalmic surgeon.

The spectacle glasses sold by peddlers aud by jewelers gene

rally are hurtful to the eyes of those who read much, as the

lenses are made of inferior sheet glass and are not symme

trically ground.

No matter how perfectly the lenses may be made, unless

they are mounted in a suitable frame and properly placed

before the eye, discomfort will arise from their prolonged

use.

There are three systems of grading spectacle lenses: the

English, the metric, and the Prussian. Those made to supply

the demands of the trade in this country are carelessly made,

and are poor imitations of either the English or the metrical

system. The metrical scale has no English equivalent, is

not graded by any uniform rule of dividing the inter focal

spaces, and is therefore unsuited to the exacting demands of

science.

Persons holding objects too near the face endanger the

safety of their eyes and incur the risk of becoming near

sighted.

The near-sighted eye is an unsound eye, and should be

fully corrected with a glass, notwithstanding the fact it may

need no aid for reading.

The proper time to begin wearing glasses is just as soon

us the eyes tire on being subjected to prolonged use.—Medical

Herald.

< < » » m ■

Putting Pelagic Animals to Sleep.

The American Naturalist says Dr. Fol, of Geneva, has

made the important discovery that coelenterates and echi-

noderms may be rendered insensible and kept so for hours,

and even days, without injury, by saturating the water with

carbonic acid. The containing vessel must, of course, be

hermetically closed. The animal at once becomes insensi

ble and motionless, But preserves its natural appearance, and

recovers at once when again placed in pure sea water. This

method may be used not only for obtaining life-like photo

graphs, but also, as Dr. Fol suggests, for transporting ani

mals alive. Fishes and mollusks do not survive this treat

ment, and crustaceans for only a short time.

Dr. Fol tried various narcotics, but found that small

doses would not bring the animals to rest, while large doses

acted as poisons. The same proved true of tobacco smoke

and aqueous solutions of ether, chloroform, and ethyl bro

mide. Sulphydric acid and carbonic oxide gave satisfactory

results in only a few cases.

MODERN SYSTEMS OF HEATING AND LIGHTING.

The accompanying engraving, taken from one of our

London contemporaries, shows a new design for a heating

apparatus, which, it says, is becoming success

fully introduced in England.

By an arrangement of a series of water pipes

within the shell of the stove, the utmost heat is

obtained from the smallest consumption of fuel.

The fire is entirely exposed to view, as in an

ordinary grate.

AUTOMATIC EXTINGUISHER FOB KEROSENE LAMPS.

The engraving shows a lamp burner provided with means

for extinguishing the flame of the lamp in case it should

be accidentally upset. The main parts of the burner may

be of any approved construction. Extinguishing plates aie

hinged under the dome near the wick tube, aud are pro

vided with arms, which project outwardly, as shown in the

engraving, and pass through the diagonal slots made in a plate

formed with the stem, which passes down through the flange

of the burner, where it is turned to form a hook for the

 

AUTOMATIC EXTINGUISHER FOR KEROSENE LAMPS.

attachment thereto of the upper end of the rod, which

reaches down to the base of the lamp and rests upon the

table or other support of the lamp when the lamp stands

upright, and is of such length relative to the height of the

lamp, that when the lamp is in upright position it lifts the

slotted plate, causing it to open and hold open the extin

guishing plates, as shown in the engraving. The rod is pro

vided with a coiled spring, which, should the lamp be upset,

serves to force the rod downward. This will draw down

ward the slotted plate and close the extinguishing plates

over the wick, and thus instantly extinguish the flame. A

stud serves also as a means by which the rod may be held

from downward movement by one finger of the hand when

the lamp is lifted off from the table or other support.

The device is cheap, and may be applied to all forms of

lamps. Instead of having the rod pass down the outside of

Quarter Sawed Yellow Pine.

There is no lumber that will shrink so little and wear so

long as quarter sawed. This process of sawing is particu

larly applicable to yellow pine flooring, as such flooring is

generally laid where it is subjected to heavy wear. A bas

tard sawed board, no matter from what kind of timber it is

cut, will wear rough, and sliver, if in constant use for floor

ing or driveways. It would be impossible to conceive of a

harder, more durable floor than yellow pine would make if

it were quartered. The pitch it contains would give it an

advantage over oak, ash, or maple in point of durability. A

few of the Southern mill men are beginning to understand

the merits of such flooring, and are selecting the few quar

tered boards that every log sawed the old fashioned way

invariably has, and putting them in a grade by themselves.

It is a bad way of doing, for the balance of the flooring is

depreciated in value, and in fact sometimes almost worthless,

for no man who is acquainted with its defects would think

of making a floor of it.

It might answer for a floor that is to be kept carpeted, but

usually such a floor is made of softer and cheaper wood.

The expense of quarter sawing would be considerably in ex

cess of the usual way of manufacture, but the flooring would

be richly worth the difference. Quartered oak in the large

markets is worth, on an average, $10 dollars per thousand

more than clear oak sawed bastard, and there ought to be

nearly that difference between the two kinds of yellow pine

flooring. A log, if quarter sawed, does not yield as much

lumber as if sawed the other way, and sawing it that way is

a slower job. Quartered flooring ought to be one of the pro

ductions of the Southern mills. Builders should not object

paying a third more for it, when they know its beauty and

durability are more than doubled as compared with bastard,

and every intelligent builder ought to know that such is the

fact.—Northwestern Lumberman.

Apparatus for Purifying Air.

An apparatus—Stanley's—is now being brought out in

London, for the purposes of cooling, purifying, and disinfect

ing the air of saloons, cabins, hospitals. The system con

sists in pumping cold water through pipes which are fixed

in the ceilings, running the length and across the saloon or

ward in an hospital. Iu these pipes are fixed rods, outside

which it is intended that a thin film of water shall trickle

down, which will be regulated by a cap fitted to the upper

end of the rod. The water in thus running down the rod

will, it is claimed, absorb all the particles of dust, etc., that

may be floating in the air, also cool and purify the vitiated

atmosphere ; and any of the known purifying chemical

agents can be mixed with the water for the purpose of dis

infecting, such as Condy's fluid. The water, after running

down the rods, will be carried away by an arrangement of

pipes under the flooring. To prevent any contact with the

water, a guard of brass wire gauze can be flxed.

Photographic Hints and Wrinkles.

Citro-oxalate Developer.—The following devel

oper is recommended for dry plates made with

bromide of silver as well as chloride emulsions

No. 1 consists of 70 parts of potassium citrate,

20 parts of potassium oxalate, in 168 parts of

water. No. 2 consists of 30 parts of sulphate of

Iron in 168 parts of water. For use, mix equal

volumes of each solution. The solutions will

keep a long time with vaseline oil on the sur

face.

Alkaline Developer for Gelatine Plates.—•The

following is said to give a strong and unfogged

negative with short exposure. Equal parts of

a cold saturated solution of sodic bicarbonate

and 1 part of ammonia solution (1 to 4) are

mixed. A solution of pyrogallic acid is made in

the proportions of 1 to 160, and a few drops o£

the above alkaline solution added.

Another Pyro-developer.—Dissolve 60 grammes

of pyrogallic acid and 20 grammes of boric acid

iu 600 c. c. of water. Another solution is made

of 120 grammes of ammonia and 15 grammes of

ammonium bromide in 600 c. c. of water. A

third solution contains 100 c. c. of chemically

pure glycerine in 800 c. c. of water. When

developing a plate, 4 c. c. of the pyro solution

is mixed with 4 c. c. of ammoniacal solution, and both

poured iuto 60 c. c. of the glycerine solution.

NUro-glyeerine in the Iron Developer.—The following is

said to be an excellent developer for wet collodion plates.

Dissolve 10 grammes of sulphate of iron in 160 c. c. water,

and add 10 grammes of glacial acetic acid and 10 grammes

of a 1 per cent alcoholic solution of nitro glycerine.

 

COMBINED GRATE AND HOT WATER RADIATOR

the bowl of the lamp, the bowl might be provided with a

tube, through which the rod might be passed down to the

face of the lamp, and thus conceal the rod.

This invention has been patented by Mr. John B. Grecn-

halgh, of Blackstone, Mass.

Microscopes were invented by Jansen in Holland about

1590, by Fontana in Italy aud Drebbcl in Holland about 1621.

Phof. Sorokin of the St. Petersburg Medico-Surgical

Academy, says that, judging by certain signs he had no

ticed in several bodies lately examined, there is a possibility

of cholera appearing in Russia during the present year.

West Indian Phosphate.

The works at Mona Island, West Indies, which were

started about two years ago, are now well advanced, and

with a full productive capacity of from 20.S00

to 30,000 tons a year.

The guano is already in high favor in the

United States, where it has been thoroughly

tested, and is pronounced one of the best, if not

the very best, of such materials imported there.

The phosphate rock, of which now considera

ble is raised, is in active request in England and

on the Continent, especially the latter, where

the more highly concentrated fertilizers are gene

rally used.

The deposits or accumulations occur on the

floors of the immense caves penetrating the coast

line of the island—a Tertiary coral rock—for ten

or twelve miles almost uninterruptedly.

The thickness of the deposits is usually about

four or five feet. The rock phosphate, which is

really phosphatized coral rock, is found both as

a massive stratum or shell underlying the bed

guano, and also incrusting the masses of rock

found embedded in the guano. The deposits are

very interesting from a scientific point of view.

The crystallized calcite, aragonite, and gypsire

are found as pure as if from a primary forma

tion.

Many new combinations of phosphoric acid,

giving rise to new series of phosphatic minerals,

are quite abundant. The two examined and de

scribed by Professor Sheppard, of New Haven,

as monite and monitile are bi-basic and hold the

highest combination of phosphoric acid known

in any natural phosphate. They occur well

crystallized. The Mona guano analyzes 52 to 68

per cent bone phosphate on a dry basis, and

commercial samples of the rock 87 to 88 per cent

bone phosphate. Both are singularly free from iron and

alumina. Many Indian relics and remains have been found

in and under the deposits, viz. : implements, pottery, shells,

bones, etc. Some of these most interesting relics are in

my possession. The work is under the personal supervision

of Mr. J. G. Miller, of Ottawa, a practical scientist.—Amer.

Railroad Journal.

At Midland, Mich., the water work5 have been completed.

The pumps have a capacity of 1,500,000 gallons daily.
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8traimo Playfellows.

The peculiar attachment animals of different species

sometimes have for each olher is quite remarkable; singular

cases of this kind are being constantly recorded. The fol

lowing from the Philadelphia Press is among the most singu

lar we have read for some time:

Among the most interesting features of the Zoological

Gardens, says the Press, are the peculiar relations existing

between the capybara and two pretty kittens. The capy-

bara (Hydrodiarus capybara) is a curious creature. It is

the largest of rodents, and in its habits and characteristics

very much resembles our muskrat. It lives in the water

and burrows in the banks of the South American rivers.

It is about a3 large as a big dog, and is covered with

coarse hair. As it lies

in the pen in the deer

bouse it is continually

accompanied by the

two kittens. In cold

weather they snuggle

close up to him, and

keep as warm as toast

by lying almost under

their strange protector.

Sometimes he will play

with them and poke

them about with his

nose: thereupon they

will mount his back

and sit serenely, while

he is unable to get

them off. Then he

will plunge into his

water tank, and water

hating tabby will

spring off to escape

the undesired bath.

If the cats leave the pen, " Porgy'' (he is so called after

"Porgy" O'Brien, the circus man) will follow them to

the bars and make a funny squeaking noise, beseeching

his companions to come back to keep him company.

Sometimes the keepers will bother the kittens. They fly

at once to the protecting sides of " Porgy," while he will

bare his long teeth and chatter fiercely. In the next cage is

a wallaby, and while the cats go in and out, they do not at

tempt to be at all friendly. They confine their allegiance

wholly to the more ugly capybara.

So long as the draught was not entirely choked, smoke

came through in a more or less foul condition, but still

smoke. The scrubbing was of the most perfect order, but

the result of all the experiments was to show that when

smoke is once made from bituminous coal nothing can be

done to rid it of its more objectionable characteristics.

LAMP FOR LOCOMOTIVE HEADLIGHT.

The principal difficulty in the use of the ordinary arc

lamp for the headlights of locomotives has been that the

 

When the machine starts, the piston valve, d, is pulled out

by the governor, and first closes the passage against the pis

ton, a; in further pulling out the arc is established by draw

ing the liquid after it, and thus lowering piston, b. The

burning away of the carbons increases the speed of the en

gine and machine, and a further pulling out of the piston

valve takes place until a second opening allows the commu

nication of the fluids as soon as the arc becomes too long.

Then the carbons approach each other, the machine runs

slower, the governor pushes the piston back and closes the

opening again.

As the fluid between the two pistons cannot be compressed,

and as no vaouum can be formed, the lamp burns well in

spite of the heaviest shocks. We are informed many trial

trips have been made on the Crown Prince Rudolf Railway,

in Austria, with the

greatest success. The

lamp was fed by a dy

namo machine of S.

Schuckert, of Nurem

berg, driven by a

Brotherhood three cy

linder engine.

The system was pa

tented by Messrs. Sed-

laczek & Wikulill.

Further information

may be obtained by ad

dressing Messrs. Paul

Forchheimer & Com

pany, 543 Broadway,

New York.

 

Purification or Smoke.

In a paper recently read before the Society of Civil and

Mechanical Engineers by Mr. E. H. G. Brewster, the author

describes the result of some experiments made for Sir F.

Brumwell, with the object of finding whether it is possible

to arrest the smoke from common coal tires by a process of

straining and washing.

For this purpose a

portable stove was so

arranged that the pro

ducts of combustion

in the flue could either

be allowed to pass off

into the atmosphere in

the usual manner, or

be directed downward

through another pipe

iuto a wooden box

filled with different

scrubbing materials,

drenched when re

quired with a fine

water spray.

At first the down

draught pipe and

scrubbing box were

empty, and the color

and density of the

smoke were observed.

The spray of water

was then turned on,

without the slightest

apparent effect upon

the smoke. The scrub

ber was then filled

with broken coke to

the depth of 1 foot 4J

inches, and the smoke

passed through as be

fore. No appreciable

effect was produced,

although the box was

gradually filled with

dry coke until it would

not hold any more.

The water spray was then turned on, and an improvement

immediately took place, the color of the smoke turning from

dirty black to yellowish brown. It was still smoke, how

ever; and it was found that 10'3 cubic feet of coke in the

wet scrubber, with a plentiful supply of water, would not

clean the smoke produced by a quarter of an ounce of coal

put upon a clear fire. Trays of matting, broken coke, cot

ton wool, and various other straining materials—wet and

dry, hot and cold—were then tried in a scrubber 12 feet high

and 3 feet square, but with the same result.

ELECTBIC LOCOMOTIVE HEADLIGHT.

jarring of the engine while in motion affects the regulating

mechanism, so that the light is rendered extremely unsteady

or extinguished. This defect does not exist in the regulator

shown in our engravings, the carbons being held in position

by pistons acted on by hydraulic pressure.

The pistons, a b, are of different diameters, the smaller

one, a, being heaviest and connected with the positive car

bon. The relative size of the two pistons is such that when

the piston, a, falls of its own gravity, the piston, b, rises

half the distance.

The regulation of the motion of the pistons is effected by

enlarging or contracting the opening between the two cylin

ders. This is done by opening or closing a piston valve

which is controlled by an electromagnetic helix in the cir

cuit or by a centrifugal governor.

When the electromagnet is made weaker by the weaken

ing of the current following burning away of the carbon, the

 

ELECTEIC LOCOMOTIVE HEADLIGHT.

piston, a, is moved back by the action of a spring, the com

munication is established again, and the carbons approach

each other. By another position of the valve the fluid

passes through a larger hole to allow a quicker movement

of the pistons sometimes necessary, for instance when new

carbons are to be put in.

Instead of using an electromagnet, the regulation of the

arc can be secured also direct by the motion of the machine

itself. For this purpose the shaft is connected with the

piston, a, by means of a centrifugal governor, /, Fig. II.

Lost City Retaken.

The Chilians have

at present several thou

sand men advancing

from different directions into the Araucanian territory. Up

to now they have met with slight opposition, although past

events have led the government to anticipate that stubborn

opposition would be encountered. Among a number of

letters from correspondents accompanying the different ex

peditions is one descriptive of the newly discovered site of

the city of Villarica, a populous and opulent city, which,

after a siege of two years and eleven months, fell into the

hands of the Araucanians in 1692.

The writer states that he has walked among the ruins,

now thickly studded with well grown oaks, and among

them has traced streets which were fully one mile imength,

and which been divided into blocks of 100 yards square, as

was customary in most of the cities founded by the Span

iards. The city had been surrounded by a wall, which is

yet in a fair state of preservation from three to six feet

from the ground—a sufficient defense in former days against

any ordinary Indian at

tack. Tiles were found

which have hardened

to the consistency of

stone, and which are

in better condition than

when they were the

mute witnesses of the

destruction of this in

land city so many years

ago.

In the viciuity there

is a very extensive

lake, in which an

island is situated which

is reported to be

swarming with the de

scendants of the do

mestic animals belong

ing to the Spaniards

who were here sacri

ficed by the victorious

Araucanians. The de

scription given is brief

in the extreme, but it

will 60on be supple

mented by fuller and

yet more interesting

reports of this and

other cities which were

destroyed at the same

time.

All the districts now

being explored — and

notably that surround

ing Villarica—abound

in mines, which re

turned large sums dur

ing the Spanish occu

pancy. These mines will ngain be worked under different

auspices, and will lend their assistance in promoting the

rapid settlement and development of Araucania, so long oc

cupied by the scattered bands claiming dominion over it,

but which now promises to become one of the richest pro

vinces of Chili.—Panama Star and Herald.

A trestle bridge across Lake Pontchartrain, on the

New Orleans and Northeastern Railroad, will be twenty-

one miles long.
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TEE BROAD STREET PASSENGER STATIOR OF TEE PENN

SYLVANIA RAILROAD COMPANY AT PHILADELPHIA.

We give several engravings of the New Broad Street Sta

tion at Philadelphia, also of the Filbert Street extension,

structures recently completed aud put into use by the Penn

sylvania Railroad. (See first page.)

The Filbert Street extension, which furnishes the ap

proaches to the station, is such a solid and broad structure

that it is entirely relieved of the unsubstantial characteris

tics commonly associated with elevated railroads. When it

is considered that the breadth is sufficient to afford ample

accommodations to nine railway tracks, and that they rest

upon foundations as firm as liberal expenditures and the best

engineering skill can make them, it will be seen that all these

approaches are invested with an appearance and reality of

solidity which is not attached to elevated railways of the

ordinary type. The passenger yard, which is bounded on

the east by Sixteenth Street, is 2,042 feet in length by 106

feet in width.

Much of the space between Fifteenth and Sixteenth Streets

between Market and Filbert, which on the lower story or

first floor is used for freight purposes, is used as a passen

ger train house in the second story, under conditions that

entirely relieve the passenger trains from obstructions

caused by freight movements, and amid very beautiful and

appropriate architectural surroundings. The portion of the

second floor used as a passenger train house has a width of

172 feet, while the portion of the second floor of this struc

ture which is near to Market Street, and has a width of 135

feet, is used for freight purposes. The passenger train

house is provided with eight tracks and four platforms,

one between each pair of tracks, twenty-four feet in width

and elevated about fourteen inches above the rails. The

building has an iron pointed arch roof of two spans, 85 feet

each, and it is decorated with ornamental iron work.

In front of this structure the new station is located on a

lot bounded by Broad, Filbert, Fifteenth, and Market

Streets. This building has a front of 193 feet 5 inches on

Broad Street extending southward from Filbert, by 122 feet

10 inches from Broad to Fifteenth. Its Fifteenth Street

front is connected by a covered bridge of ornamental cast

iron work with the passenger train house on the west side

»f Fifteenth Street, of which this bridge virtually forms a

prolongation, the same roof being common to both. The

style of the exterior on Broad is Gothic, treated freely to ac

commodate it to the requirements of a modern building.

The first story is of granite, on the Broad and Filbert Street

fronts. Above the first story the walls are faced with red

pressed brick, with red terra cotta and moulded bricks

freely used as adornments in a manner that has a novel and

vary pleasing effect. On the angle of the two principal

facades at Market and Filbert Streets a clock tower is carried

up to a height, including the slated roof, of 176 feet. Its

location is such that it can be seen to great advantage from

distant points.

The station is admirably arranged for the purpose of fur

nishing accommodations for passengers in the first and second

stories, and two additional higher stories are appropriately

arranged for offices of tr j company. The first story contains

ticket offices, baggage-rooms, stairways leading to the sec

ond story, and a waiting lobby to be used in connection with

baggage-room and ticket offices. Another considerable por

tion of this story is open to the streets, front and rear, for

the purpose of providing a convenient passage way for car

riages and foot passengers from Broad to Fifteenth Street.

The second story contains waiting rooms, a large dining

room and restaurant, barber shop, lavatories, and other con

veniences for passengers. It is approached by stairs and two

hydraulic elevators, located on the north side of the waiting

rooms. Communication with the trains is provided by a

wide lobby extending the whole length of the Fifteenth Street

front, on which the waiting room doors open on one side,

and the gates to the train house on the other. The third

story contains the kitchen and storerooms for the service of

dining room and restaurant, with which they are connected

by elevators and a private stairway. The other portion of

this story is devoted to offices of the company, and the fourth

story is occupied entirely by offices intended for similar uses.

Access to both these upper stories is provided by a fireproof

stairway and elevator, with entrance by a private door on

Filbert Street.

The facing of interior walls of stair halls and lobby to ticket

offices in lower story, and water closets in principal stoiy, is

of enameled biick, built up with the body of the walls and

visibly bonded to it at intervals by heading courses of differ

ent colors, blue marble being used for caps, corbels, skirt

ing, etc. The walls of driveway in lower story aud of lobby

to trains and exit stairway in main story are similarly faced

with pressed brick in red and buff, and decorated with

moulded brick. All the jambs and arches of interior open

ings to principal rooms of main story are built of blue mar

ble, bonded with the brick work, with moulded labels and

carved bosses, polished granite shafts with carved caps, and

moulded bases of marble being used to carry arches over

oriel windows in dining room aud ladies' toilet room aud at

head of exit stair. The floors of exit stair hall and lobby to

ticket office and the footways in lower story are laid with

cement, in geometrical patterns of two colors, gray and red.

Tlic train lobby in principal story is similarly floored, the

other rooms of this story being paved with marble tiles.

The railings of entrance staircase and the gates to elevators

are beautiful and original designs in wrought aud cast iron.

The completeness of the work is shown in the evident care

and study that has been bestowed on every detail, even the

seats in the waiting rooms being well designed in harmony

with the style of finish, and not the hackneyed " ready-

made " affairs usually seen in such places. All this work is

executed in hard wood, oak, cherry, and ash, showing their

natural colors.

The tiling, brick, and marble work of the fine open fire

places look well, and the mantels are in keeping with the

rest of the wood finish.

A novel feature lately introduced by the Pennsylvania

Railroad Company is the hansom cab service, which en

ables a passenger to go from the station to his destination at

a very slight expense. These peculiar vehicles (shown in

one of the views) are made by Messrs. HincksA Johnson, of

Bridgeport, Conn. We understand they are now being in

troduced in Washington and other cities.

The designs, details, and specifications were furnished by

Messrs. Wilson Brothers & Co., civil engineers aud archi

tects, their Mr. Joseph M. Wilson being the well-known

engineer of bridges and buildings to the company. The

execution of the work has been effectively superintended by

chief engineer W. H. Brown and his corps of assistants.

For our descriptive matter we are indebted to the Railway

World; our engraving is from drawings by our own

artist.

Genuine Violet Soap.

Genuine violet soap, which is generally sold in square

lumps. marked " Finest perfumed old brown violet soap,"

enjoys the greatest approval of consumers on account of its

agreeable odor. It is certainly made in every large manu

factory of toilet soaps, but there are great discrepancies as re

gards the manner of its mauufacture and the composition of

the scent.

The writer has for many years used the following process

for making a very fine violet soap in the cold way.

The process is as follows:

Finest cocoannt oil 48 poands.

Fresh tallow 14 "

Beat Lagos palm oil 1^ "

Melt together. To a portion of the fat while still hot add

2 pounds powdered and alcoholized orris root, and 2}£

pounds powdered and alcoholized bergamot rind, equally

distributed. The manipulation is best effected by sifting

the perfumes into a large mortar, rubbing continually, and

adding more fat until a homogeneous and moderately fluid

mass has been formed, which is then added to the mass in

the pan.

In the same manner \% pounds of liquid storax is dis

solved in some pounds of the mixed fat with the aid of heat,

and the liquid mass is carefully strained through a cloth into

the pan.

The whole mixture of fat is then allowed to cool down to

90° F. , and 31 pounds soda lye and 1 pound potash lye, at

66° Tw., are crutched in the usual manner.

Before putting in the forms the soap is further perfumed

with—

Hlicham oil of lavender 250 grains.

Bergamot oil 186 "

Sassafras oil 75 "

Balsam of Pei a 70 "

Ceylon oil of cinnamon 10 *'

Musk 2 to 8 "

The musk is ground fine with a little milk sugar, moisten

ed with the oils, and worked into the soap.

The soap when first cut lias not a very fine color, and the

smell is far from agreeable. In the course of fourteen days

it takes a good brown color, and the odor improves with

age.—Ghemiml Review.

Plate Glass manufacture.

About thirty miles south of St. Louis, on the main line of

the St. Louis, Iron Mountain & Southern Railway, is Crystal

City, the home of plate glass manufacture in the far West.

The works of the Crystal Plate Glass Company are located

some distance from the station, but a small branch railway

affords ready communication at all times. It is but a few

years since it was the popular impression that plate glass

could not be produced in this country, and that idea is but

partially obliterated at the present time, while the facts are

that much of the finest and largest plate glass now being

used in the finest buildings of all our large cities is made in

this country from native material, and is in every respect

equal to that of foreign make. In the manufacture of glass

of the very best quality the Crystal Plate Glass Company is

equal to any other. The two things which account for this

fact are, first, the superior material—in other words, the

Plattin sand—which takes its name from the stream of that

name on the banks of which the sand rock quarries lie; and

secondly, the experience and skill of those under whose

management the work is prosecuted. The deposit of sand

is unquestionably the most extraordinary and valuable that

has ever been discovered in the world. Incalculable in its

extent, this white sand is here found in a lofty bluff into

which tunnels have been driven for a distance of over fifty

feet, and from which the invaluable material is obtained in

absolute perfection ready for use. It is dazzliugly white

and is perfectly translucent. The company owns 200 acres

of this bluff, which averages seventy feet in thickness, and

could not be exhausted in hundreds of years. The exceed

ing purity of the sand has excited the admiration of thou

sands. An analysis gives the following remarkable results:

silica, 99-62; iron, 0 09; magnesia, 0 07. Other indispensable

materials required in plate glass production are also found

here in exhaustless quantity of the highest order of merit.

It may be interesting to state that every ingredient that

enters into any formula for the production of plate glass is

obtainable in this country save soda ash, and that this can

and will be made in St. Louis is but a question of time.

The immense works of the company were commenced in

1872 by the American Plate Glass Company, with a capital

stock of $250,000. In 1874 this was raised to $500,000, and in

1880 to $1,000,000. The president of the company is E. A.

Hitchcock, a position he has held from the formation. The

manager is George F. Neale, a gentleman who has been

connected with the manufacture of plate glass in Europe

and this country ever since his boyhood. Under such ex

perienced management all imperfections have beeu removed,

and the company claims with just pride a production it is

willing to submit to competition from any quarter. The

process of manufacture of plate glass is very interesting,

and it is only possible to fully appreciate it by witnessing

the operation from the time the sand is taken from the quar

ries till the glass comes out of the polishing department in

all its perfection. There are seven departments through

which the glass goes in the course of manufacture, as fol

lows: 1. The pot room, in which the crucibles and other

fire clay articles are prepared. 2. The mixing department,

in which materials are mixed preparatory to being melted in

the pots. 3. The melting department, with a capacity for

melting the contents of forty-eight pots daily, and a fourth

gas furnace containing twenty pots is in course of construc

tion. 4. The casting process, which might be called the

supreme moment, as in the face of the most intense heat

this side of Hades not a moment can be safely lost in the

transfer of the great masses of fiery fluid from the pots to

the casting tables. 5. The grinding department, where the

glass is ground down to a dead level surface by being laid,

embedded in plaster, on a disk grinder 21 feet in diameter.

6. The smoothing department, where the surface is smoothed

by an interesting process after it is ground. 7. The polish

ing department, where, by the use of large felt covered

rubbers, aided by a liquid rouge made from copperas pre

pared by the company, the glass is polished. These

processes require a large amount of space. The grinding and

polishing departments occupy buildings 742x120 feet and 660

xll6 feet,besides which there are numerous other buildings

aggregating many hundred feet in double line, containing (in

cluding the furnace and annealing halls) the pothouse, in

which the crucibles and other fire clay articles are prepared,

the grinding and mixing houses, two boiler houses, pump

house, blacksmith shop, and a number of other necessary

buildings, all of the most substantial and enduring character.

The machinery and engines consist of three melting fur

naces (all gas), 70 annealing kilus, 22 circular grinders, 50

smoothers. 36 polishers, and 20 steam engines, together with

complete ouvJts in the very best kinds of machinists' tools

and machinety for doing the company's own work, perfect

equipments to ■ their own blacksmiths, carpenters, brick-

makers, and masons, a milling department for grinding

limestone, clay, and plaster of Paris, and numerous minor

but necessary buildings for the correct conduct of this mam

moth enterprise. The city contains upward of 100 frame

houses for the several hundred men, women, and children.

The situation is a most charming one for residence as well

as valuable for manufacturing purposes, and the buildings

in all their strength, powerful machinery, the peaceful vil

lage with its refining influences, the raw material in its ex

ceeding wealth and purity, and the manufactured article in

all the pride of honest construction, combine to produce a

marvelously beautiful picture upon the eyes aud minds of

all who may be so fortunate as to visit this romantically

realistic city. Tbe company has made special provisions

for the comfort, health, instruction, and amusement of its

operatives.—New York Graphic.

Value of tbe Sunflower.

Agriculturists claim it is the best egg producing food

known for poultry, keeping tbem in a thriving condition

and largely increasing the production of eggs. Every poul

try raiser who tries it will find that this seed is the best food

known for glossing the plumage of fowls, and is almost in

dispensable to those who want to fit their birds for exhibi

tion to the best advantage. The Russian sunflower is easily

raised, requires very little care, can be grown in fence cor

ners, or other places difficult" to cultivate. Its production

of seed is immense, yielding often at the rate of one hun

dred bushels to the acre. It should be planted in hills four

feet apart, any time from the 10th of May to the 1st of

July. Three quarts of seed will plant an acre.

A Large Turtle.

Captain Augustus G. Hall and the crew of tbe schooner

Annie L. Hall vouch for the following : On March 30, while

on the Grand Bank, in latitude 40° 10', longitude 33°, they

discovered an immense live trunk turtle, which was at first

thought to be a vessel bottom up. The schooner passed within

twenty-five feet of the monster, and those on board had am

ple opportunity to estimate its dimensions by a comparison

with the length of the schooner. The turtle was at least 40

feet long, 30 feet wide, aud 30 feet from the apex of the

back to the bottom of the under shell. The flippers were

20 feet long. It was not deemed advisable to attempt its

capture.
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EECENT DECISIONS BELATING TO PATENTS,

Supreme Court, District of Colombia.

PUBLIC USE AND BALE.

An application for a patent cannot be rejected on the

ground that the invention was in public use and on sale for

more than two years before the time of filing the applica

tion, when the only proof before the Commissioner consists

of mere ex parte affidavits taken without notice and cross

examination.

The law confers upon the Commissioner authority to in

stitute an inquiry into allegations of public use and sale of

the invention, such as would bar the patent. This proceed

ing, on which the Commissioner acquires his information

through the testimony of others, is a kind of judicial inquiry,

-jjd when the testimony is furnished by those in adverse

interest, it becomes substantially a contest, and in such case

justice requires that the fate of the application be deter

mined by proof which conforms to the fundamental canons

of the law of evidence, according to which ex parte affi

davits taken without opportunity to cross examine are in no

case admissible upon the merits of a cause.

Idyatery of mineral*.*

It is painfully evident even to the most advanced scien

tists that, in the midst of the multitude of theories, and in

the best light that the slowly accumulated wisdom of

centuries has thrown upon the question, our real knowl

edge of the character and formation of minerals is very

limited and uncertain. Wonderful progress has been made

during the last half century in regard to some of the con

stituent elements of the most common metals and the me

thod of fitting them for utility, but the great problem of

their ciealion and union with other primary elements is still

a hidden mystery. Metallurgists have discovered some

thing of the effects of oxygen, and of hydrogen gas and its

intimate and almost inseparable affinity with iron, but the

real facts are hidden behind a veil that never has been pene

trated.

Iron is generally understood to be a synonym for solidity

and enduring permanence, yet science now proves that pure

iron is nearly as unstable as water, and exists only as a curi

osity in the laboratory. Some chemists claim that hydrogen

is itself a metal, and it may be yet shown that many of the

so-called pure metals, now supposed to be simple elements,

are in reality compounds which science may be able to sepa

rate, perhaps almost into endless divisions. Alumina has re

cently come into notice, and a wide field, in view of its inex

haustible resources, opens up and stretches out beyond our

grasp into the future. By its discovery our common clay is

to be the mother of a mineral whose usefulness iu the future

cannot now be measured.

It may be found that the great oceans of air and water are

the prolific mines from which the miners of the future will

draw their supplies of mineral to satisfy the demand of their

day and generation. It is already well proved that the at

mosphere, the water of the ocean, the planets and comets,

contain a perceptible quantity of mineral matter.

From a general harmony of the manifest workings of Na

ture, it would not be strange if it should be discovered that

the vast variety of mineral substances now known, and the

perhaps greater variety to be revealed, can be traced back to

a common primal center, and it will be shown that the infi

nite varieties of form and character are but different mani

festations, under special circumstances, of the same great

force driven out into modified expression. Our increasing

knowledge of the imponderable force, electricity, will throw

much light into the hidden mysteries of the metallic world,

and by its sun-like torch we may be enabled to follow with

reverent steps, from the dim threshold of ourpresent knowl

edge, the footprints of mineral creation to the cradle of its

existence.

The Abundance of Gold.*

The future supply of gold, even for coinage purposes, is

beginning to be one of more than common interest. An

cient history is resplendent with the prodigal display of

gold by the barbaric peoples of the Orient. Arabia, Egypt,

and Africa, according to this same authority, were prolific

in their production of this precious metal. Pliny states that

Cyrus returned from his conquest with thirty-four thousand

pounds of gold (about $10,000,000). Alexander the Great

brought $100,000,000 in gold from Persia.

But at the present time these great fields, so renowned in

history, are barren so far as the production of gold is con

cerned, and it is evident that Europe can be no longer de

pended upon to perform any appreciable part in furnishing

a supply of gold to meet the demands of the future. Even

in this country the statistics of production show a constant

and marked decline in gold, although the field is largely

extended and mining is more thoroughly prosecuted than

ever before.

New subscribers to the Scientific American and Scien

tific American Supplement, who may desire to have com

plete volumes, can have the back numbers of either paper

sent to them to the commencement of the year. Bound

volumes of the Scientific American and Scientific

American Supplement for 1882, may be had at this office,

or obtained through news agents.

* The. Mining Review.

Boiler Kxploslon In North East, Pa.

To the Editor of the Scientific American:

We have just returned from the scene of a boiler explosion.

Last Saturday, at 9 A.M., the boiler in the steam sawmill of

William Merkx, five miles south of this place, blew up with

great force. The fireman had noticed water coming out

around a rivet, and calied the attention of the other men to

it. They, five in number, stepped up to see what the

trouble was; just as they had all got to the boiler, it parted

at the union of the firebox and maiu part. The five men

were all within six feet of the boiler, yet strange to say

none were killed, and one was only slightly injured. All the

rest were hurt some; one, a broken leg; one, a broken jaw;

one, shoulder out; and the proprietor considerably injured;

when found, the rim of the flywheel was lying across

his body. The boiler was a portable locomotive firebox, with

engine on boiler, Griffith & Weuge makers, and had been

in use 18 years. It had about 50 two inch flues, 10 feet long.

The mill was a total wreck; the carriage much broken up,

the saw broken in many pieces. It is not known the amount

of steam at the time of the explosion. The gauge showed

90 pounds, but it was out of repair and not reliable. The

safety valve weight was set at 125, with another weight half

as large with it. The safety valve was ground the day before,

and might have been stuck; but they think steam was blow

ing off at the time.

 

I. Hole where boiler stood.— 3. 8tack.-8. Rim of flywheel —4. Engine

shaft and spokes of flywheel.—5. Mill.—6. Saw.—7. Engine cylin

der.—8. Top and right aide of shell of Are box—9. Fire box.

10. Left nide of shell of fire box.—11. Boiler.— 12 and 13.

Where the boiler struck.—13. A stump.—14. Position,

of fireman.— 15. Shanty not injured.—16. Eccentric.

The engine (a 20 horse power) was runniug at the time,

and the injector bad just been started. The firebox shows

the soot all burned off the inside of the top, which would

indicate low water. The cut shows about the way things

lay. The firebox was intact, but the covering or boiler

sheet all around was gone. The firebox struck over just

before stopping. The boiler twisted and was ended around.

The cylinder and other pieces flew the whole distance with

out landing. Two or three men at a short distance saw the

explosion, and describe it as terrific. The stack (about 20

feet high) rose straight up about 100 feet, and dropped

straight down again.

The great mystery is how the men all got out alive. We

send you pieces of the boiler iron, which we would cali

very poor.

A. L Loop.

The Great Apartment Houses of New York.

The mode in which the newest of the great apartment

houses in New York are built and carried on is, says the

American Architect, a. peculiar one. While in other places

such structures are erected at the cost either of some

individual, who rents his rooms to tenants, or of a

small association of mutual acquaintances, who own the

property in common, in the metropolis the whole business

of securing land, raising subscriptions, and organizing the

company for building is usually transacted by a single per

son, the promoter, as he is called, who, if he is successful in

his efforts, finds compensation for his trouble either in trans

ferring the land secured by him for the building to the asso

ciation at a price somewhat higher than that which he h..s

contracted to pay for it, or in some other way.

As the promoter needs a well-digested set of plans for the

future structure, in order to interest the persons whom he

wishes to have as subscribers, some architect is not unfre-

quently joined with him in the enterprise. Subscriptions

are made for definite apartments, as shown on the plans, each

subscriber agreeing to pay in cash about one-quarter as much

as the same accommodation would cost in a separate house,

the price of the apartments being decided beforehand by a

careful allotment among them of the total cost of land and

building, for which estimates have been already obtained.

As soon as about two-thirds of the necessary amount is sub

scribed an assessment is called, and operations are begun,

and at the same time certificates of stock in the association

are issued to the subscribers, each one receiving an amount

equal to the price of the apartment which he has agreed to

take. The stockholders then elect trustees to take entire

charge of the property, and each one receives from the trus

tees a perpetual lease of his apartment, containing the con

ditions as to the use of the rooms, or the behavior of their

occupants, which the subscribers see fit to impose on them

selves for their own protection. The subscriptions rarely

represent the total value of the property, a certain portion

being raised by morgage; but one or two floors of the build

ing are generally reserved, to be reuted by the trustees for

the benefit of the association, and the income from this source

pays the whole or a part of the mortgage interest. Other

expenses, such as the cost of heating and service, are paid by

the occupants, unless it should happen, as it sometimes may,

that the rentals are sufficient to cover these also.

It need hardly be said that it is more economical to com

bine fifty or sixty houses under one roof than to build them

in a row along an avenue, and the great apartment houses

certainly offer many advantages to their owners in this re

spect. As it happens, however, such a mode of living is now

fashionable, and the subscribers have generally been rich

people who wish to decorate their new houses to suit their

own fancy. To meet this taste it is usual to contract for

the building rather cheaply finished, and without mantels,

arranging with the subscribers that changes shall be made to

suit them, at a fair price, and it is easy to understand that

many persons, who have money to spare, spend enough on

such fittings to make the cost of their apartment considerably

larger than the subscription. On the whole, however, this

works to the profit of the more careful stockholders, whose

dwellings gain a reflected distinction from their brilliant

neighbors, and if nothing more serious is to be said against

the new system, its popularity will be very little affected.

On the other hand, the advantages which the best apartment

houses offer are very important. Situated as they are upon

Fifth and Madison Avenues, and on the Park, they furnish

to the householder of modest fortune, but good social con

nection, a beautiful and comfortable home in the midst of

all that is brightest and most attractive in New York, at a

cost no greater than that of a shabby dwelling of the same

capacity, but inferior in light, air, and sunshine, in the dirty

streets beyond the fashionable quarter, and in that city,

where the line between lavish opulence and prudent economy

is somewhat unpleasantly drawn, the value of good location

is not likely to be underestimated.

Cable Car Traction In Philadelphia.

The new cable motor of the Union Passenger Railway

Company, on Columbia Avenue, Philadelphia, between

Thirty-third Street and East Park, was opened on the 5th of

April. The cable, which is of crucible steel, and 9,200 feet

in length, was run at the rate of seven miles per hour, by

the two " Porter & Allen " engines of 100 horse power each,

which have been built to supply the motion. The cable

passes through a tunnel or pipe beneath the track, and be

comes attached to the car by the action of a " gripe," which

moves along a narrow, continuous opening midway between

the rails. Three trains of three cars each were run several

times over the road, a distance of about \% miles, and the

workings of the system were thoroughly tested to the satis

faction of the visitors. The cars started gradually and

smoothly, and were stopped promptly, but not so suddenly

as to be unpleasant to the riders. The same speed was

maintained on the heavy grade of three feet to the 100 as on

the level portion of the road.

cochineal Color for Elixirs.

The difficulty of preparing a cochineal color that will keep

has suggested the use of glycerine as a preservative. Prof.

C. L. Diebl's formula, as given in New Remedies, is as fol

lows:

Cocbineal '. 1 ounce.

Carbonate of potash W "

Powdered alum U "

Creaji of tartar 1 "

Water 8

Glycerine 8 "

Reduce the cochineal to a fine powder, add the carbonate

of potash, and triturate it with two ounces of water. Allow

the mixture to stand one hour, add the alum and cream of

tartar successively, and, when effervescence has ceased, the

remaining water, filter, and add the glycerine.

Testing a Lightning Conductor,

The spire of the General Assembly Hall, Edinburgh, has

just been fitted up with a new lightning conductor. Some

doubt having been expressed, says the Electrical Review, as

to the efficiency of the old conductor, it was resolved to

subject it to a strict test, and for this purpose a copper wire

was carried up one side of the spire and attached to the con

ductor on the other side. When the connection was effect

ed, the electrical resistance is said to have reached the" very

alarming amount of 800 ohms." The conductor was jointed

together by screw couplings, and this extraordinary resist:

ance is explained to have been due to the " defective char

acter of many of those couplings."

An insect exhibition is to be held in Paris this year from

July 1 for just three weeks, under the auspices of the Cen

tral Society of Agriculture and Insectology. It will include

(1) useful insects; (2) their products, raw, and in the first

transformations; (3) apparatus and instruments used in the

preparation of these products; (4) injurious insects and the

various processes fordestroyingthem; (5) everything relating

to insectology.
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"MOORE COTJSTY OBIT."

The peculiar formation of this stone, and. Us remarkable

adaptability to grinding corn meal, has, in a comparatively

short time, been thoroughly brought to the attention of the

milling world. In Moore County, North Carolina, located

about in the center of the State, this conglomerate was dis

covered by the early settlers, and was known to exist in a

well-defined vein for a distance of nearly two miles, and

was first worked in several places by them for their own

use in grinding corn meal, and was sought for in every sec

tion of the State, and bauled in wagons long distances. In

many cases where it came inlo competition with other stones

used for grinding corn meal, its superiority was so marked

that parties paid large sums of money to secure the "Moore

County Grit," to enable them to bold their trade.

About four years ago the entire vein was purchased by

the North Carolina Millstone Company, and for the first

time since its discovery, improved machinery and appliances

were put to work in quarrying and developing this grit.

Starting in a small way, the company has gradually built up

a large business and developed a little village around their

■works, solely upon the merits of this stone. Its claims of

superiority over other millstones for grinding corn meal are:

that it will not glaze, and will grind large quantities of corn

without dressing; that it wears differently from other mill

stones, its tendency being to wear sharp and not smoothly

on its face. It griuds meal into round particles, and will

raise a bushel of corn when ground into meal 30 to 40 per

and the prospects are that within the next eighteen months

it will reach Parkewood. the little village that owes its ex

istence to this grit. At present this village is sixteen miles

from any point of railroad communication, and the new

road will give it a very considerable impetus, and will en

able the company to deliver their products with a dimin

ished outlay.

For further particulars in regard to the "Moore County

Grit " mills and millstones, address North Carolina Mill

stone Company, Carthage, N. C.

American Timber.*

When the facts are taken into consideration that a reckless

denudation of American forests has been steadily carried on

for a great number of years, and that, with advanced civil

ization, increased population and enormous influx of foreign

immigrants have surpassed the prophecies of even the most

sanguine among latter day prophets, it is not surprising that

this question of timber supply should be of such deep inter

est to our practical as well as political economists.

As an evidence of the reckless and wasteful system of de

struction adopted by the earlier settlers of this country, por

tions of Pennsylvania known as the Allegheny district were

covered with magnificent pine forests, but as there was no

immediate demand for the lumber, thousands of acres of

those valuable timber lands were downed by the axmen to

make way for the farmer. What was the result? Fields of

unproductive, stony lands, comparatively worthless, were

With such truths as the above to reflect upon, the question

of the timber supply of the world naturally becomes a mo

mentous one, and one deserving mature deliberation and

judicious legislation. Thousands of trees are annually cut

to be used for purposes that might be dispensed with,

notably fences, telegraph poles, and fuel. These can, in

most instances, be dispensed with or substitutes employed

that would make a great diminution in forest cutting.

Barbed wire or no fences at all, telegraph wires laid tinder

ground, and when possible coal, are modes of economy to

be adopted for each, and ones which are practicable in

almost every region of the country. As in Europe, pre

ventives to decay must be employed on crossties, and brick,

stone, or iron utilized for building purposes where wood is

now used.

In addition to these immediate acts of economy of timber,

tree planting should be encouraged and carried on, not as an

experiment, but a business; and by placing in each State

some competent botanist to superintend the replanting and

cultivation of new forests, assisted by a corps of trusty, in

dustrious guards to protect them, much of the barren and

worthless lands of the continent can be made to produce

crops of valuable limber.

To the uneducated in the lumber trade no idea can be

formed of the vast amounts of timber that are annually"cut

on this continent, hence many are inclined to oppose econ

omy in the treatment of forests, and are difficult to convince

as to the rapid manner in which they are destroyed; though.

 

"MOORE COUNTY GEIT " POETABLE COEN MILLS.

cent, insuring light, superior table meal, which is not liable

to be heavy when made into bread. In many sections of

the country this particular feature is of the greatest import

ance, especially so in the Southern and Southwestern States,

where corn bread is the staple article of food. It is claimed

that, owing to tbe peculiar nature of this stone, and its

natural sharpness, it does not require as much power as

other millstones to grind a given number of bushels of corn,

and in point of durability it has shown great superiority

over other millstones.

Our illustration is a sectional view of a mill built by the

North Carolina Millstone Company, and provided with 8

runs of their upper runner 86 inch portable corn mills, with

silent feed, exhaust fan, sifter or bolter, and meal box. The

capacity of this 3-run mill, when grinding fine table meal

of superior quality, is 25 bushels per hour, or if used on

chop or mixed grain, 50 bushels per hour. The engine run

niug these mills is a 25 horse power cut-off engine with

boiler. It is claimed that these mills, grinding at the above

rate, are run with six feet of wood for ten hours, which is

very little fuel for the amount of work performed.

The claim for these mills is not for the large amount of

corn that can be forced through them, but for the quality

of the meal. It is also claimed that if the quantity is in

creased to over eight bushels for a 36 inch mill and five

bushels for a 30 inch mill, the same high character of meal

cannot be produced by any stone of the same diameter.

We are informed that a railroad has been chartered re

cently, to extend from Fayetteville to High Point, N. C,

procured at a sacrifice of inestimable millions which the

timber would be worth to-day.

The same story might be told of the eastern Atlantic

slope of the Allegheny range. Williamsport, Pa., one of

the busiest sawmill towns of that region, is now idle for the

want of material, while Haven being the only point along

the Lehigh River where the industry pays, with logs becom

ing scarcer and dearer each year, its fate will be sealed ere

long.

Thirty years ago one-half of the white pine supply was

furnished by the State of New York, but at the present rate

of cutting the timber, it will have disappeared in another de

cade. The forests of tbe Northwest were then drawn upon,

though much of this considered inexhaustible supply is fast

fading away in the face of the woodsmen and their manu

facturing allies. Michigan is almost entirely denuded, the

standing timber being estimated at not more than a four or

five years' supply. Indiana, once famous for its walnut, has

little or none of this valuable timber left, and manufacturers

in the East who relied upon her for their supplies are now

forced into the use of mahogany. The armies of forest de

stroyers have now been turned toward Canada; the supply of

timber is enormous, as they were in fact in the other named

sections, but past experience shows that a few years will be

sufficient to cause tbe same story to be repeated.

•The Southern Lumberman Is constantly warning its readers against the

destruction of the timber lands in the Southern and Middle States, and

persistently counsels owners of such lands to withhold the axlfrom their

forests, unless the trees are full grown and ripe for the harvest.

when the subject is investigated and statistics examined, it

will be seen that a few years of active operations will de

nude any portion of the most densely timbered lands. Such

figures as 24,000,000 feet in one place, 50,000,000 in another,

and 1,500,000,000 in another, and they representing the cut

in the neighborhood of one stream, form but a fractional

part of the cut all over the country. The value of timbered

lands should be greater at present than ever before, and no

matter how far they are removed from transportation, they

are too valuable to be wautonly destroyed. Just as soon as

the most eligible are utilized, necessity will force transport

ation facilities toward the others, and as a consequence ren

der them valuable. It is very questionable if any lands in

the South, upon which there is a full growth of pine, poplar,

hickory, elm, gum, or cypress, could be made to produce by

clearing them what the standing timber will be worth in the

same given number of years. Therefore, let the Southern

land owners take warning, and not only economize their

timber, but hold on to the land for a few years at least.

The Edison installation at the House of Commons lately

started running. The lights are distributed throughout the

dining-room and library. Sixteen electroliers, each contain

ing a group of sixteen lamps, are in use, tbe current being

supplied by two 250-light "K" dynamos. The lamps can,

if necessary, be fed by one of these machines should any

accident incapacitate either of them. The dynamos are

driven by an Armington <& Sims engine. A cable, 150 feet

long, runs from the engine room to the lamps.
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HORATIO LYON MEMORIAL LIBEAEY, MONSON, MASS.

The walls arc of two shades of Monson graDite outside,

with brick backing, laid hollow, and the building is nearly

fireproof in its construction, the floors being of iron and

brick, and roof framing of iron. The cost was about

$35,000, the money being given by Mrs. Caroline R. Dale,

daughter of Mr. Lyon, and an endowment of $20,000 was

given by Mrs. Lj-od. W. N. Flynt & Co., owners of the

Monson Granite Quarries, were the builders; Mr. Stephen

C Earle, Boston, Mass., was the architect. Our engraving

is from the American Architect.

Lawns : Tbelr Formation and Management.*

It is an old but a very true saying, that a smooth, closely-

shaved lawn is the simplest and the loveliest element we can

use in the adornment of our grounds. We may procure the

choicest flowering plants as well as the most rare ornamental

trees and shrubs that our nurserymen and florists can obtain,

but unless we have a good lawn all our efforts will be in vain ;

for depend upon it, a good lawn is as necessary to complete

the adornment of our grounds as a good carpet is to com

plete the furnishing of our rooms. We may take our rooms

and furnish them with the rarest works of art and the most

expensive furniture we can obtain, but if we leave the rough

pine floor uncovered or unstained, they have anything but

an attractive and finished appearance. There appears to be

something wanting to render them complete and enjoyable.

As it is with our rooms, so it is with our grounds. If they

contain the most costly plants and the choicest ornamental

trees and shrubs we can obtain, while the lawn is neglected

and uncared for, what at

traction have they for us?

Why, none; the simple

fact being that the one

thing necessary to render

the whole complete and

enjoyable is wanting.

If the lawn, then, is so

necessary in the adorn

ment of our grounds, it

should be properly at

tended to and cared for.

I say properly, for a good

lawn is well worth all the

time and care an intelli

gent person can bestow

upon it; and it is my

opinion that more lawns

are ruined from ignorance

and neglect alone than

from any other cause. If

it is our intention to pre

pare good new lawns, it is

absolutely necessary that

the work be thoroughly

and properly done, for a

good lawn will hist for

many years if the ground

has been properly pre

pared, the proper grass

or grasses selected and

sowed, and last, but

not least, the whole prop

erly attended to and cared

for.

In forming a new lawn,

the work should not be too

hastily and imperfectly

done, as this will prove to

be a serious mistake, and

one that cannot be recti

fied afterward. In the

first place, we must see

that our grounds have the

desired grade, and that they are thoroughly and properly

drained and in the condition necessary to produce a good

crop of vegetables; if so, they will produce good lawns.

The preparation of the ground is best done in the fall, so

that it can become well settled by the time we are ready to

sow the seed in the spring. Prepare the ground by giving

a heavy dressing of well decomposed stable manure, and

work it in well by plowing thoroughly. A sub-soil plow

should follow the common plow. Then harrow thoroughly,

and finish by leveling the whole as neatly as possible. As

soon as the weather becomes settled in the spring, apply to

each acre from five to six hundred pounds of bone dust;

harrow it in thoroughly, and be careful to have a good sur

face soil of from eight to ten inches in depth throughout the

entire ground, and finish by having the surface as finely

pulverized as possible, removing all sticks, stones, etc.

The ground being properly prepared, the next considera

tion is the sowing or the seed. This should be done as early

in the spring as possible, choosing a calm day. The sowing

should be carefully done in order to distribute the seed

equally over the entire surface, and not in spots, as this looks

bad, and is not creditable to the sower. Sow thickly at the

rate of from four to five bushels to the acre, and rake the

seeds slightly in. Give, if possible, a sprinkling of soot or

woodashes, in order to render the seed distasteful to birds,

and finish by rolling thoroughly.

* An esuay prepared for the New York Horticultural Society, April

r Charles E. Pamell.

What varieties of grass to sow in order to obtain a satis

factory result is really a serious question. I have no hesita

tion in saying: Sow June or blue grass, Poa pratensis, only ;

no mixture, no white clover, nothing but pure, clean June

grass. In advocating the sowing of June grass, pure and

simple, I am aware that I am treading on dangerous ground,

for I know that many of you will differ with me. I admit

that the June grass will not form a lawn quite as soon as the

various mixtures known as lawn grass, but a lawn of the

June grass, when obtained, will be found to be well worth

wailing for. June grass will thrive in almost any soil and

situation, with full exposure to the sun or in partial shades,

and in seasons of drought, when everything is suffering from

want of moisture, the June grass will retain its verdure to

the last. However, some will insist upon having a mixture;

and it is said a very good one can be made by adding two

pounds of sweet vernal grass, Anilioxanthum odoratum, and

one pound of white clover, Trifolium repeng, to four bushels

of June grass. This is a mixture highly prized by some,

but I cannot see of what benefit the clover is, for it is my

opinion that it would destroy the young grass, and eventu

ally die out itself. About fhe middle of June our lawn will

be looking pretty green; but among the young grass a great

many weeds will be noticed, and the temptation to remove

them will be very strong; but do not doit, for, depend upon

it, any attempt at their removal at this time will do more

hurt than good. About the first of July our lawn will be

ready to be mowed; but we must not cut too low, and the

clippings should be permitted to remain in order to protect

the young and tender roots. After mowing, roll thoroughly ;

 

and after this mov? weekly, if necessary, until the grass ceases

growth. In the autumn the annual weeds will have disap

peared, and the perennials can be cut out with a stout knife.

If often happens that it is very inconvenient to prepare

new lawns, and in such cases we must try to restore the old.

In order to do this properly we must commence in the

autumn. First, fill up all inequalities by carefully lifting

the sod, filling in, and replacing it; at the same time remove

all perennial weeds, and then give a good dressing of stable

manure. As soon as the weather becomes settled in the

spring, the manure should be removed, then rake thoroughly,

using a good iron rake, and be particular to remove all dead

grass, moss, etc. When this is done, give a good dressing

of bone dust, and sow grass seed as for a hpw lawn. Roll

thoroughly, and, as soon as the grass is long enough, mow ;

mow weekly throughout the season, excepting in seasons of

severe drought. It seems almost superfluous to remark that

mowing should always be done with a lawn mower in prefer

ence to the scythe. The work is thus more quickly accom

plished, to say nothing of its neater and more attractive ap

pearance when finished.

After the lawn has become established, it should be prop

erly cared for; every spring it should be carefully examined,

and all perennial weeds removed, a good dressing of bone

dust or ashes given, and the whole thoroughly raked and

rolled. Mowing should also be attended to from the time

the grass commences to grow in the spring until growth

ceases in the autumn. Once a week is none too often to mow,

the clippings being permitted to remain in order to protect

the tender roots; a rake should never be used on the lawn

after it is cleaned in the spring. If it becomes necessary to

use a rake to remove the clippings, on account of their un

sightly appearance, it is absolutely certain that the mowing

was not done at the proper time. In mowing, avoid cutting

too close, for, depend upon it, close mowings and a frequent

use of the rake will soon destroy the finest lawn. Close

mowing encourages the growth of very many troublesome,

noxious little weeds, as well as that great pest of lawns, crab

grass—Pauicum sanguinale. It should be remembered, how

ever, that no lawn can be maintained in good condition un

less it is frequently and thoroughly rolled. Moles are some

times very annoying; the only remedy for these pests con

sists in the proper use of a good trap. A few words as

regards sodding; at the best it is slow and expensive work,

and, unless for places of very small extent, I would not ad

vise the use of sods. In forming new lawns it is sometimes

absolutely necessary to lay sod along the margins of walks,

and also on steep banks, as heavy rains might wash away the

soil before the seed has had time to vegetate; any clear sod

can be used for this purpose, care being taken to firm it well

with the back of the spade.

In seasons of severe drought some resort to watering; but

unless one has an abundant supply of water and the neces

sary facilities for doing the work thoroughly, it is better not

to make the attempt, for anything short of a thorough water

ing will do more hurt than good. I think that if the ground

is properly prepared, the mowing properly attended to, and

the clippings permitted to remain, in order to protect the

young and tender roots, little or no injury from drought need

be apprehended. I am

often asked. What is the

best manure for lawns? I

do not think that there is

anything better than good

stable manure applied just

after the ground becomes

frozen in the fall, and re

moved ns soon as the

weather becomes settled

in the spring. Some,

however, decidedly object

to stable manure, on ac

count of its untidy ap

pearance, and so bone dust

can be substituted. Its

effect, however, will not

be noticed so soon. In

forming new and restoring

old lawns, an abundant

supply of good stable ma

nure is indispensable.

Guano and commercial

fertilizers are much es

teemed by some, and more

or less is said in their

favor; but. as far as my

experience has extended,

I have found them to be

very variable in their re

sults. In wet seasons

they are very satisfactory;

but in seasons of drougnt

the result is quite the re

verse.

Again, some object to

the use of stable manure

for the reason that it con

tains the seeds of many

noxious weeds, and in

this way they would in

troduce them into their

lawns. Now, I would not

apprehend any danger

from this source, if the lawn has been properly attended to,

and seeds sowed the very instant vacancies are noticed; and

I have often noticed that wherever any vacancies exist they

soon become filled with weeds, no matter what fertilizers

have been applied; and it is a most essential point in the

management of lawns to encourage the growth of the good

grass as much as possible, and thus prevent noxious weeds

from taking possession.

The arrangement and proper disposition of ornamental

trees and shrubs on the lawn is also very important, and de

serves the highest considerations. In this paper it is impos

sible to treat of this as fully as its importance demands, for

local circumstances and personal requirements would render

almost worthless any suggestions that I might offer. My

only object in alluding to the subject here is the desire to

caution all against planting trees and shrubs too thickly, and

thus destroy the very object we have in view when planting

them. A room crowded full of furniture has not a very in

viting or attractive appearance; neither has a lawn when

thickly covered with trees and shrubs. Grass will not grow

in such situations, and in consequence the whole will not-

present a very attractive appearance. A few well grown

handsome specimens, properly arranged and cared for, with

a smoothly mowed lawn, will give more satisfaction and

pleasure to all who see it, as well as to the favored pro

prietor.

Coal tar sugar is the latest discover} Its chief ad

vantage over other sugar is its superior sweetness.
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RECENT INVENTIONS.

Split Pulley.

This split pulley is formed mainly of wood, and is made in

separate sections or halves to provide for putting it on or

taking it, off the shaft laterally. This pulley is divided into

sections in a serpentine or irregular course. Thus con

structed, the pulley sections will come together with a per

fect fit after each separation

of them, and will not wear

and work loose when united.

The serpentine cut by which

the pulley is divided into sep

arate sections is not arbi

trary and may be greatly

varied. The invention pro

vides for other divisions of

the pulley, whereby the ser

pentine cut does not extend

through the whole thickness

of the pulley, but is diverted,

breaking the joint between the pulley sections,

tion has been patented by Mr. Gustavus B.

Bristol, N. H.

 

This inven-

Sanborn, of.

 

Improvement In Oil Lamp*.

This invention consists of an attachment, to oil lamps, and

particularly to the tubular lantern, to prevent the escape of

the oil from the lamp, which in the case of this kind of lan

tern gets into the turret and the tubes on top, making bad

smells, and is dangerous; and another difficulty with such

lanterns and other lamps is the flickering of the flame, due

to the insufficient supply of air to the oil reservoir as the oil

burns away, which this inven

tion is calculated to prevent. In

the device shown in the engrav

ing, an oil catcher and the lamp

collar are formed in one piece,

with the part the burner screws

in soldered in it. This forms an

annular space into which the oil

is received from the burner, and

through which the air enters the

body of the lamp to replace the oil burned. The collar is

returned upon itself and leaves an annular space of about Js

inch, to permit the oil to follow down and return to the lamp

through the circular row of holes in the oil catcher. By means

of this device the oil is prevented from creeping over the

outside of the burner or lamp, and the lamp is rendered safe,

as the air is not heated before entering the lamp, as is usual

in lamps of the ordinary form. This useful invention has

been patented by Mr. Samuel Maxim, of Wayne, Keunel>ec

County, Me.

Improved Hand Truck.

The engraving shows a hand truck which has a broad

bearing surface at the lower or front end, so that the articles

to be transported by it will not be injured by the nose at the

front or lower end of the truck. A plate is pivoted at or

near its middle to the upper edge of the nose of the truck,

by means of a pintle passed through holes in the eud stand

ards of the nose, and

through eyes on the under

side of the plate or plat

form, so that the plate or

platform can swing on the

upper edge of the guard.

A rod passes through a

series of eyes in the under

surface of the plate a*t the

inner edge, and is pro

vided at the ends with

longitudinally slotted arms, through which thumb screws

pass into screw threaded apertures in the inner surfaces of

the side pieces of the truck. The plate can be inclined more

or less to the truck, and can be locked in the desired posi

tion by means of the thumb screws. This invention has

been patented by Mr. Alexander Sloan, of Pittson, Pa.

Improved Fence Pout and Telegraph Pole.

The engraving shows an improvement in fence posts and

telegraph poles, recently patented by Mr. Frank Brown, of

Chagrin Falls, O. The post is made of plate iron bent so as

to form three flanges, the middle flange being double and

arranged at right angles with the two others, which lie in the

same plane, and are punched for

receiving nails or screws for hold

ing boards. When the post is used

for a wire fence, the central double

rib is notched to receive the wire,

which is held in place by a plug.

The lower end of the post is

notched to receive an anchor plate

having a triangular hole, through

which the post is slipped. The

plate is afterward turned and locked

in the notches. The same post,

without the holes or notches, is used

for a telegraph pole. Fig. 1 shows

the device applied to telegraph poles; Fig. 2 shows the auger

for setting the posts; Fig. 3 is a post with anchor plate at

tached; Fig. 4 shows the post with fence wires; and Fig. 5

shows the posts with boards attached. This post is light,

Strong, durable, and readily manufactured.

Improved Corset.

An improved corset for curing curvature and weakness of

the spine is shown in the annexed engraving. To each side

of the corset a crutch made of hard rubber, or of steel cov

ered with cloth, is secured at the upper edge of the corset,

by means of a flap, which is passed over the bow of the

crutch, and is thon passed down on each side of the springs

and secured to the corset. The crutch is composed of a steel

or hard rubber bow, to the ends of which is attached one end

of a pad formed of a tubular fabric stuffed with some soft

material. A hip pad is attached

to the inner surface of the cor

set at the hip at each side. Steel

springs, which are secured to the

crutches, project downward and

overlap steel springs secured to

and projecting upward from the

hip pads. The steel springs are

provided with guide loops for

holding them together and guid

ing them. The steel springs may

be locked in the desired position

in relation to each other by the

thumb screw. The crutches are

adjusted, and the corset is worn until the spine has be

come strengthened, and then the crutches are gradually

lowered by shortening the springs by adjusting the thumb

screw, the fabric of the corset be folded more or less, accord

ing as the springs are shortened more or less. We are in

formed that this device is recommended by physicians as a

valuable appliance for the purpose for which it is designed.

Further particulars may be obtained by addressing the in

ventor, Mrs. Villa Hayward, Box 710, Augusta, Me.

 

 

Improved Tray.

An improved tray on which articles can be carried very

conveniently without danger of their sliding off. and with

out requiring the use of both hands while carrying the tray,

is shown in the engraving. An oval or circular tray is pro

vided with wings, to which handles or bails are hinged, and

I he latter are curved in such a manner that when they are

folded down they rest

on the rim of the tray.

The hinges of the bails

or handles are provided

with stops to prevent

swinging them upward

or outward too far be

yond the vertical posi

tion. While carrying

the tray, the highest

points of the handles

or bails are to be swung in contact, so that the tray can be

carried and held by one hand, leaving the other free to open

doors, etc. The rim prevents the dishes and other articles

on the tray from sliding off in case the tray is accidentally

inclined. The tray can be used in dining-rooms, sick-rooms,

etc. When the handles or bails are swuugdown, they cross

each other. The rim of the tray is about one inch high. In

place of making'the tray oval, it can be made circular; but

the oval shape is considered preferable. This invention has

been patented by Sara L. Vreeland, of Hackcnsack, N. J.

 

 

A Dark Bine Marking Ink.

Christian Knab, in Munchberg, Bavaria, makes a blue

preparation good for marking trunks and boxes, because it

readily combines with wood, cloth, etc., and resists the ac

tion of the weather. His process is given in the Deutsche

Industrie Zeitung as follows: 100 pounds of a 30 per cent

fluid extract of logwood are put in a suitable kettle, with 3

quarts of alcohol, to which 2 pounds of hydrochloric acid

has already been added.

The mixture is kept at 68° Fahx., and well stirred until

thoroughly mixed. Next he dissolves 10 pounds of (yellow)

chromate of potassium in 30 pounds of boiling water, and

adds to it 20 pounds of hydrochloric acid, stirring well, and

when it has cooled to 86° Fahr., stirs it very slowly into the

mixture already in the kettle. The whole is then warmed

to about 185° Fahr. The mass, which then becomes an ex

tract, is stirred a short time longer, and to it is added 30

pounds of dextrine mixed with 20 pounds of fine white

earth (terra alba), and well stirred through. The mass,

when taken from the keltic, is put into a mill where it is

thoroughly worked together. It is, lastly, put into tin

boxes and left standing a long time to dry out.

CnrloaltleB of the Dead-Letter Office.

One of the rooms of the Post-Office Department building,

Washington, has recently been transformed into a museum

for the exhibition of curiosities that have accumulated in

the Dead-Letter Office. The articles exhibited number sev

eral thousands, and embrace everything imaginable, from a

postage stamp of the Confederate Slates to snakes and

horned toads. A correspondent of the Evening Post has

been rummaging around in this department, and he finds

that among the relics is a record of all the valuable letters re

ceived during the early days of the postal service in the

colonies of North America. This record is in the handwrit

ing of Benjamin Franklin, and shows that during a period

of eleven years only 365 letters containing valuables were

sent to the Dead-Letter Office. The records of the Depart

ment to-day exhibit at a glance the enormous difference be

tween the postal service of the present and of the early days

of the country's history.

The number of letters received at the Dead-Letter Office

during the last year was 4,207,496, or more than 13,600 each

working day. Of this vast number, nearly 20,000 contained

money to the aggregate value of upward of $44,000 ; 25,000

contained checks, drafts, money orders, and other papers to

the total value of about f2,000,000; while 52,000 had inci

sures of postage stamps. This vast amount of mail matter was

sent to the Dead-Letter Office because three-fourths of the

addresses could not be found; one-eighth were addressed to

guests in hotels who had departed without leaving addresses;

nearly 300,000 were insufficiently prepaid, and as many more

were either erroneously or improperly addressed. Eleven

thousand bore no superscription whatever.

Wherever practicable, letters are forwarded to the parties

addressed, if they can be reached in any manner. If they

contain valuables, and the sender is known, they are

returned; otherwise the valuables are sold and the proceeds

deposited in the United States Treasury. If letter-writers

would exercise an ordinaryamount of care, the majority of

the work of the Dead-Letter Division would be dispensed

with, and all the trouble and annoyance of losses by mail

would be avoided. But the business of this branch of the

Post-Office Department increases from year to year.

A Prehistoric Cemetery.

Two miles from Mandan. on the bluffs near the junction

of the Hart and Missouri Rivers, says the local newspaper,

the Pioneer, is an old cemetery of fully 100 acres in extent

filled with bones of a giant race. This vast city of the dead

lies just east of the Fort Lincoln road. The ground bas

the appearance of having been filled with trenches piled full

of dead bodies, both man and beast, and covered with several

feet of earth. In many places mounds from 8 to 10 feet

high, and some of them 100 feet or more in length, have

been thrown up and are filled with bones, broken pottery,

vases of various bright colored flint, and agates. The pot

tery is of a dark material, beautifully decorated, delicate in

finish, and as light as wood, showing the work of a people

skilled in the arts and possessed of a high state of civiliza

tion. This has evidently been a grand battlefield, where

thousands of men and horses have fallen. Nothing like a sys

tematic or intelligent exploration has been made, as only

little holes two or three feet in depth have been dug in some

of the mounds. but many parts of the anatomy of man and

beast, and beautiful specimens of broken pottery and other

curiosities, have been found in these feeble efforts at excava

tion. Five miles above Mandan, on the opposite side of the

Missouri, is another vast cemetery, as yet unexplored. We

asked an aged Indian what his people knew of these ancient

graveyards. He answered: " Me know nothing about them.

Thev were here before the red man."

The Oldest Tree In the World.

The oldest tree in the world, so far as any one knows, is,

says Knowledge, the Bo tree, of the sacred city of Amara-

poora, in Burmah. It was planted 288 B.C., and is there

fore now 2,170 years old. Sir James Emerson Tennenl

gives reasons for believing that the tree is really of this won

derful age, and refers to historic documents in which it is

mentioned at different dates, as 182 A.D.. 223 A.D., and so

on to the present day. "To it," says Sir James, "kings

have even dedicated their dominions, in testimony of a be

lief that it is a branch of the identical fig tree under which

Buddha reclined at Urumelaya when he underwent his

apotheosis." Its leaves are carried away as streamers by

pilgrims, but it is too sacred to touch with a knife, and

therefore they are only gathered when they fall. The King

oak in Windsor Forest, England, is 1,000 years old.

Incombustible Paper.

Mr. G. Meyer, at a recent meeting of the Societe d'Eu-

couragement, exhibited a new paste combination designed

for the manufacture of incombustible cardboard or paper or

all sorts and shades. The inventor did not wish to make

known at the time tbe chemical composition of this paste,

and also of a new ink exhibited with it, as the patents that

he had applied for in Germany and America had not yet

been obtaiued. He made known the fact, nevertheless, that

asbestos was the principal thing employed in the manufac

ture of his incombustible paper.

He presented specimens of writing, printing, engraving,

etc., made with his inks of different colors, and also showed

a water-color drawing that had been submitted to the fiery

ordeal of the potter's furnace. The painting had preserved

all its brilliancy and the paper all its flexibility. By request,

the inventor for a few minutes exposed to a gas flame a

sheet of his paper upon which he had written with ink of

his composition. Neither the ink nor the paper was changed.

In order to demonstrate by a most conclusive test how great

a heat the paper and ink were capable of withstanding, Mr.

Meyer then placed a lithograph, 15 by 16 centimeters, be

tween two layers of glass in a state of fusion. On removal

the paper was found to have completely resisted the action

of the heat, and the engraving to have preserved all Hs

sharpness.

<» 1 a 1 «»

Removal of Freckles.

The careful application of a small piece of the ointmeet

of the oleate of copper at night upon retiring will usually

remove the freckles. The oleate copper ointment should be

prepared by dissolving one drachm of the salt of oleate of

copper in sufficient oleo-paltnitic acid to make a soft oiat,
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ENGINEERING INVENTIONS.

Mr. Edward S. Plimpton, of Denison, la.,

has patented an improved mechanism for converting

the reciprocating motion of windmill pitman rods into

continuous and steady rotary motion, thus avoiding the

dead center trouble bo often experienced in operating

windmills.

A device for facilitating the handling of

freight is the subject of a patent by Mr. Francis H.

Weeks, of New York city. The invention consists of a

narrow gauge endless railroad, and endless propelling

chain built in the freight platform, and of a system of

sidings and small trucks and automatic switches, where

by any of the trucks may be switched automatically

from flit main track to any desired siding. The trucks

are moved along the track by the endless chain and

caused to automatically stop at one point Id the circuit

of the endless track to receive the load.

A combined railroad tie and chair is the

subject of an invention for which Messrs. William H.

Gibbs and George W. Snook, of Hopewell, N. J., have

obtained letters patent. The invention consists in a tie

provided with a top flange with inclined cross flanges

having angular grooves, and a lug to receive the chaii.

The chair is made with a central offset to receive a

block to support the rail, and downwardly-inclined

side parts to interlock with the grooved cross flanges

of the tie, with slots formed in its side parts to re

ceive the spikes and locking screws, and lugs to prevent

the locking nuts from turning.

An improved steam actuated valve, the ob

ject of which is to prevent the main valve from striking

at the end of its stroke, and to regulate the speed of its

operation, so that the pump valves shall scat themselves

without jar, has been patented by Messrs. L.S.Allison,

H. John, and T. E. Evans, of Hazleton, Pa. Through a

stuffing box in the head of the main cylinder extends a

slide rod, the inner end of which projects into the cy

linder a sufficient distance to be struck by the pinion

when the latter reaches near the end of its stroke, so

that the outer end of the rod will strike the lower end

of a lever, thus actuating the valve stem over the

secondary uteam chest.

A very simple but effective apparatus for

bending rails and bars has been patented by Mr. Ladis-

lav Vojacek, of Sinichov-Prague, Bohemia. The ap

paratus consists of three rollers so mounted on a frame

that, when applied to the object to be bent, the two end

rollers will bear against one side of the bar, while the

intermediate roller will bear against the opposite side

of the bar. A screw regulates an adjustable bearing of

the middle roller, which when it Is turned decreases the

distance between the planes of the middle roller and

the two end rollers, and thus bends the article to the

desired degree. Provision is made for causing the roll

ing apparatus to travel along the rail, and also to pre

vent it from becoming distorted during the operation.

An improved high and low pressure steam

engine for use in locomotives and for other purposes

where it is necessary to obtain power quickly, and

where great variation of power is needed, as in the case

of trains of different lengths, has been patented by

Messrs. Henry and William Monk, of Quebec, Canada.

The cylinders and steam chest of this engine are so

combined as to leave very little space for radiation, and

unnecessary expansion of steam, and to reduce valve

friction to a minimum while the connecting rods are so

arranged as to couple both pistons to one crank, to avoid

dead center. The valves and ports are further so con

structed as to operate high pressure steam in the low

pressure cylinder, so that the engine may be made to

start up with full power, as is impossible with the pres

ent high and low pressure engine.

A car starter which is designed to store up

thr force which is required to stop a car in order to use

it in setting the car in motion, has been patented by Mr.

Theodor Soetbeer, of New York city. The car is

mounted upon square axles which are provided with

pinions of suitable size. The pinions gear with a lon

gitudinal rack, which Is connected with the braking

mechanism in such a way that when the brake is set.

the rack will gear with the upper side of the smaller

pinion wheel. This pinion is attached to the axle, thus

forcing the rack backward and depressing a spring con

nected with the end of the rack. When the brake is

released for setting the car in motion, the spring will

also be liberated, ton* forcing the rack forward, and

this engaging with the under side of the larger pinion

wheel sets the car in motion.

An improved railroad switch, which may be

operated automatically or by hand, has been patented

by Mr. Simeon Nichols, of Lisbon, Me. The rails of the

main line and the side liue are stationary, but the

switch rails are movable and rest in chairs. A long

triangular frame Ib provided, the shorter side of which

Is connected with the switch rails, while the end or

angle subtending this is fastened to a sleeper between the

right rail of the side line and the corresponding left

rail of the main line, and this frame is pivoted in the

middle, so that the acute angle or the short side will be

always raised from the ground or sleeper. AflaDge is

attached to this frame, at the end between the pivot and

the acute angle, in such a way that if a train passes

down either track and the switch is not set, the wheel

of the locomotive will pass over this flange and depress

it, whereupon the other end of the frame will be raised,

elevating thereby the rails of the switch, which will then

he moved laterally by the action of the wheel upon the

side bar of the frame, which is higher than the track.

As soon as the frame has been moved beyond the point

of contact with the wheel, the wheel passes off the

flange mentioned, when the switch rails will fall in

place in the chairs provided for them. The switch may

also be set by band.
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one bar the pump may be tamed nn it8 axis, so that the

spout will project in any desired direction.

A novel shoe tying machine has been pa

tented by 'Messrs. A. W. Weeks, of Worcester, and L.

St. Clair, o( Lynn, Mass. This machine Is designed for

lying shoes together in manufacturing ;eBtahliBbments,

so that the two shoes of one pair will be held together,

and not become separated in handling.

An improvement on tipping trucks for

transporting and discharging dirt, ores, etc., has been

patented by Mr. Henry Grafton, of London, England.

The truck is made to discharge its contents either at the

side or end as may be desired. Arrangement is made

for tipping the car at greater or less degree as desired,

and holding it in place after tilting.

An improved trap for sewer pipes, etc., has

been patented by Mr. Herman Pietsch, of Flatbnsh,

N. Y. The invention consists of a box provided with

an inlet pipe having an elbow at its lower end, and a

gale having hinged to it a double jointed hinged plate,

whereby all foul gases will be prevented from passing

beyond the trap up the pipe.

An improved washing machine has been

patented by Mr. J. O. Hardwick, of Colorado City, Colo.

The tub is upright in form, and is provided with a pair

of washboards which face each other in the tnb. The

clothes to be washed are forced up and down between

the two rubbing boards, and are thereby thoroughly

cleansed.

A new device for supplying steam to the

cylinders of steam engines, designed especially for ope

rating the log standards of a saw mill carriage, has

been patented by Mr. Evan T. Davies, of Manistee,

Mich. The cylinder of the engine has a rack piston rod

which acts directly upon a pinion wheel, from which

the power is transferred to two miter wheels, which

operate the saw mill carriage.

An improvement in ice cream freezers has

juat been patented by Mr. Ferdinand. Espel, of San Fran

cisco, Cal., which consists of a horizontal revolving outer

vessel containing a cream can and beater, the latter of

which is so geared that it may be revolved in either

direction reversely to the direction the cream can is

turned, to more readily agitate and congeal the con

tents.

An improved method of unloading hay

and grain in barns and depositing the material at any

place in the loft is the subject of a patent granted to

Messrs. Wray Mitchell and Oscar C. Mitchell, of

Bapids, N. Y. The process consists in elevating the

rack on which the hay is brought from the field to the

barn, by means of a windlass, when the ruck is slid over

tracks to the place desired, and discharged of its con

tents.

rescued from the upper windows of a burning building'

or by which means firemen may ascend and take up

hose or other appliances for subduing the fire. The ap

paratus is operated by Bteam or compressed air, from

a boiler on the truck.

A station indicator to enable passengers on

steam or horse railroads to see for themselves the

street or station they have reached, has been patented

by Mr. Ben McCrary, of Hot Springs, Ark. A board

is provided within the car, upon which is inscribed the

name of the streets or stations on the line. A gong

sounds to call the passenger's attention to the fact that

a station is being approached, while a poiuter directs

the traveler's eye to the uameof the place on the board,

which is about to be reached. The mechanism may be

operated by the conductor or automatically from the

gearing of the car.

An improvement in feathering paddle wheels

has recently been patented by Mr. Joseph Lane, of Dan

ville, 111. The wheel lias arms fitting in thehubs as nsual,

and provided with two concentric rims. The paddles are

mounted on oscillating arms, and a locking device con

sisting of a crossbar is hnng upon the end of arms that

extend from the hubs, and these are connected in such

a manner that they lock the oscillatory arms before the

paddles enter the water and while in the water, until they

reach the draught point, when the arms are liberated,

and the paddles assume the proper angle for leaving the

water edgewise. During their upward movement, the

locks are drawn outward, leaving the paddles to fall on

either side by gravity until they commence to move

downward, when the locks are again projected.

MECHANICAL INVENTIONS.

Mr. John B. Beale, of Rush Center, Kan.,

has recently patented a method of cuttingjand preparing

broomcorn, whereby it is claimed that considerable

labor Ib saved in the harvesting and handling.

Mr. James Preston, of New York city, is

the patentee of an improved pump frame, the invention

consisting in a very simple device for attaching a pump

cylinder upon its support, so that by simply detaching

A device for holding tools during the grind

ing process has been patented by Mr. W. T. Lander,

of WilllamBton, 8. C. The tool is firmly held against

the stone by a clamping mechanism, which is mounted

upon the bench in such a way that the tool may be

shifted toward and from the stone and secured in any

position as desired. By this device the tool is permit

ted to traverse the face of the stone, and the edges of

the tool will be ground more accurately than if held by

hand.

Mr. John Gartner, of Dallas, Texas, has

patented an improvement in propelling vessels by sup

plementing the ordinary screw propeller with others lo

cated in depressions on either side of the Bhip. The

inventor connects propellers on the opposite sides of a

vessel with one another and with a stem propeller, so

that they will all act at the same time upon different parts

of the vessel in propelling her forward, and thus it is

claimed that an increase of speed is attained with less

consumption of power.

Mr. John Vanston, of Durango, Colo., is

the patentee of an improved sawing machine which

consists substantially in mounting the saw or saws upon

a frame so constructed that the frame may be moved

laterally on the shaft, whereby the logs may be sawed

into boards without the necessity of changing its posi

tion on the carriage at every cut of the saw. The saw

is hung above the log, which admits the use of saws of

smailer diameter and of thinner gauge, which avoids a

great waste of timber.

A combined die plate and tap wrench for

cutting the threads of male and female screws has been

patented by Messrs. H. M. Vincent and W. N. Smith,

of New Bedford, Mass. This device consists in a die

plate made with slots in its Bides to receive sliding

guards. The guards engage with end grooves in the

dies, which, as they are moved forward and backward

by the screw handle, engage with and release the dies

by means of stationary pins attached to the die plate.

An angular receBS is formed iu a portion of the die for

receiving and holding a tap without removing the die.

A compact folding chair, adapted for trans

porting and storage, has been patented by Mr. W. J.

Decker, of New York city. The invention consists in

attaching to the sides of the seat frames at the rear cor

ners thereof metal slides of such a size and form as to

fit and slip up the bars which support the back of the

chair. Metal blocks are attached to the inner side of

the bars to limit the downward movement of the slides,

and support the seal when in use. The chair may be

readily folded and unfolded for use, and a number may

be packed into small space for shipment.

A very ingeuious sewing machine, so de

vised as to make a double stitch and sew directly from

two Bpoois of thread, has been patented by Mr. Carl

von Rein, of Rudoletadt, Germany. The invention

consists in a rotary spool bolder, moving in a circular

track and operated by driving arms, and also in a mov

able frame surrounding a cam on the driving shaft.

This frame is connected by a slotted lever with a lever

carrying the feeder teeth, and operates the lever which

carries the feeder teeth. Provision is made for adjust

ing the length of the stitch.

An improvement in fire escapes of the tele

scoping kind, several tubes sliding within each other, is

the subject of a patent granted to Mr. Napoleon B.

Terry, of Pensacola, Fla. The ladder is supported upon

a truck, and the upper end of the uppermost tube Is

provided with a car or box by which persons may be

AGRICULTURAL INVENTIONS.

A simply constructed implement for cotton

stalk cutting has been patented by Mr. J. M. 8tone, of

Howe, Texas. The blade of the cutter is attached to the

draught bar in such a manner that it will lie nearly flat

on the ground, for severing the stalk with a hand shear

cat.

Mr. E. T. Gregg, of Marshall, Mich., is the

patentee of an improved cultivator, designed for use in

garden farming to remove weeds and pulverize the sur

face of the ground already sown with seeds. This hand

cultivator is monnted like a wheel barrow, and Is pro

vided with a pulverizer furnished with a number of short

teeth and having a blade to cut off the weeds from the

surface of the ground.

Improvements in the construction of har

rows and harrow teeth have been patented by Mr. Kit-

til Anunsen, of Winchester, Wis. This invention con

sists in employing flat bars for the harrow teeth, and

twisting them below where the bars connect with the

beams, half the teeth being twisted to the right and

half to the left, so that the harrow will not be crowded

sidewise. Teeth so arranged make wide furrows, and

at the same time draw much easier than when thicker

teeth are employed.

MISCELLANEOUS INVENTIONS.

Messrs. Prank K. Herr, and Samuel K.

Herr, of Westminster, Md., have patented an improve

ment in the bodies of vehicles which is so construct

ed that the body swings lower than the main part of

the elliptical springs on which the body rests.

Mr. Frank P. Monfort, of Oskaloosa, la.,

is the patentee of an improved lock for securing the

seat of vehicles. The contrivance is automatic in Its

operation, and when the seat is made fast, the lock

holds the seat firmly in place.

Mr. Charles P. Jackson, of Chicago, 111., is

tbe patentee of an improvement in ice boxes, by which

he [claims that the ice will be longer preserved than in

other refrigerators. The arrangement of this box is

very convenient, and the receptacle for the ice may be

readily removed for filling or cleaning.

A simple and inexpensive method of manu

facturing cutlery has been patented by Mr. Hadar Hall-

strom, of EsHlstuna, Sweden. The process consists in

forming hollow metallic handles on knives or forks by

compressing the handle sections into a concave form,

and then welding together the corresponding edges.

Mr. Albert Hall, of Cypress Hill, N. Y.,

has recently patented a very good improvement in the

manner of fastening buttons to garments. By the at

tachment of the shank to the button after the former

has been forced through the material, a permanent fast

ening is assured.

A convenient case for holding toilet imple

ments has been patented by Messrs. J. O. Jasmagy of

Brooklyn, N. Y, and D. H. Frost, of New York city.

This case is so constructed as to hold firmly in place

either an oblong or an oval mirror, as the case may

require.

A rabbet plane has been invented by Mr

Oliver Hegglund, of Oakland, Neb., for which he has

obtained a patent. The hnb of the plane is furnished

with a recessed block, to which the handle is pivoted in

such a manner that it may operate the plane at differ

ent angles for various kinds of work.

Mr. J. W. Hill, of Jersey Shore, Pa., has

patented a novel method of attaching the tugs of a har

ness to the hame connections, so that the draught will be

brought to bear, not upon the points of the tugs where

the rivets pass through it and through the tangs, but

upon the whole width of the tug.

A miner's candlestick is the subject of a

patent granted to Mr. J. C. Martin, of Tiiscarora, Nev.

This consists in a candlestick, a knife blade, a prorg,

and one or two other implements of use to miner? com

bined in one article in a very compact form u. jo car

ried in the pocket.

Messrs. A. B. Baughart and C. H. Treat,

of Frankford, Del., have patented an improved method

of making inlaid frames, the object of which is to pro

duce inlaid frames constructed in such a manner that

the edges of the veneers forming the frames will be ex

posed to view upon all four edges of the frames.

Mr. Jacob Hesch, of Titusville, Pa., has

patented an improved apparatus for boiling acids and

chemicals, which relates to benches of glass retorts for

use in restoring spent acids or any chemicals that are

boiled in glass retorts. The object of the invention is to

obtain a more economical application of beat, especially

when the full bench of retorts is not in use.

A convenient bill file for the use of mer

chants and others has been patented by Mr. P. J.

Wicks, of Saltersville, N. J. The hook is divided, and

one portion is provided with a spring which prevents

the bills from getting disengaged from the hook without

a pressure against the spring, when the bill required may

be withdrawn without disturbing the other bills.

A novel bridle bit for fractious horses has

been patented by Mr. M. J. O'Lcary. of Springville,

Oal. Tills bit is made in two parts held together by

springs, to operate as one bit when the horse is in a

gentle mood, but which separates and operates as a

double bit to open the mouth and gag the horse in case

he becomes unruly.

A composition for preventing the fouling

of ships' bottoms and for the preserving of wood, iron,

etc., from deterioration has been patented by Mr. N. B.

Dennys, of Singapore, Straits Settlements. Tbis com

pound consists of a mixture of sulphide of copper, oxide

of zinc, and Chinese varnish, which forms a limpid mass

which may be applied with a brush.

Mr.Davit F. Hull, of Hagerstown, Md., has

patented an axle for vehicles, and which is also adapted

to agricultural machines of various kinds. A spindle is

secured to the axle in such a manner that when the

former becomes worn, it can be withdrawn and turned

around to bring a new part of the spindle on to the

wearing part of the axle box. thus prolonging its use

fulness.

A novel device, which serves the double

purpose of grasping and cutting cords for grain binders,

has been patented by Mr. Alfred Savage, or Salem, Ore.

This simple device consists of a spring actuated slide

for cutting the cord, and of a jaw which slides in a

groove and has a hook at its outer end for grasping the

cord and holding it firmly after it has been cut, so that

the end thereof may not be lost.

A very simple and inexpensive transplanter

for tobacco and other plants has been patented by Mr.

S. S. Neblett, of Whittle's Mills, Va. This consists in

attaching a cone-shaped pin for making a suitable hole

in the ground, to the side of a curved crosspiece, one

end of which is beveled for scraping the earth about

the root of the plant after it has been inserted in the

hole formed by the pin.

Mr. Willard E. Barcus, of Vineland, N. J.,

has patented an improved molasses measure, the ob

ject of which is to obviate the difficulties of measuring

molasses consequent upon its sluggishness, and to ob

viate the difficulty of properly clearing the measure of

Its entire contents when emptied. The measure is pro

vided with a discharging follower, controlled by a

spring and an internal scraper, by means of which this

is accomplished.

Messrs. G. T. Woodlief andG. R. Dunn, of

Calvert, Tex., have received letters patent for a boot

and shoe indicator intended for the use of retail dealers

to facilitate keeping stock with accuracy. There is an

indicating plate which is attached to the boxeB, shelves,

and drawers, showing what goods they contain. This

Indicator is not limited in use to the boot and shoe

trade, but may be used for keeping stock in any mer

cantile business.

An improved guard for carving forks has

been patented by Mr. T. C. Cnrley, of Brooklyn, N. Y.

The guard, which may be of.any desired form, is pivoted

in a slot in the handle of tbe fork, and is secured in the

position desired by a locking device, consisting in a

piece of steel slotted lengthwise to form two epringB,

which Blot is provided with a suitable enlargement at

one end for holding the guard firmly when it is set for

carving.

A circular swilch for galvanic batteries, in

tended especially for remedial purposes, is the subject

of an invention of which Mr. Henry Lowe, of Brooklyn,

N. Y., is the patentee. A circular switch is surrounded

by a circle of insulated platis, aud is connected with one

of these plates by an adjustable plug and with another

by conducting wires and a switch arm, the object being

to connect the plates with the cells of a battery by con

ducting wires, so that any number of cells may be In

cluded in the circuit.

A novel method of constructing and fitting

together stove pipe sections is the subject of a patent

granted to Mr. John Vincent, Jr., of St. James, Mich.

Tbe improvement consists in making the pipe sections

with longitudinal grooves, and so formed as to lap one

over the other. Saddle-like clamps are fitted over the

overlapping portions of each stove pipe length. By Mr.

Vincent's invention the diameter of the pipe may be

varied as desired. The ends of the pipe sections are

provided with screw threads, by which they aro screwed

one within another, making a fast joint.

A hen's nest, so devised that hens may lay

their eggs, incubate, and hatch their young without be

ing disturbed by other fowls, has been patented by Mr.

J. Q. Sook, of Olivet, Kan. The coop is provided with

a door hinged at the bottom to swing up and down.

Inside the coop and between the door and the nest a

treadle board it arranged on pivots, and connected with

the door i 1, eucL a way that the weight of the hen on

tj>« Teai/e will swing the door open when the hen

....... tr.< coop, and will close it after her when she

enters uie box again.

Mr. Boswald Berry, of Gosforth, Newcas-

tle-on-Tyne Rngland, nas obtained a patent for an ac

cord'" 1 oased upon the principle that any musical seals

is so related to nnother whose keynote is three full tones

distant from the keynote of the former that the first six

naturu. r.otcs of the former scale are identical with the

five accidentals of the latter, together with the seventh

natural note of the latter scale. The instrument has

two Bets of keys, one Bet being connected with reeds

which give tne first six natural tones of the diatonic

scale in each octave, and the other set connected with

reeds which give the accidentals and the seventh natu.

ral note of the scale in each octave, the relative position

of the keys of the two sets being the

the key board.
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Ejector Condenser for Steam Engines orVacuum Pans.

J. L. Alberger, Buffalo, N.Y. ; or T.Sault, NewHaven.Ct.

Lathes 14 in. swing, with and without back gears and

screw. J. Birkenhead. Mansfield, Mass.

Optical lenses of any description; front lenses for

mug. lanterns. $2 a set. C. Bcseler, -18 Centre 8t., N. Y.

Five fool planers, with modem improvements. Geo.

S. Lincoln A- Co., Phoenix Iron Works, Hartford, Conn.

The Beat.—The Dueber Watch Case.

If an invention has not been patented in the United

States for more than one year. It may still be patented In

Canada. Cost for Canadian patent, *40. Various other

foreign patents may also be obtained. For instructions

address Munn & Co., Scientific American Patent

Agency, 261 Broadway, New York.

American Fruit Drier. Free Pamphlet. Sec ad., p. 284.

Am. Twist Drill G'o.,Mcredith, N. H., make Pnt. Chuck

Jaws,Emery Wheels,Grlnders.automatlc Knife Grinders.

Curtis Pressure Regulator and Steam Trap. See p.236.

Brass & Copper in sheets.wire & blanks. See ad.p. 284.

The Chester Steel fastings Co., office 407 Library St.,

Philadelphia. Pa., can prove by 20,000 Crank Shafts and

15,000 Gear Wheels, now in use. the superiority of their

Castings over all others. Circular and price list free.

The Improved Hydraulic Jacks. Punches, and Tube

Expanders. R. Dudgeon. 24 Columbia St.. New York.

Machine Diamonds. J. Dickinson, 64 Nassau St., N.Y.

Tight and Slack Barrel Machinery a specialty. John

Greenwood A Co., Rochester, N. Y. See illus. adv. p. 286.

Gear Wheels for Models (list free); Experimental

Work. eto. D. Gilbert & Son. 212 Chester St., Phila.. Pa.

Walrus Leather, Nickel Anodes, Turkey Emery, Pu

mice Stone and Composition. Greene, Tweed Jc Co., N.Y.

Lathes, Planers, Drills, with modern improvements.

The Pratt & Whitney Co., Hartford, Conn.

20.000 Due Spherical Elevator Buckets, sizes 8J£ to 17

inches, constantly on hand. Telegraphio orders filled.

T. F. Rowland, sole manufacturer, Brooklyn, N. Y.

First Class Engine Lathes. 20 inch swing, 8 foot bed,

now ready. F.C.dfc A. E. Rowland, New Haven, Conn.

Straight Line Engine Co.. Syracuse, N. Y. See p. 285.

The Celebrated Wooton Desk. See adv., page 286.

Lightning Screw Plates, Labor-saving Tools, p. 286.

Wanted.—Patents or the right to manufacture the

articles on royalty. Give full particulars. Cuts, draw

ings and specifications will be returned. If not in our

line, on request of parties sending same. Lock Box 35,

West Troy, N. Y.

Farley's Directories of the Metal Workers, Hardware

Trade, and Mines of the United States. Price $3.00

each. Farley, Paul & Baker, 530 .Market Street. Phlla.

Correspondence solicited from parties desiring brass

or brjnze castings. Special facilities for large and heavy

work. Lock Box 30, West Troy. N. Y.

C. B. Rogers & Co.. Norwich, Conn.. Wood Working

Machinery of every kind. See adv., page 270.

Common Sense Dry Kiln. Adapted to drying of all ma

terial where kiln, etc., drying houses arc used, see p.270.

The Sweetland Chuck. See illus. adv., p. 270.

Knives for Woodworking Machinery.Bookbinders, and

Paper Mills. Taylor, Stiles & Co., Ricgclsville, N. J.

Catalogues free.—Scientific Books, ICO pages; Electri

cal Books. 14 pages. E. 4 F. N. Spon. 41 Murray St.. N. Y.

New list Machinists' Tools now ready. Address E.

West, I^xikport, N. Y.

Improved Skinner PortableCngines. Erie, Pa.

Drop Forglngs. Billings & Spencer Co. See adv., p. 253.

Guild <Ss Garrison's Steam Pump Works, Brooklyn,

N. Y. Steam Pumping Machinery of every descrip

tion. Send for catalogue.

Boiler Scale.—Parties having fine specimens for sale

or loan, address Jas. F. Hotchklss, 81 John Street, N. Y.

Permanent Exposition.—Inventors' Institute, Cooper

Union, N.Y. City. Every facility forexhlbltlon of machin

ery, merchandise, and inventions. The expense is small

—the advantages great. Send for particulars.

Contracts taken to manuf. small goods in sheet or

cant brass steel, or Iron. Estimates given on receipt of

model. H. C. Goodrich. 6t! to Ti Ogden Place, Chicago.

Nickel Plating.—Sole manufacturers cast nickel an

odes, pure nickel salts, polishing composit ions, etc. Com

plete outfit lor plating, etc. Hanson & Van Winkle.

Newark, N. J., and 92 and 94 Liberty St.. New York.

Lists 29. 80 & 31, describing 4.0U0 new and 2d-liand Ma

chines, ready tor distribution. State just whatmnchlnes

wanted. Forsaitb & Co., Manchester, N. 1 1., & N. Y. city.

"Abbe" Bolt Forging Machines and " Palmer" Power

Hammers a specialty. Forsalth & Co., Manchester.N.H.

Railway and Machine Shop Equipment.

Send for Monthly Machinery List

to the George Place Machinery Company,

121 Chambers and 103 Reado Streets, New York.

25" Lathes of the best design. G. A. Old & Co.,

East Newark, N. J.

" How to Keep Boilers Clean." Book sent free by

James K. Hotchklss, 84 John 9t.. New York.

Engines, 10 to 50 horse power, complete, with govern

or, fttfl to 1550. Satisfaction guaranteed. More than

seven hundred In use. For clrcnlar address Heald &

Morris (Drawer 1271, Baldwlnsvllle, N. Y.

Wanted.—Patented articles or machinery to make

and Introduce. Gaynor & Fitzgerald, New Haven. Conn.

Water purified for all purposes, from household sup

plies to those of largest cities, by the improved filters

manufactured by the Newark Filtering Co., 177 Com

merce St. Newark, N. J.

Latest Improved Diamond Drills. Send for circular

to M.c. Bullock Mfg. Co.. 80 to 88 Market St., Chicago, Hi.

P°f Power & Economy, Alcott's Turbine, Mt.Holly, N. J.

Ice Making Machines and Machines for Cooling

Breweries, etc. Pictet Artificial ice Co. (Limited), 14%

Greenwich Street. P. O. Box 3083, New York city.

Split Pulleys at low prices, and of same strength and

appearance as Whole Pnlleys. Yocom & Son's Shafting

Works. Drinker St., Philadelphia. Pa.

Machinery for Light Manufacturing, on hand and

built to order. K. E. Garvin * Co., 139 Center St., N. Y.

Presses <& Dies. Ferracnte Mach. Co., Bridgeton. N.J.

Blake's Patent Belt Studs. Best & strongest fastening

for Leather & Rubber Belts. Greene. Tweed & Co., N.Y.

Supplement Catalogue.—Persons in pursuit of infor

mation on any Bpectal engineering, mechanical, or scien

tific subject, can have catalogue of contents of the Sci

entific American supplement sent to them free.

The Supplement contains lengthy articles embracing

the whole range of engineering, mechanics, and physi

cal solence. Address Munn 4Co..Publishers,New York.

NEW BOOKS AND PUBLICATIONS.

The Plasterer's Manual. By K. Cameron.

New York: William T. Comstock, 1883.

This little pocket manual contains accurate descrip

tions of the tools and materials nscd in plastering; de

scription of the appearance and action of the various

limes and cements; instructions for making mortar,

and for doing all kinds of plastering; cistern building;

form of contract; useful tables and recipes; and im

portant cautions, suggestions, etc. The work is co

piously illustrated, and the intention of the author to

give as much practical information as possible In the

least space is well carried out.

The Forests of England, and the Man

agement of them in Bygone Times.

By John Croumbie Brown, LL.D. Edin

burgh: Oliver & Boyd, 1883.

This little volume is published as a small contribu

tion to the literature of Britain on subjects pertaining

to forestry, and very interestingly treats of the mode

in which forests and woodlands were managed in Eng

land previous to the present century. There is a great

deal of very interesting historical matter in this book,

well-calculated to attract the attention of other classes

of readers than those who make the study of forest

science a specialty.

Third Biennial Report of the State

Board of Agriculture for the Tears

1881-82. Topeka, Kansas: Kansas Pub

lishing House, 1883.

The report of the Kansas State Board of Agriculture,

submitted to the public in this volume, is the ontgrowth

of a policy adopted shortly after the organization of

the board, that is, that of presenting in as succinct and

an attractive a form as possible the resources and ca

pabilities of Kansas. The history of the phenomenal

growth and development of Kansas dnrlng the past

decade is well known to the reading public, and the

State Board of Agriculture, which issues these valuable

reports, can safely claim a large share in its accom

plishment.

The History of Mexico. By Hubert

Howe Bancroft. Vol.1. San Francisco:

A. L. Bancroft & Co., 1883.

This work forms the ninth volume of the author's

writings on Mexican history, the first of the live great

periods of which have already been exhaustively

treated in the fifth volume of his Native Saxes. The

story of the conquest of Mexico, which Is begun in the

present volume, and which will extend through an

other, has already been treated in a masterly manner

by many writers, but none of these, perhaps was so well

provided as Mr. Bancroft with the necessary resources

for undertaking such a work, and none has been able

to free himself from race, religions, or political pre-

judic es, and to treat the subject, like our author, in a

perfectly impartial manner. The conquest of Mexico,

opening to the world as it did the richest, most popu

lous, and most civilized countiy on the northern conti

nent, forms one of the grandest episodes In early

American annals, and a well written history of it, such

as we have in the volume before us, forms, on that ac

count, peculiarly attractive reading.

Books for the Young; a Guide for

Parents and Children. Compiled by

C. M. Hewins. New York: F. Leypoldt.

This little book is designed to guide children in the

choice of books for a course of reading, and contains a

list of all the most suitable works in the departments of

science, literature, and art for such a purpose. The

idea is a most excellent one, and seems to have been

well carried out by the anthor, who tells us that she has

had practical experience, not only in trying to guide

the reading of children, but in actually reading with

them.

The Absayer's Manual; an Abridged

Treatise on the Docimabtic Exami

nation of Ores, and Furnace and

other Artificial Products. By

Bruno Kerl. Translated by W. T.

Brannt; edited by William H. Wahl,

Ph.D. Philadelphia: Henry Carey

Baird & Co., 1883.

The object of this manual is to give directions for ex

ecuting docimastic tests of natural and artificial pro

ducts by methods taken mostly from practice, and

which are of interest not only to metallurgists, bntaiso

to other technologists. Although presented in very

condensed form, every method of importance will be

found to have received notice in this volume, and its

practical value estimated at its proper worth. The

utility of the translation has been increased by the in

troduction of the English equivalents of the French

metric weights and measures, wherever these occur

throughout the work.

Richard Wagner and his Poetical Work

from "Rif.nzi" to " Parsifal." By

Judith Gautier. Boston: A. Williams &

Co.

"This book," says the author, "is, in reality, only

addressed to the small number of the initiated, who,

having broken through the occult precinct of the new

art, have the incomparable joy of admiring without re

serve all that Is worthy of admiration " Readers who

are musically inclined will find in these pages detailed

analyses of poems which hav, not been translated into

English, and these analyses will allow tho.-e who do

not understand German to follow the representations

of the great master' works.

Libraries and Schools. Papers selected

by Samuel S. Green. New York: F.

Leypoldt, 1883.

This little volume is well calculated to Interest book

buyers, readers, and teachers. It consists of a selection

of papers on a topic which is becoming a prominent

question in education. The book contains papers by

CharleB Francis Adams, Jr., and the compiler on the

relation of the pnblic library to the public schools, and

by R. C. Metcalf and W. E. Foster on the results of ex

periments made in different places by teachers, in

bringing about a use of libraries that has proved of

great value to schools.

Modern Perspective; a Treatise upon

the Principles and Practice of Plane

and Cylindrical Perspective. By

William R. Wave. Boston: James R.

Osgood & Co., 1883.

This volume contains, in revised form, a series of

papers upon perspective which were contributed several

years ago to the columns of the American Architect

and Building News. The author discusses his subject

in a different manner from that in which it is usually

presented, mnch greater prominence being assigned to

the phenomena of parallel planes than usual, and use

being made of the laws thus established to determine

the perspective of lines of intersection and of shadows

—subjects that seem hitherto to have received but little

attention. Throughout his work, Mr. Wave avoids a

formal method of demonstration, and uses a somewhat

conversational style, and endeavors to make the sub

ject intelligible without employing the apparatus of

theorem and problems.

A Manual of Chemical Analysis as Ap

plied to the Examination of Medici

nal Chemicals. By Frederick Hoff

mann, A.M., Ph.D., and Frederick B.

Power, Ph.D. Philadelphia: Henry C.

Lea's Son & Co., 1883.

This work, now in its third edition, was projected by

its authors to supply a want longfeltby phamaclsts,that

of a special guide for ready reference in the application

of chemical analysis to the examination of the me

dicinal chemicals of commerce. In the present edition,

which has been thoroughly revised and to a large ex

tent rewritten, in order to make it comply with the re

cently issued editions of the American and German

Pharmacopoeias, the general and o: iginal plan of the

work has been retained, and the aim has been to render

each article complete in text and illustrations, so as to

avoid, as far as possible, references to other articles.

The German, French, and Spanish names have been

added, as have also a large number of new illustrations

of apparatus and forms of crystals.

Cutting Tools worked by Hand and Ma

chine. By Robert H Smith, M.I.M.E.

London, Paris, and New York: Cassell,

Petter & Galpin.

This does not pretend to be a descriptive treatise on

tools, bnt is intended as an educational work, and an

attempt to begin the elevation of the art of tool making

from its present entirely empirical to a more scientific

position. Itis intended, in fact, to guide the mechani

cal student into a correct, scientific way of thinking

about tools, so that he may be able, aided by practice,

to judge intelligently whether a tool is good or bad, to

criticise its details, and eventually to design new tools

scientifically. The work is clearly written, well illus

trated, and will undoubtedly prove of great value to

every student in mechanics.

Eighth Annual Report of Pardue

University. Indianapolis: W. B.

Buford.

This pamphlet contains the reports of the various

officers and professors of the University for the col

lege year ending June SO, 1S82. It shows the insti

tution to be in a prosperous condition and to be doing;

excellent educational work.

The Hotel Fish and Oyster Cook. By

Jessup Whitehead. Chicago, 1852.

This volume forms No. 2 of the author's " Oven and

Range Series" of cook books, and gives all the best

methods of cooking oysters and fish for hotel and

restaurant services, together with recipes for the ap

propriate sauces, etc.

Electricity in Medicine and Surgery.

By George C. Pitzer, M.D. St. Louis,

1883.

The object of this work is to furnish medical students

with information in regard to the principal facts em

braced in the subjects of electricity and electro thera

peutics, and to present the matter so plainly that a

novice may, with aid of this book, begin the treatment

of disease by electrical means. The work is clearly

expressed, well illustrated, and will undoubtedly sup

ply a want that has long been felt by country practi

tioners.

Thucydldes- translated into English

with Introduction, Marginal Analy

sis, and Index. By B. Jowett, M.A.

Edited, with preface to the American

edition, by A. P. Peabody, D.D. Bos

ton : D. Lothrop & Co.

The text used as the basis of the present translation

of the old Greek historian is that of Poppo's edition,

the first volume of which appeared in 1815, and the

last in 1856. Professor Jowett remarks in the intro

duction that " if Greek literature is not to pass away,

it seems to be necessary that in every age some one

who has drunk deeply from the original fountain should

renew the love of it in the world, and once more pre

sent that old life with its pi eat ideas and great actions,

its creations in politics and in art, like the distant

remembrance of youth, before the delighted eyes of

mankind." The American editor indorses this view

very warmly, and pays a deserved tribute to the trans

lator, whose eminent fitness for the task he has per

formed is acknowledged by all Hellenists. This is a

magnificent edition. From a typographical point of

view, the work is a model of book making; the type is

beautifully clear cut and distinct, and the paper and

binding all excellent. An exhaustive index

greatly to the value of the work.
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HINTS TO CORRESPONDENTS.

No attention will be paid to communications

accompanied with the full name and address of the

writer.

Names and addresses of correspondents will not be

given to inquirers.

Werenewour request that correspondents, in referring

to former answers or articles, will be kind enough to

name the date of the paper and the page, or the number

of the question.

Correspondents wtiose inquiries do not appear after

a reasonable time should repeat them. If not ihen pub

lished, they may conclude that, for good reasons, the

Editor declines them.

Persons desiring special information which is purely

of a personal character, aud not of general interest,

should remit from $1 to $5, according to the subject,

as we cannot be expected to Bpcnd time and labor to

obtain such information without remuneration.

Any numbers of the Scientific American Supple

ment referred to in these columns may be had at this

office. Price 10 cents each.

Correspondents sending samples of minerals, etc.,

for examination, should be careful to distinctly mark or

label their specimens so as to avoid error in their identi

fication.

(1) C. W. H.—If calf kid begins . to look

reddish and rusty, give it a slight application of oil,

which will probably restore tlie colors, but if not, put

on blacking. When the blacking has dried, brush it

off, and go over it again very lightly with oil, when

it will be as good as new. Patent leather will not only

be made softer, but the luster will also be improved by

oiling. For pebbled calf, or any kind of grain leather

that has become brown, apply the same. When only'a

little red, an application of oil or tallow will often re

store the color. When it is very brown, black it thor

oughly, and oil it afterward, giving it a nice dressing

of dissolved gum tragacanth to finish.

(2) J. W.—When flour is mixed with

yeast or moistened, with water and placed in a warm

situation,spontaneous chemical action begins in the ni

trogenous constituents, casein, glutin, fibrin, etc. This

change extends later to the sugar, gum, and starch. In

this way vinous fermentation is induced, yielding

alcohol and carbonic acid (the latter causing the bread

to ri-ci; at a later stage lactic fermentation sets in,

giving rise to lactic acid. Such In brief is the chemical

action that takes place, generally called fermentation.

Consult "Theory and Practice in Bread Making,"

Scientific American Supplement, No. 170. page 2702.

(8) G. F. T. writes: Please tell me in the

Scientific American what size boiler it would take to

run a one-twentieth horse power, cylinder one and a

half inch bore, 2 inches stroke, balance wheel 8 inches

in diameter and weighs 10 lb., and single acting.

What shall I make the boiler off A. Yon will need

about 1 foot of heating surface for your one-twentieth

horse power. A small coil of 1 inch iron pipe 3 or 4

turns about 6 inches diameter, inside of a stove or small

furnace makes a very good working boiler. Place the

coil above the fire, feed at the bottom. You may also

connect the top and bottom outside of the stove with a

small pipe and water gauge; make the water line at

about half the height of the coil.

(4) C. V. N. asks: 1. What lubricant is

there, not liquid, that is not affected by a solution of

alum or soda and that does not attack brass when

placed on cotton packing in contact with it for a length

of time, and that doesnot set if not used? A. Graphite.

2. Is cosmoline changed by long exposure to the air or

water? nas it been used as a lubricant? A. Cosmoline

is not affected by long exposure to the air or water. It

is too expensive to be used as a lubricator.

(5) C. C. F. asks how to temper steel plow

points so as to last the longest without sharpening and

with but little expense. I have tried receipts to temper

mill picks, and salt, etc., but they are not satisfactory.

What we need here is something that will make steel

as near the hardness of a diamond as possible, as this

soil wears points as fast as if held on a grindstone. A.

If the steel is good, you will need nothing better than

good clear water with perhaps a little saltin it. Harden

at as low a heat as the steel will bear, and do not draw

the temper for blunt tools for cntting stone. Heat

your plow points in the same manner. The great

trouble with plow points is in the poor quality of the

steel. Yon may make the plow points better by case

hardening; which every blacksmith knows how to do,

and harden at alow heat without drawing the temper.

(6) M. G.—Flint glass is made of silex or

clear white sand, soda, and oxide of lead in various pro

portions to suit the requirements of the trade. For

crown glass the lead is left out. Eyepiece lenses are

generally made of crown or plate glass.

t(7) E. F. N. writes: I wish some informa

tion concerning the canning of corn and tomatoes for

market. In Scientific American for October 28. 1882,

you state that chloride of time or of sodium, added to

the water, will shorten the time required for boiling,

bnt yon do not state what amount is used nor how

much the time is shortened. Is there any work on the

subject of canning which I can purchase? We canned

tomatoes for market (in a small way), but we perforated

the tops before boiling. They kept well. A. The

addition of salt or calcium chloride raises the boiling

point and so shortens the time required for boiling.

The time cannot be exactly stated, aB it is dependent

upon the amount added. Try adding a pound of salt

to a gallon of water. There is no book on the subject.

(8) A. G. G. asks: What are the iugredi-

ents of " Spencer " acid, used in varions processes of

steel engraving and relief etching? A Spencer's acid

consists of 1 ounce pure granulated silver dissolved in

pure nitric acid and one ounce mercury nitrate dissolved

In some hot water; dilute to desired s
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(9) G. M. asks: Can you give me the par

ticulars ad to the manufacture of sugar from milk?

A. Milk sugar is prepared by healing milk with an

acid or rennet, separating the curd, filtering through

animal charcoal, if necessary, and evaporating to point

of crystallization. It occurs in commerce as elongated

crystalline masses. For further particulars consult

Spong1 Encyclopedia (page 1903).

COMMUNICATIONS RECEIVED.

On Latent Heat. By E. A. L.

On Torpedo. By W. F. H.

On the Correlation of Force. By D. H. D.

INDEX OF INVENTIONS

For iv hi Letter* Patent of the United

States were Granted

April 24, 1883,

AND BACH BBABIN6 THAT DATH,

[See note at end of list about copies of these patents.]

Amalgamating pans, shoe and die for, Jobnaou ft

Osborn 276,418

Automatic Kate, E. Little 776,434

Axle box. car. w. s. G. Baker 376,210

Axle, carriage. ('. S. Harper 276,174

Bajr. See Traveling bag.

Basrasse furnace, J. Hill 276,400

Bagasse washing und saccharine extracting ma

chine. A. S. Wheeler 276,513

Bar. See Grate bar.

Basket, clothes, C Ferguson 276,377

Battery. See Secondary battery.

Batting, machine for rol ling cotton, W. flinchliffe 276,402

Bed. folding, D. J. Powers 276.464

Bed spring, E. A. Jones 276,421

Bedstead, folding, H. C. Bardwell 276,212

Bedstead, folding, T. T. Woodruff 276.546

Bedstead, Invalid, B. T. White 276,515

Bedstead, sofa, C. V. Stumpf 276.501

Bell ringer, steam, E. Lawson 276,185

Berth, self-leveling, A. P. Blckmore 276,341

Bird perch, F. L. Gregory 276492

Blacking case, boot, F. J. Trtggs 276,542

Block, see Sawmill head biock.

Board. See < 'enter board. Electric circuit switch

board. Electrical switch board.

Boat outrigger, W. E. Bond 276,210

Boiler cleaner, J. F. Hotchklss 276,410, 276,411

Bolting regulator, J. E. Flake 276.169

Book backs, device for cutting notches in. D. M.

Smyth 276496

Books, appuratus for pasting sheets in binding,

Carlton * Smyth 276.224

Boot or shoe heel, s. Prior 276,279

Boring and tenoning machine, W. H. Ryan 276,476

Bott.'e packing box, J. C. Schoenthaler 276,38

Bottles, etc.. packing box for, J. J. Bogard 276,218

Box. See Axle box. Bottle packing box. Journal

box.

Brace. See Vehicle spring brace.

Bracket. See Portable bracket.

Brake. See Car brake. Railway brake.

Brake rod coupling, E. Ebl 276,370

Brick fork, E. Dawson 276,366

Brick and tile machine. G. Van Winkle 276,544

Brick machine. I. Culleu 276,2%

Brick, machine for pulverizing clay for making,

W. A minis 276,147

Bristle setting apparatus, J. J. C. Smith 276,488

Broom and dust pan holder, S. P. Porter 276.462

Brash blocks, machine for boring, W. S. McKlu-

ney 276,188

Buckle, harness, A. Cadwell 276,228

Burial casket. J. II. Walker 276,311

Camera. See Photographic camera.

Cane Juice evaporator and furnace, F. Cook 276,161

Canning machine, vegetable and fruit. T. P.

Fletcher 276,880

Capsule machine. C. F. Purdle 276.280 to 276.282

Car brake, J. F. Malllnckrodt (r) 10,318

Car coupling, J. E. Dlckerson 276.229

Car coupling, J. Fashing 276,168

Car coupling, M. Jacobs 276,183

Car coupling, L. P. Whiting 276,205

Car door lock, freight, H. G. 11. Reed 276,283

Car wheel. M. O. Baldwin 276,211

Carpet beating machine, J. Spauldlng 276,494

Carpet stretcher, E. Hotuiann 276,406

Carpet sweeper, B. R. Stevens 276,495

Carriage curtain loop. F. A. Nelder 276.269

Carriage Jack, E. Myrick 276,268

Carriage top, L. Schmetzer 276,288

Carriage way, wire. G. R. Elliott 276,529

Carrier. See Sewing machine shuttle carrier.

Trace carrier.

Cartridge. E. A. Monfort 276,451

Case. See Blacking case. Hap and chart case.

Packing case. Spool case.

Cash box system, automatic. J. C. Martin 276,441

Cask, C. L. Crum 276,364

Cell cases, making, E. B. Stocking 276,497

Celluloid collars, cuffs, etc., manufacture of, I. S.

Hyatt 276.248
Center board, W. O. chrlstenBen 276.353

Ceramics, ornamentation of, A. L. Gorham 276,389

Chain, ornamental, F. Beoker 276,838

Chains, device for securing binding, ST. Smith 276,295

Chair. See Invalid chair.

Charcoal furnace, J. Hurt 276.226

Cherry stoner, J. G. Baker 276,331

Chimney protector, J. G. Keller 276,423

cider mill, Hull ft Smoke 276,413

Cigarettes for the market, case or envelope for

putting up. E. J. Fraser 276,171

Clasp and button, combined, G. T. KUner 276,427

Clasp for pocketbooks, etc., G. Crouch 276,362

Cleaner. See Boiler cleaner.

Clock bell, G. E. Morton 276,456

Clock striking mecbanlsm, O.O. Ltivaas 276,437

Cock, stop and waste, J. F. Lamping „.. 276.431

Cockle screen, J. B. Cornwall 276.523

Coffee pot or urn, E. P.oblnson 276,473

Coke furnace and apparatus connected there

with, R. Thomas 276.504

Collar, horse, J. N. Blckel 276.521

Compound engine. H. D. Dunbar 276.968

Compressing lime, etc., into solid or cohesive

form, machinery or apparatus for, C. S. Smith 276,487

', steam. C. A. Dixon 276,526

Cordage, webbing, etc., machine for making, J . P.

Tolman 276,201

Corn dropping attachment, I. H. Athey 276,151

Corset. J. H. Hayward 276,397

Cotton gin, J. D. Mtlburn 276.447

Cotton gin power, L. R. Nolan 276,464

Coupling. See Brake rod coupling. Car coupling.

Swivel coupling.

Creamer, D. K. Pomeroy 276,460

Creasing machine, H. F. Osborne 276,271

Crimping machine, J. Holmes 276.408

Cultivator, J. W. Collins 276,160

Cultivator, W. 11. Parlin 276,272

Cuspldor.A. Stewart 276,496

Cut-off valve, C. H. Edson 276,528

Cutter. See Fuse cutter. Stave cutter.

Cutter for paper, cloth, etc.. J. A. H. Meyer 276,265

Cutter head. R. H. Alnsworth 276,323

Cutter, machines/ for supporting and revolving

a disk-shaped, A. McDonald 276,260

Davit and chair for life-boats, J. H. F. Meyer 276.446

Dental engine, E. T. Starr 276,299

Deodorizing and disinfecting water closets, etc,

B. 2. ColllngS 276.357

Desks, book support for writing, J. B. Whitaker. . 276,511

Diphtheria remedy. B. Mathls 276,257

Disinfecting apparatus for water closets, C. S.

. Rice. Jr 276,470

Distilling apparatus, H. C. Selden 276,483

Door pull, sliding, W. H. Andrews 276.325

Drawer lock, R. W. Whitney 276.516

Dredge and mining machine. D. Blaln 276,215

Drier. See Fruit drier. Sand drier.

Drill. See Grain drill.

Dust pan. N. T. Folsom 276,531

Dye vats, shell for use In. R. Bell 276,340

Dyeing mother-of-pearl, etc., compound for and

process of, C. P. Feat 276.378

Egg and fruit carrier, O. L. Parmenter 276,273

Egg beater, C. Scbrebler 276.290

Electric circuit switch board, F. Blake 276,216

Electric cut-out, B. M. Avery 276,328

Electric cut-out, T. H. Rhodes 276.286

Electrio generator, dynamo. Peck ft Chapman 276.275

Electric machine, dynamo, H. Roberts 276,194

Electrio wire conduit, J. A. Mehaffey 276,190

Electrio wires, laying underground, Shrleves ft

Cook 276,186

Electrical generator and motor, T. A. Edison 276,233

Electrical generators, operating and regulating,

T. A. Edison 276,232

Electrical switch board, C. W. McLean 276,263

Elevator. See Hay elevator. Railway rail and

tie elevator. Water elevator.

Elevator. O. W. Baldwin 276,382

Elevator, Hall ft Hubert 276,396

Elevator, C. L. Soyez 276,491

Engine. See Compound engine. Dental engine.

Rotary engine. Steam engine.

Engine furnace, J. H. Kiwurd 276,372

Engine furnace, portable, J. H. Elward. 276,374

Envelope. M. H. Watson 276,814

Evaporating pan, H. O. Ames 276,324

Evaporating sirups and viscous substances, ap

paratus for, F. B. Nichols 276,192

Evaporator. See Cane Juice evaporator.

Extension table, J. Clooney 276,159

Farm gate, C. Hart 276,176

Feed water apparatus for steam boilers, J. S.

Clarke 276,354

Feed water heater, J. H. Elward 276,373

Feed water heater and smokestack, combined, J.

Armstrong 276,160

Feed water purifier, J. T. Mead 276,189

Feed water regulator, J. S. Clarke 276,355

Fence, barbed wire, C. A. Mann 276,439

Fence wire, machine for making barbed, F. H.

Treat 276,505

Filter, E. K. Haynes 276,179

Filter and cooler, combined water, E. C. Hall 276,533

Fire escape, D. Crowley 276,363

Fire escape, W. Rees . 276.468

Fire extinguisher, automatic. J. w. Bishop 276,343

Flowers, gauge for forming foundations for arti

ficial. J. Lambert. 276,430

Fork. See Brick fork.

Frame. See Printing frame. Sewing machine

quilting frame. Window frame.

Fruit drier, E. M. Turner 276402

Fruit pltter, C. A. Curran 276.365

Fume arrester for chimney Sues, M. Freudenberg 276,386

Furnace. See Bagasse furnace. Charcoal furnace.

Coke furnace. Engine furnace. Oxidizing

furnace.

Fuse cutter and capper, F. P. Picking 276,459

Garment fastener, C. G. Dobbs 276,367

Gas by electricity, push button and circuit for

lighting. T. H. Rhodes 276,285

Gas generating apparatus, N. M. Langdon 276,432

Gate. See Automatic gate. Farm gate.

Gate, D. & D. C. Baker 276,330

Gear cutter. Brooks ft Scully 276,346

Generator. See Electrical generator. Magneto-

electric generator.

Gib, L C. Shaw 276,484

Glass mould and manufacture of glass articles, T.

B. Atterbury 276.327

Glove, H. Urwick 276,310

Glucose or grape sugar, manufacture of, H. W.

Bartol 276.334

Glue, etc., apparatus for drying, W. A. Hoeveler. 276,405

Governor, H. Tabor 276.304

Grader and scraper, road. A. L. Griffith 276,393

Grain binder, J. F. Appleby 276,519

Grain binder, N.IT. Remy 276,469

Grain drill. Rude ft Swope 276,474

Grate bar. air feeding. C. J. M. Hayna 276,178

Gun, magazine, P. Boch 276,522

Guns, loading gate'for magazine, W. Trabue 276.30S

Hair from and into rope, machine for untwisting

and spinning, J. Spauldlng 276.492

Hair head-dress or wave, M. E. Thompson 276,306

Hammock. J. Ftchtner 276.234

Hand protector, J. Doyle v 276,231

Harrow tooth fastening, G. W. ft F. E. Arnold.... 276,209

Harvester, L. Miller 276.449

Harvester, W. R. Smith 276,490

Harvester, corn and cane. Judd ft Rawalt 276,422

Harvester grain binder, W. M. Piatt 270.458

Harvester, grain binding, L. Miller 276.448

Harvester pitman, K. Anunseu 276,149

Harvester reel. K. Anunsen 276,148

Harvester wheel. Miller 4 Ellinwood 276,450

Hat cooling apparatus for blocking machines, H.

C. Haulenbeck 276.243

Hay elevator. J. W. stone 276,498

Headlight signal, locomotive, J. Klrby. Jr 276,428

Heater. See Feed water beater.

Hinge, T. L. Rivers 276,540

Hinge, gate, L. M. Draper 276,165

Holder. Bee Lead or crayon holder. Penholder.

Sash bolder. Stereotype plate holder.

Hook. See Screw hook. Suspender hook.

Horse power, W. H. Worth 276,820

Horse whipping device, G. L. Clark 276,158

Horseshoe, D. Carey 276,157

House. See Ice freezing bouse.

Hydraulic motor, Benbam ft Richardson 276,520

Ice creeper, 1. 1. Bush 276,156

Ice freezing house, portable, A. Von Krause 276.508

Index for machine tools, differential, J. M. Sey

mour 276492

Indicator. See Telephone call indicator.

Injector, E. Wohlers 276.319

Invalid chair, IL J. Koenig 276,429

Jack. See Carriage Jack. Lifting Jack. Wagon

Jack.

Jar covers, spring fastener for, I. N. Peiroe 276,276

Joint. See Universal Joint.

Journal box. Sargood ft Hammer 273.195

Journal, compensating, G. S. Rominger 276,287

Ladder, folding step, G. Belsner 276,339

Lamp, signal, E. s. Piper 276,278

Lamp, soldering. C. W. Hoehn 276,404

Lantern, L. G. Huntlngtor 276.182

Latch, door, J. A. Baldwin 276.833

Latch, door, S. W. Billingsley 276,342

Latch, door, P. Mathes 276,255

Latch, locking, G. 11. Van Winkle 276,507

Lead or crayon holder, R. W.Dhlig 276.54.1

Lemon Bqueezer, Kelly ft Wlmmer 276,424

Lid for pots. etc. P. B. Conneely 276,859

Lifting Jack, W. M. Eichboltz 276,871

Lifting Jack, W. M. Rlggln 276,471

Lime wash for coating buildings, etc., J. H.

Sharpless 276,293

Lock. See Car door lock. Drawer lock. Nut

look. Permutation lock. Time lock.

Loom, hand. W. schilling 276,478

Lumber, treating, E. J. Story 276,499

Magneto and dynamo electric machine, A. 1.

Gravier 276,390

Magneto electric generator. Peck ft Chapman 276.274

Mallet. S. G. Howe 276.247

Map and chart case. H. E. Moon 276.267

Martingale ring of celluloid, etc., D. C. Lockwood 276.435

Mechanical movement, Metcalf ft Hicks 276.264

Medical compound, J. C. Blackman 276.153

Metal, upsetting, W. & G. H. Sellers. . . 276,291

Metallurgical plant. B. Forsyth 276.384

Mill. See Cider mill. Roller mill. Boiling mill.

Mitten and knitting the same. W. G. McOmber. . . 276.444

Motion, mechanism for converting, T. Wilson... . 276,206

Motor. See Hydraulio motor.

Motor for light machinery, B. A. Wilton 276418

Mucilage wafer, J. I. Donahue 276.164

Mustache protector. .1. H. Betts 276,214

Nail. See Wire nail.

Newspaper stand and rack, R. Pelz 276,277

Nippers, police, J. J. Tower 276.307

Nut, capped screw, A. Searls 276,482

Nut lock, W. M. Eocles 276,527

Nut lock, H. Libby 276,252

Ore concentrator, dry, J. Hubert 276,181

Ore separator, Hershey ft Hitchcock 276,534

Oxidizing furnace. W. E. Harris 276.175

Package for butter, etc., R. R. Street 276,199

Packing case, T. Cockcroft 276.356

Packing device, steam, W. Fldler 276.879

Packing glass gauge tubes, device for, W. II.

Bray 276,154

Painting wire fences, machine for, Brown ft

Durgin 276,347

Pan. See Evaporating pen.

Paper lining machine, J. C. Bauer 276,335

Paper pulp, apparatus applicable to the manufac

ture of, J. V? . Dixon 276J62

Paper pulp, apparatus for the reduction of. J. W.

Dixon 276,168

Paper Bepapatlng and folding apparatus, W. A.

Wilson et at 276,369

Pen holder. D. Hepp 276,399

Pen holder. J. G. Hester 276,535

Pen, stylographlc fountain, Kerner ft Downes.... 276,425

Pencil fastener, J. F. Webster 276,512

Permutation lock, Sarlls ft Holland . ... 276.477

Photographic camera. G. 8. North 276,455

Photographic camern, W. H. Walker 276,311

Piano, McCarthy ft Davis 276,258

Pills wltn gelatine, machine for coating, W. C.

Franciscus 276,385

Planking and pavement, S. T. Williams 276,545

Planter, seed, J. F. Gehrke . . 276388

Planter, seed. C. Lee 276,433

Planter, seed, C. Mitchell 276,266

Pliers, cutting. J. H. Jencks 276.417

Plow, sulky, J. Rickey 276,133

Pole and chain, binding. H. M. Carlson 276.351

Portable bracket, L. Baumelster. 276.836

Pot. See Coffee pot.

Powders, machine for preparing papers for physi

cians'. D. M. Smjth 276,297

Power. See Cotton gin power. Horse power.

Preserving food, composition for, J. Howard 276,246

Press. See Printing press.

Printing fabrics, machine for, Kerr & Howard... . 276,426

Printing frame, sun, J. S. Hambangh 276,173

Printing press, G. Williamson 276,517

Printing press. G. L. Adams 276,207

Printing press, device for straightening sheets

delivered from the fly of a, T. H. Bowes 276,221

Programme card for dances, Mcndum ft Swel t.. . . 276.191

Protector. See Chimney protector. Hand pro

tector. Mustache protector.

Pulley, band, W. H. Dodge 276,280

Pulley, loose, G. H. Albee 276,206

Puller. See Stump puller.

Pulp and similar material, machinery fcr assort

ing wood, N. Kaiser 276,250

Pulverizing apparatus, A. E. Griffiths 276.394

Pump, D. M. Cooper 276,226

Pump, double-acting force, J. B. Griswold . 276,172

Pump valve, J. Flower 276,170

Pyroxyline compounds, treating, W. McCalne ... 276,443

Quilting machine. L. Bchultz... 276.480

Rail tie, E. B. llungerford 276,414

Railway brake, S. G. Colquhoun 276,358

Railway, cable, A. 8. Hallldle 276,239

Railway rail, J. F. Hanlon 276442

Railway rail and tie elevator and lifting Jack, T.

C. Naramore 276.452

Railway signal, Long ft Turney 276,251

Railways, curve, frog, etc., for street, T. L. John

son 276,419

Rattle, child's. P. Lesson 276,251

Reel. 8ee Harvester reel.

Ring. See Martingale ring.

Roller mill, H.J. Gilbert 276,237. 276,288 j

Roller mill, D. W. Marmon! 276,440

Rolling hoops, sheets, or hollow cylinders, ma

chine for, J. Reese 276,284 j

Rolling mill, W. Harty 276.177

Rolllng railway rails, device for, A. J. Acaster. . . . 276.322

Rotary engine, C. F. Cory 276,360 1

Rotary engine, W. J. Frazier 276,235

Rowing apparatus. Smith A Cusaday 276,294

Sand drier, J. G. McPherson 276,445

Sash bolder, N. N. Hortoo 276.409

Sash weight, R. Vosburgh 276,509

Sash, window, B. Hurtubes 276.416

Saw guide, band, R. McChesney m.2V)

8awmlll head block. G. H. Zschech 276.321

Sawing machine, W. E. Hill 276.401

Sawing machine, band, J. W. Smith 276,197

I Scaffold, portable hanging, J. H. Uanavan 276.241

Scale, counter, A. A. Houghton 276,180

Scraper, wheeled, L. A. Sweatt 276.303

Screen. See Cockle screen.

Screw hook. J. C. Ernst 276,375

Screw machine, metal, J. W. Lyon 276,438

Secondary battery, C. F. lirrsh 276,155

Secondary battery element, C. F. Brush 276,348

Secondary or storage battery, E. T. A E. E. Starr.

276,300. 276,301

Seed, process of and apparatus for treating cot

ton. T. Taylor 276,305

Separating and collecting the component sub

stances in animal and vegetable matter, J. A.

Mathleu 276456

Separator. See Ore separator.

Sewer gas trap, A. Blatchly 276,217

Sewing machine, T. S. Huntington 276,537

Sewing machine, T. A. Macaulay r) 10417

Sewing machine, E. T. Tbomas 276.503

Sewing machine, buttonhole. J. W. Furbush 276,387

Sewing machine feed, A.Lobdell . 276,253

Sewing machine quilting frame, J. E. Beaty 276,337

Sewing machine shuttle, O.L. Smith 276,489

Sewing machine shuttle carrier, W. Shaw 276,485

Sewing machine treadle, 8. C. Tatum, Jr 276,502

Sewing machines, cloth cover for, A. H. Oliver... 276.270

Shafting, variable coupling Joint for, W. John

ston 276,420

Shingle machine, P. R. Houpo 276,412

Shirts, making. C. A. Gilbort 276.532

Shovel strapB. machine for punching, Jope ft

' Johnston 276,249

Signal. See Headlight signal. Railway signal.

Snow plow, G. A. Gunther 276.395

Soap, C. J. Everett 276.376

Soap plotting machine, J. Atklss 276.326

Sole or heel burnishing machine, H. Bond 276,Si5

Sower, fertilizer, harrow, and roller, combined

seed. T. R. Crane 276.361

Speed changing mechanism, B. B. Powell 276,463

Spike, A. Wakeman, Jr 276.511

Spool case, H. A. Blanchard 2764*4

Spring. See Bed spring.

Stamp mill cam. R. H. Butler et ol 276,350

8tand. See Newspaper stand.

Stave crozlng machine, F. Headen 276 398

Stave cutter, G. W. McKim 276,262

Steam boiler sediment collector, J. Spauldlng 276,493

Steam engine, Schnier ft Smith 276,479

Steel, manufacture of, H. M. Nichols 276,453

Stereotype plate holder, F. Wesel 276,204

Stove, gas, E. Stern 276.302

Stove, oil, J. McConnell 276,187

Strap. See Trunk strap.

Stump puller, W. A. Tucker 276,506

Suspender, C. D. Cbeesman 276452

Suspender hook, H. M. Heineman 276,244

Swivel coupling, J. P. Warner 276408

Table. See Extension table.

Tag, bottle, N. K. Stanly 276,298

Tag, shipping. W. F. Edwards 276,166, 276,167

Telegraph line, underground, Rlttenhouse &

Locke 276,472

Telephone and telegraph switches, electric time

register for, F. E. Kinsman 276.181

Telephone call Indicator, J. M. Proroost 276,465

Thill, vehicle, D. P. Sharp 276.196

Thrashing machine and separator, combined, W.

Rath 276,467

Thrashing machine feeders, supply apparatus for,

J. P. Cobb 276,225

Tie. See Rail tte. Umbrella tie.

Time lock, B. F. Flint 276,381 to 276,383

Tooth, artificial, W. S. How 276.245

Toy, G. S. Crosby 276,524

Toy. knockdown or building block, W. S. Reed.... 276.539

Toy, mechanical, W. X. Stevens (r) 10,319

Toy vehicle, O. S. Crosby 276,227

Trace carrier, R. Porter 276,481

Traction wheel, .I. Enrlght 276430

Trap. See Sewer gas trap.

Traveling bag, A. s. Hallldle* 276.240

Tray, 8. L. Vreeland 276,510

Trunk strap, J. W. Putnam 276,466

Umbrella, W. s. Hoke ..." 276,407

Umbrella handle catch, W. S. Hoke 276.536

Umbrella tie. D. W. Odlorne 276,457

Underground line, D. N. Hurlbut 276 415

Universal Joint, P. Lord 276,186

Urinal, J. McGinley 276.261

Vehicle Bpring brace, 8. R. Bergen 276,213

Vehicle, two-wheeled. C. H. Straight 27640O

Vehicle, two-wheeled. Trerwller ft Bast 276.309

Wagon, dumping, D. J. Russell 276,475

Wagon Jack. W. G. Garth 276,236

Washing machine, J. Bally 276,329

Watch cases, picture holding cap for, H. Hirsh. . . 276.403

Water closet valves, float for. Lord & Day 276.436

Water elevator, W. M. Scott 276.481

Water wheel, M. L Martin 276.442

Water wheel, J. M. Powell 276,538

Wheat hulling and cleaning machine, S. K. Todd. 276,200

Wheel. See Car wheel. Harvester wheel. Trac

tion wheel. Water wheel.

Wick raiser. Deeds A Mack 276,525

Window frame, W. Bolsen 276.219

window Bhade, A. Barricklo 276.152

Wire, forming metal. G. Gray 276.391

Wire nail, W. D. Sloan 276,511

Wire rope and cables, manufacturing, F. A.

Wlswell 276,315

Wire rope, machine for making, F. A. Wlswell.... 276,318

Wire rope, machine for the manufacture of. F. A.

Wlswell 276,317

Wire rope, manufacturing, F. A. Wlswell 276.316

Wooden plates, machine for cutting, S. H. Smith. 276 198

Wool, apparatus for extracting grease from, A.

H. Butel 276.1U9

Wool combing machine, W. Wardman 276,313

DESIGNS.

Bottle, C. Gulden 13,868

Bridle bit. 11. B Fowler 18.887

Card. G. M. Hayes 18.869

Jewelry, H. Untermeyer 18.874

Skirt or other garment. A. Beck 13,866

Tassel for trimming. C. F. Busohner 13,866

Type, font of printing. J. Herrlet 13.870

Type, font of printing, H. Inlenburg 18471 to 13478
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10,219

10,221. 10,28

TRADE MARKS.

Button*. A. P. Parent 10.21S,

Cement for mending broken aitlcleB, Kaj

Brothers

Liniment. W. J. Nelaon

Malt extract, Loeflund & Co

Medical compound for the cure of pain and

mation, H. R. Stevens

Medicinal substance, £. C. Colgan & Co

Medicine, proprietary, H. A. Ingham

Preservative, food. Hlnes' Preserving Company...

Printing presses, Biibcook Printing PreBs Manu

facturing Company

Soap, laundry, Davis Bros. * Co
Soap, laundry and toilet. Lain / Brothers & Co

Soap powder, Kendall Manufacturing Company...

Specific for the respiratory organs, t. Hlller, Jr....

Stove polish, H. A. Bartlett

Wines, champagne. P. Lenk A Co

Wire fabric for beds, chairs, settees, etc., woven,

Hartford Woven Wire Mattress Company

10,214

. 10,211

10.210

10,208

10,205

10.207

10.218

10,212

10.209

10.216

A printed copy of the specification and drawing of

any patent In the foregoing Hat. also or any patent

issued since 1BGG. will be furnished from this office for 25

cents. In ordering please state the number Hnd date

of the patent desired, and remit to Munn k Co ,

Broadway. New York. We also furnish copies of patents

granted prior to 186fi ; but at Increased cost, as the

specifications, not being printed, must be copied by

Canaillnu Patents may now be obtained by the

Inventors for any of the Inventions named in the fore

going list, at a cost of W0 each. For full Instructions

address Munn & Co., 261 Broadway, New York. Other

foreign patents may also be obtained.

Inside Pnge. encli iiiHerilon - - - 73 cent* n Hue.
Hnck Pnare. each insertion - - - 91.00 a line.

(About eight words to a line.i '
Engravings may head advertisement* at the same rate
per line, by measurement, as the letter press. Adver
tisements must be received at publication office as early
as Thursday morning to apnear in next issue.

 

pROPOSALS FOR TICKET TUNCHES.

Post Officr Dicpartment,
Washington, D. C May 1. 1883.

SEALED PROPOSALS will be received at this De
partment nntil the second day of June, 1883. for furnish
ing 6,500 Ticket Punrb.ee, either stationary or in the
form of pliers, to be delivered at this Department on or
before the '' nth day of AugvM, 1883.
The punches are to supply a new want of the service,

being required for use In the Issue of postal notes. Bid
ders will submit with their proposals samples of the
punches offered to be furnished I y them.
All proposals are to be made In accordance with the

printed forms and specifications which will be furnished
on application, by letter, to the " Superintendent of the
Money Order System. Post Office Department. Washing
ton, D. < to whom bidders should address their sealed
proposals, marked on the envelope, "Proposals for
Punches."
A decision on the bids will be made on or before the

sixth day of June, 1883; the right being reserved to re
ject any or all of them.

W. Q. GRESHAM,
Postmaeter General.

R0LLST0NE VARIETY LATHE.
 

and state just what you want, to Rollstonk
Co., 48 Water St., Flfchburg, Mass,

Latest improved. Rotary
and Stationary Bed Plan
ers and Buzz Planers ;
Band Saws; Wardwell's
Patent Saw Bench Dowel
Machine; Chair Machine-
2-; Boiler Machines, etc.

Iso large Stock of Second
hand Machinery always on
hand. Send for catalogue.

Machine

ELECTRIC LIGHTING BY BATTERIES.
—An account of the recent successful application of the
bichromate of potash pile in the electric lighting of the
Comptoir d'E«compte. at Paris. With four figures,
showing details and arran«ement of batteries, con
tained in Scientific American* Supplement. No.
354. Price 10 cents. To be had at this office and from
all newsdealers.

 

 ESTABLISHED 1844.

ENGINEER* "AND°MACHINIST.
Flax, Hemp, Jute, Hope, Oakum, and Bagging Machinery. Bteam Engines, Boilers,

etc. Sole agent for Mayher's New Patent Acme Bteam Engine and Force Pump
combined. Also owner and exclusive manufacturer of

The New Baxter Patent Portable Steam Engine.

These engines are admirably adapted to all kinds of light power for driving
printing presses, pumping water, sawing wood, grinding coffee, ginning w >i,
and all kinds of agricultural and mechanical purposes, and are furnished ul ...ie

following low prices ;

1 Horse Power, $150.

2 Horse Power, 345.

8 Horse Power, 290.

Send for descriptive circular. Address

1U Horse Power, $190.

2}| Horse Power,

4 Horse Power,

275.

350.

J. C. TODD, Paterson, N. J.,

Or No. 17 Barclay St., New York.

SPECIAL NOTICE.

In press and ready for distribution In thirty days.

A POCKET MANUAL FOR ENGINEERS.

Edited by JOHN W. BILL,
Mechanical Engineer. Member American Society of Civil
Engineers, Member American Association, B.R.M ,M.

EDITION'. 10.000.
Of which first 2,000 copies will be furnished, postage pre
paid, at one dollar ($1) each; subsequent copies fur
nished (postage prepaid) at one dollar and a half (tl.Su)

each.
A pocket manual of useful Information formeehanloul

engineers, steam users, and mechanics, containing 224
pages (set in nonpareil type I of carefully selected data,
formulas, and experimental Investigations from the
latest and most approved sources.
Printed from electrotype plates, on white No. 1 book

paper. In stiff morocco covers, with cardinal edges.
.Size of page. I'-jx 6V Inches.
From press of Robert Clarke A Co., Cincinnati.
Published by WM. A. HARMS, Builder of Harris-

Corliss steam Engines, Providknce, R. L, to whom all
subscriptions for copies should be sent.

 

WIT11ERBV. RL'GG & RICHA ttDSON. Manufacturers
of Patent » ood Working Machinery of every descrip
tion. Facilities unsurpassed. Shop formerly occupied
by R. Ball A Co., Worcester, Mass. Send for Catalogue.

 

STEMWINDING SrS^Rr1^
Till. I>esk, Drawer, or Closet. Owner
mav use either 1, 2, 3, or 4 of its 50 numbers.
Mifitom of changes equally possible and easy.
Security unrivaled. Simple, durable, nickel
plated. Send $2.50 for sample by mail, or
stamp for Illustrated List of Locks, Tills, and
Padlocks. D. K. Miller Lock Co., Fhila., Pa.

sendtoI ONnON.BERRYfrQRTQN

. ■ PHILA PA FOR '

THE BEST BAND SAW BLADE

NEW HAVEN MANUFACTURING CO.

NEW HAVEN. CONN.,
MANUFACTURERS OF IRON WORKIN'Q

MACHINE TOOLS

Lathes, Planers, Drills, Shapers, ete.

ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE ON APPLICATION.

I^UT TAPPING

MACHINE.

DURRELL S PATENT.

No. 1 Machine, 900 lb.. 7 spindles.

M » 2 " 1,060 "7
"2 " 800 " S

Capacity of 7 Spindles. «,000 per
10 hours.

Acknowledged to be an indispens
able too) Manufactured by

iiowAieo into*..
Fverinnia. N. Y.

STEAM PUMPS

Of every description mid for every purpose.
Boiler Feeding and Fire Pumps a specialty. Pumping

returns from steam heating appa
ratus without the use of tanks or
traps. Combined Pumps and Boil
ers for Railway Water Stations.
Adopted by twenty-four leading
R. R. lines.

SMITH, VAILE A CO.,
Dayton, O.

Send for descriptive catalogue.

 

 
Clark's \ <>i-r lt—» Rubber Wheels,
Absolutely prevent splintering and wearing
of floors caused by use of Iron Wheels.
Adapted for Trucks, Boxes, liaskets. Tables,
and work of every kind In Mills, Ware
houses, Stores, etc. Catalogue free.

GEO. P. CLAHK, Windsor Locks, Ct.

Send for
 

ATLASKE

INDIANAPOLIS, IND., U. S. *

MANUFACTURE!^ OF

STEAM ENGINES

and BOILERS.

CARRY ENGINES and BOILERS IN STOCKfor IMMEDIATE DELIVERY

 

 

PHOENIX FGUN0RY&. MACHINE Co

IjjL SYRACUSE NX

fBMANU™CIURC»S OF HORIZONTAL

IHam viriicu siium e mows with

YTsaUnced VALVES THE SLST IN rH£

'i MARKET ALSO IRON & STEEL SDILEAS

- SHAFTING PUUEMaNO CENEAAL

F0UN0RYW0RK.
SeiMjar Priref.

THE HOLLAND LUBRICATOR, VISIBLE DROP,
h fnwTmDteed to be

1. A perfect insurance
•gainst the cutting of
Valve **ata. Cylinder and
Governor Valves ot the
engine.

9. It will pay for itaelf
In aix months, in the saving
ofoil, coal, and packing.

3. It will Insure more
■peed in the revolution! ot
the engine,aay from one to
two stroke* per minute,
tli us increaaing the power

Of theenglne. M'f'd by Holland A Thornpaon, 217 River St., Troy, IN . Y.

 

-•-IFIRE —AND— VERMINH*-

PROOF

Sample and Circular Free by mail.

U. S. MINERAL WOOL CO., 22 Courtlandt St, N. Y.

PECKSW-DR°HE

A A^^^ BEECHER a PECK. CONN.

Witt. A. HARRIS.
PROVIDENCE. R. I. (PARK STREET),

Six minutes walk Went from station
Oriurhtnl ami Only builder of the

HAllKlS-t'OKLlSS ENGINE,

With Ilarrl.' Patented Improvements,
from 10 to 1,000 H. P.

SPEAKING TELEPHONES.

Mir mi mm urn, tklkphonk company,

W. H. FOTTBE8, W. R. DRIVKH, THFO. N. YaIL,
President. Treasurer. Gen. Manager.

Alexander Graham Heirs patent of March 7, 1876,
owned by this company, covers every form of apparatus.
Including Microphones or Carbon Telephones, In which
the voice of the speaker causes electric undulations
corresponding to the words spoken, and which articula
tions produce similar articulate sounds at the receiver.
The Commissioner of Patents and the U. 8. Circuit Court
have decided this to be the true meaning of his claim ;
the validity of the patent has been sustained In the Cir
cuit on final hearing in a contested case, and many In
junctions and final decrees have been obtained on them.
This company also owns and controls all the other

telephonic inventions of Bell, Edison, Berliner, Gray,
Blake. Phelps, Watson, and others.
(Descriptive catalogues forwarded on application. t
Telephones for I'rlvate Line, Club, and Social —
IB be procured directly or through the

agents of the company.
All telephones obtained except from this company, or

Its authorized licensees, are infringements, and the
makers, sellers, and users will be proceeded against.
Information furnished upon application.
Address all communications to the
AMERICAN RELL TELEPHONE COMPANY,

Milk Street* Jtnnrmi, Miinn.

HEAVY PUNCHES. SHEARS

Boiler Sbop Rolls,

Radial Drills, Etc.

SEND TO

HILLES & JONES

WILMINGTON, DEL.

SOITHWARk FOliVDRV &. MACHIYK COMPANY,

430 Wnshihglon Avenue, Philadelphia,

Engineers & Machinists,

Blowing Engines and Hydraulic Machinery.

Sole makers of the

Porter-Allen Automatic Cut-Off Steam Engine.

 

WATCHMAKERS.

Before buying lathes, see the " Whitcomb."'
AMERICAN WATCH TOOL CO.. Waltham. 1

  

■ion,

NCCKCO SPINDLE
AND OIL TIGHT BUSH

MUNSON BROTHERS'.
f^) MAXUrACTUHC.S. (T*

' AND MILL ruRNISHINGS.

UTICAN.Y.U.S.A.

The Brayton Petroleum Engine Co.

50 Federal St.,

BOSTON, MASS.

 

SAFKTYI ECONOMY! CONVENIENCE*
Expense Ceases when Engine Is Stopped.

While the cheapest motor in the world for continuous
running, the cost of fuel becomeB a mere trifle

when power is required at intervals only.
 

 

RUBBER BACK SQUARE PACKING.

BEST IN THE WORLD.

For Packing the Piston Rods and Valve Stems or Steam Engines and Pumps.

B represents that part of the packing which, when In use. Is In contact with the Piston Rod.
A, the elastic back, which keeps the part B against the rod with sufficient pressure to be steam-tight, and yet

creates but little friction. _ .... . . . .
This Packing is made In lengths of abont 20 feet, and of all sties from H to 2 Inches square.

JOHN H. CHEF.VEK. Tren.. SEW YORK I'.H TIM. \ PACKING CO., 29 Park Row, New York.

SPECIAL NOTICE.—Owing to the recent crcat Are In the " World" Building, our oulce bu.

GET THE BEST AND CHEAPEST.

Silver Finish.

 

A. FAY &. CO

 

J". A. efts CO..
(Clnoinnali, Ohio. U. S. A.1

Exclusive Agents and Importers for the United Ftate.% of the

CELEBEATED

PERIN BAND SAW BLADES,

 

THE RIDER HOT AIR

COMPRESSION

Pumping Engine,

For city and country residences where
It is required to raise a supply of water.

Simple, Kronomiral, Kfl'ei the

No skill required to run it. We con
refer to our customers of eight years'
Standing. Send for catalogue.

CAIIMKYKIt A: SAVES,
83 Liberty St.. New York,

Will remove, May 1. to 19 Dey St.

Wanted, a First-Class Snpfrintendent

FOB A

Western Foundry and Machine Shop,

At present employing 400 bands. To one who has bad a
thorough experience in the manufacture of Corli»»
KiiK)nppt and (General Machinery, and who Is com
petent to take charge of the entire mHnufacturing de
partment, steady employment guaranteed. Must give
satisfactury reference, .stating experience, etc. Apply
by letter to JOHN SMITH, care W. T. Davidson,

41 to 47 Keap St., Brooklyn, N. T.

Tan DuKen'n Pa Pulley Oiler
Indorsements,

e Reputation,

*p Pat. 1

TI A S Eatable"
II 11 KJ Scientific Pedigree.
A two years' test by conservative

manufacturers of national reputa
tion has shown it to be the only per
fect Lubricator Jor Loose Pulleys in

Prices very reasonable. Send

rirr, Cincinnati, O.

use. -
for our " Catalogue Number 65."
Van Duzkx aTtij

NEW TELEPHONE!
For Private Lines. Latest, best; alwaye reliable.

Works 2 miles on steel cable-wire. Illustrated Clrcu-
Inrs free. Holoomb A Co. AtwaterPlace. Cleveland. O.

Applied to all machinery driven by
fly-wheels and liable to be broken by
power stored in wheels, such as cal
ender rolls, upsetting machines.

presses, and wire drawing ma-
wBriM chines. We warrant to save
^ gearing and all machinery

from breaking by using our
clutches. Starts gradual, stops
quick. Any amount of power

controlled. Fr-iciion Hoisiins:
Euirim'H nixl Drum*! also, Safety
Elevators. Can be run faster and
stop quicker than any other friction.

FriHbie & Co., 481 North 5th St., Philadelphia. Pa.

 

r I nL DnlLlN . *■ borgner &
ITS ALL SHAF

O'BRIEN*
ABOVE RACE. PHILADELPHIA.

Valuable Manufacturing Property

AT AUCTION.

If not Bold privately, the undersigned will, on

fith of June, 18«3, sell at auction, at Doing's Hotel,

TJtica, N. y„ at 2 P.M., the property formerly be

longing to the Paris Furnace Company, located at

Clayville.
This property consists of two separate mills or

shops, one with steam, and each with good water

power, full line of shafting, etc.

Attached to the works are shops, offices, resi

dence, and twenty-four acres of land.

They are on the line of the D., L. Sc W. B. IL,

ten miles from Utlca. Were formerly used for

the manufacture of hoes, forks, scythes, etc., but

can be readily adupted to any purpose. Taxation

light. Coal and labor secured at lowest rates.

The owuers will let the property go at a creat

sacrifice, and to any one desirous of engaging in

manufacturing no better location can be found.

If not sold as an entirety, the manufacturing

establishments will be offered separately.

Terms, one-third cash; balance on bond and

mortgage, at 6 per cent., if desired.

For particulars and description, address

H. C. SHOLES, Att'y at Law,

Clayville, N. Y.

. _ ^ , AND FINE GRAY IRON ALSO STEEL
T KAdLEI ^CASTINGS FROM SPECIAL Nc

I J THUI"lEHIGH AVE X AMERICAN ST PHILA. t *ND-~,

PATENTS.

MESSRS. MUNN & CO.. in connection with the pub

lication of the Sciknttfic Amkbican, continue to ex

amine Improvements, and to act as Solicitors of Paienus

for Inventors.

In this line of business they have had tMrty^ight

yean' experience, and now have iineoualed facUitiet for

the preparation of Patent Drawings, Specifications, and

the prosecution of Applications for Patents in the

United States, Canada, and Foreign Countries. Messrs.

Munn & Co. also attend 'to the preparation of Caveats.

Copyrights for Books, Labels, Reissues, Assignment*,

and Reports on Infringements of Patents. All business

intrusted to them is done with special care and prompts

ness, on very reasonable terms.

A pamphlet sent free of charge, on application, con

taining full information abont Patents and how to pro

cure them; directions concerning Labels, Copyrights.

Designs. Patents, Appeals, Reissues, Infringements, As

signments, Rejected Cases, Hints on the Saie of Pa

tents, etc.

We also send, free of charge, a Synopsis of Foreign

Patent Laws, showing the cost and method of securing

patents in all the principal countries of the world,

til N\ & CO., Solicitor* of Patents,

261 Broadway. New Tork.

BRANCH OFFICE -Comer of F and 7th Streets,

A'ashington, D. C.



May 12, 18&3.]
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S3. OOO Accident Insurance. *-25 Weekly
Indemnitr. Member«hip Fee. 94. Annual
M»t nbont 811. 910,000 Insurance, with *30
Weekly Indemnity, at Corresponding Katea.
Write or call far Circular and Application
Jilatik.

EUROPEAN PERMITS WITHOUT EXTRA CHARGE.

< II A-. 11. l'l'.ET(of Rogers, Peet ft Co.). I'res'I.

JA*. K.. PITCHER, Sec'y.

3*0 At 3«2 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.

"THE MANHATTAN la well got op
and tastefully illustrated," says The
Illustrated London Yews.

$85 00*^ i mm pAfiL°n organs on"*ar nn

WWWBWW JM Regular prick, «. lllUi. I

Book & Music*
FOR ONLY

OO

THE MAT NUMBER

OF

THE MANHATTAN

r_A_i:rsrs :

ny Scene In Hail
ainting by DANIEL
ih National Gallery.

Fro jtlHpiore. The Pin
After the famous

B.4., in the Biitfsh

con exists ■.

Scene in Hamlet.
Maci.ise,

A H,S^lJ'R,vac"p;;.DKR,with

scenes of tlie play.

The Lm*T »f ^^'"jiyGKO. PARSONS LATHROP.

»Ietaioorgho«l>..By HiBR1BTT Pkebcott Bpoffobd.

Carb.ix.^ 9 G w BKNJAMIN-. with 12 Illustrations.

Where are the «P>-|"«^»r Vy^m? M. Thomas.

••Set N»t Thy '•^^fB^jJuAS Hawthobnk.

A !*on.iet^BicHABnHt.s.RY3Tt)nDA„D.

Tne De.ceudant.wof l.o»lj'rt^»Vrlmphotolrrapb,.

Msrgaret and By Uean Proctor.

The Modern Novel.

Round the Table

A School of Urbanity.

A Poem. By Kdoar Fawcktt.

By G. H. Shkiibi bse Hi ll.

FREIGHT

PREPAID.

24

STOPS

r Febd. C. Valentini.
The Noble Red Man in Brazil.

By Kbank O. Y. Cabpestek.

Recent Literature.
„ , _ Town Talk.
9alinnsuiidi.

Ode to the Dade. (Gi t Herne.1 How Farragul
Faraday went a-Flshing. (F. D. 8.)

S3 a year in advance, postage free; 2.1 Cents a
number. Published at

TEMPLE COURT, New York.

WASTE NOT MONEY

ON l-NFERIOR SHOES

AND DO NOT PAY EXTRAVAGANT PRICES

MOST DURABLE MAOE.FINEST CALF SKIN,

FASHIONABLE, PERFECT FITTING.

ONCE TESTED ALWAYS WORN.

MADE IN BROCKTON, MASS.

EVERY PAIR WARRANTED.

.SB

caz

ih
hi o

o -

Ask your dealer for the James Means f3 Shoe. If be
cannot supply you, It Is nevertheless within your reach,
even though you live in the most "_ . distant corner of thi
country. If you send your address on postal to Jamef
Means' Factory, BrocV—

 

, "TOPtVL CeUo.8ft.tone: 2. Melodla, 8 ft tone; 3. Clara-
bella, 8 ft. tone; L Manual Sub-Bass, 16 ft. tone; 5. Bourdon, 16 ft tr.ne- 6 Kaxa-
phone, 8 ft. tone; 7. Viol di Gamba, 8 ft. tone; 8. Diapason, 8 ft. toae: 9 Viola
Dolce, 4 ft. tone; 10. (irand Expressione. 8 ft. tone; 1L French Horn, 8 ft. tone-
12. Harp^olian: 13. Vox Humana; 14. Echo, 8 ft. tone; 15. Dulclann 8ft tone-'
16. Clarionet. 8 ft. tone; 17. Voix Celeste, 8 ft. tone; 18. Viollna, 4 ft. tone- l'y Vox
Jubilante. 8 ft. tone; 31. liecolo, 4 ft. tone; 21. Coupler Harmonlque- 22 Orches
tral Forte: 23. Grand Organ Knee Stop; 24. Right Organ KneeStop
TIF^Tu^U'PF^'"'' */®'SSSfeS,>J6e. SJJPSf'i'SSS^W^. JTJS VERY BEATJ.rgan is a triumph

PEARANCE, BEINi
y ornamented wit]

6"EXACTLY LIKE CUT." The'Case is"solid'waI-
it, profusely ornamented with hand-carving and expensive fancy veneers.

The Pine-Ton la of the most beautiful design extant. It is deserving of a place
In the iiilltonnire'sparlc.r. and w,^dornainent the boudoir ,.t « mnrmt,

jt'XV -IB SETS H.3ES3SI>S.-Five Octaves, hsndssnj* ap
pearance. It will not take the dirt or dust B contains the Swert VOIX Cfi-
LKSTK STOP, the famous French Horn Solo Combination. New Grand Organ
Right a id Left Knee stops, to control the entire motion by tho knee, If neces-
wS. Hve(6iScttof GOLDEN TONOCE REEIIS. as follows: a.set of Powerful
SnfrBass Reed.; set of S Octaves of VO X ffiBS>ljS>!$S'^PB^S
HEFUS and 2 1-2 octaves each of rogular GOLDEN TOM, I I- HEEDS. Hcsldes
all thi" it « fitted 110 witli an OCTAVI 00UPL8B. which doubles the power of
the instrument limp StidsTpicket for Musi,-. neatly 's Patent Stop Action
al'.. S„mi ng Boards', &c. It has a Sliding Lid and conveniently arranged
1 .ndles ft i- moving. The Bellows, which are of the upright pattern, are made
frmn "he best quahty of rubla-r cloth, are of great power, and are lltted up
with st el surlnir" and the best quality of pedal straps. The Pedals instead of
V^^nv*-T^iV^^^.m^m>A metal of neat design, and never get

ier~Sh7p^e°nts°oi' Beatty's Organs during the past four months,

Decrmber?lS«2,014iO February, 1888, 11U fpn+-Ql RHQQ
January 18H3. 1102 March, 18H3. 1435 XULtll \J\JOO
Tlie aboJo' Is the largest number of Cabinet Organs shlppodjby any one house
( for the same length of time 1 In existence.

SPECIAL TEH-DAK OFFER TO READERS OF SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN.

JiLtlvX same aa^^f(?°»8'B. TOT shoul.l order immediately, and in no
S{^r1hOTQ»ir^^^hSfj« a.,,1 a fuU.warr»ntee for six

yean* MItJsB DnV M 1 J 

COUPON On receipt of this Coupon from any readers of 1*^A Art

THE H IIATIMi AMERICAN- IgSiiS

nnd 4>45.00 In cash by Rank Draft, post Office Money Oraer, Registered
Letter, ExpreBS prepaid, or by Check on your Bank, If forwarded w ithin
10 dayi* from date hereof, 1 hereby BCTN to accent UrUOoapoD for $40.00

i t payment on my celebrated 1E4 sum r>s;, Parlor Or^stn, with
Bench
Coil ]M>

•..providing thi h balance of £45.00 accompanies this
1 bill in fall for *85, and box and
tised, fully warranted for six years,
e of remittance if not as represented

BEATTY.1' MM1.I, 1-

order immediately, -within the lOdaysj I apree to prepay iVclffht on the above
Organ to your nearest railroad freight rotation any point east of the Mississippi
River, or that far on any going west of it. This is a nu-e opportunity to place
an instrument, as it were, at your very door.all freight 1-1 . | ,1 id. ;.t innii u l»n-
turer'a wholesale prleen. Order now: nothing staved bv eorrei»poiidenee.
HOW TO ORDER. Enclosed tlnd #46.00 for Organ. I have read your
itaTement in this am ertisement and J order one on condition that it must
prove exactly as represented in this advertisement, or I shall return it at tho

J of one year's use and demand the return of my money, with interest from
t I forwarded it. at six per cent.,

particular to ir I vc . - _
Million, and on what Railroad. ft^Be

, accoiirding to your offer.

LATEST STYLE, No. 1600.
Dimensions—Height, 74 Ins., Depth- 26 ina., Length, 50 ins.,
Weight, boxed, about 460 loa

. _ forwarded it* at six per cent,
rtleular to give Name* Pout Office, County, State. Freight

ank Draft, FTO.
heck. You may
day, which will

ecial offer. I desire this nrngnitlcent instrument introduced with-
tem this spt^ialpj-icx', iVoiiVi/no order is given immediately.
ll£Sa\ DANIEL F. BEATTY: WasMngton, New Jersey.

GCOKGE WESTTNOHOC9K, JR., RALPH

President, See'y

The Westinghouse

Wil uinke 8perinl f'mitrnctH

Speed Machinery, to

THE

CORRESPONDENCE

Send for illus

The Westinghouse

Works at Pittsburg, Pa. 9i eV 91 LIBERTY ST., NEW YORK.

 

BAG.AI.BY,

* Treat.

h. h. Weshnohouse,

Superintendent.

Machine Company

iih Mnuufneturerti of High

DlllVE in i: i < t with

HOUSE ENGINE

use of Bells.

SOLICITED.

trated circular to

Machine Company,

Western Office, 14 So. Canal St., Chicago.
 

For Family Sewing Machines, Dental. Jewelers',
Watchmakers' Lathes, Fans, etc. Motor, with auto
mat ic battery and complete outfit for sewing machine,
$35 to $40. THE KLKCTRO-DY.NAMIC Co. OF PH1I.A.,
121 So. 3d St., IS B. Lith St., Cannon St..

Phi a. Now York. London. Bng
In writing for catalogue, give street and number.

BLAKE'S CHALLENGE" ROCK BREAKER.

 Patented November IS, 1S7»
For IHacnnam II oad making, Ballasting of llnllrond*. Crushing Ores, use of Iron Furnaces,
etc. Rapidly superseding our older styte* of Blake Crusher on account of its superior strength, ejici-
•MKUd simplicity. Adopted by important Railway and Mining Corporations, Cities, and Towns.
First Class Medals of Superiority awardutl by American Institute, 187a and 1880.

BLAKE CUUSHKIt CO., Sole Makers, New Haven, Conn.

kton, Mass.

MEC II A S ICS WA NTED.—A foreman for a general
machine shop. None but those of large experience and

ed aQ&- .Address
PitAY Ml • CO., Minneapolis. Minn.

ANHOOD!
 

KNOW THYSELF..

A Book for Every Man!

Young, Middle-Affed, and Old-

The untold miseries that result from indiscretion In
early life muv be alleviated and cured. Those who doubt
this assertion should purchase and read the new medical
work publishe 1 by the Penhodv Medicnl ln-inme,
Boston, entlch'd the Science of Ufe: or. Self-I*re-
srrvni ■«>■■ . It is not onlv a complete and nerfect trea
tise on Manhood. Exhausted vitality. Nervous and
Physical Debility. Premature Decline In Man. Errors of
Youth, etc.. but it contains one hundred and twenty-five
p-escrlptlons for acute and chronic diseases, ench one
of which i" in valuable, bo proved by the author,
whose experience for 21 years Is such as probably never
before fell to the lot of any physician. It contains 300
pages, bound In beaut'ful embossed covers, full gilt,
embellished with the ve»v finest steel engravings, guar
anteed to be a finer work In every sense—mechanical,
lltorarv. or professional than any other work retailed
In this countrv for m.R0. or the money will be refunded.
Price only ttJft by mail. Gold medal awarded the author
by the National Medical Association. Illustrated sam
ple sent on receipt of six cents. Send now.
Address I'KARoDY MEDICAL INSTITUTE, or DR.

W. H. PARKER, No. 4 Bulflneh Street. Boston. Mass.
The author may be consulted on all diseases requiring
akill and —

jANDRBTHS'
SFFDS I For the Merchant on our New Plan I CCCItC
•Hu» I Crown by ourselves on our own Farms I OCCUa , .

IBrjTsrMlsonM Illastratucl CatalcjKue and Rural Register free to all. Merchants, send us your business cards for
trade list. WAVID I. A Mile I I'll cV .SONS, SEED UROWEBS, 1-111 LAKEI.I'II I A, PA.

t-tBTJIGREl!!
Jt^ W Established 08 Years, ja
For the Market gardener OrrnO
For the Private Family dCtUd

 

OUR

NEW)

CARDS.

 

60 Different
slgnst Bird, Floral, 4>old l*ancl. German. French-
Italian and Oriental Views, summer, winter, moon,
light marine scenes, all Id beautiful color* on superfinelight and marine scenes, all Id beautiful colon on superfine
enameled board, with your name in fancy script type, 10e, A 30
pt(re illustrated Premium List tent with each order. Agents
aake 60 per cent. Full particular* and samples for 3c. stamp.

—NTTNtt CO.. Northford, Conn .

$72
A "WEEK, $12 a davathomeeaslly made. Costly
Outfit free. Address Truk df Co., Augusta, Me.

MORPHINE

— WHISKEY
Habits easily cured with my DOUBLE

■■■CHLORIDE OF GOLDSWM

^^i"?^ 5,000 cures. Books fbee.
_LESLIE E. KEEXEY. "

t'orseon C. & A. Railroad.
D.,

i>wiKht. m
 

/The AUTOMATIC POCKET
Adjusts itself in the pocket; no trou
ble : excludes dust ; holds the watch
secure; protects the case from dent-
ing, scratching and wearing. Every

[—J person having aicatchshoulahaveons
I ] Theonlyreliablewatchpocket. Sent

forSUc.bythe Automatic Packet~!o.617i' ■

CARLETOX's TBEASI BT OF KHOWlUMI,
Thb bust selling book eveb known. The
largest discount. Circulars free. Agents ad
dress G. W. Carleton it Co., Publishers, N. Y.

$66
a week in your own town. Terms and $5 outfit
free. Address H.Ham.ktJc Co., Portland, Me

THE DINGEE & CONARD CO'S
BEAUTIFUL EVEU-BLOOMINO 

ROOTS REW |R0N gLOWE^,

  

—8ITIVE BLAST,

IRON REVOLVERS, PERFECTLY BALANCEb,

Has Fewer Farts than any other Blower.

P. H. &. F. M. ROOTS, Manufacturers,

CONNERSVILLE. INO.
S. S^TOWTJSErTD, Gen. Art .HCortlandSt., 9Dey St..

, SeUln|rAgts.1S2 Cortland Street,
J&3. BEGGS & CO., elluig Agts. 9 Day Street,'

SEND FOR PRICED CATALOGUE.

WARRANTED

Walkc'a Flexible Fountain Pen. Pat.
Dee. il. 1H»0, »7 *1. A. WALKE. Beat 16
narst diamond-pointed gold pen, hard rubber holder.
Absolutely non-corrosive, certain in flow and action.
Over SO.tMM) now In use. Not one rejected or thrown
aside. We also make cheap fountain and dipping pens
of iridium and silver, diamond-pointed, non-corrosive.
We warrant our pens and will refund price paid us for
any -pen not entlrelv satisfactory after ten day*' trial.
For descriptive price'-liet and terms to agents, address

THE WALKE PEN M'F'G CO.

HAMILTON. OHIO-

PEACH CIDER.

Peach Cider Is a new discovery. Patented Oct. 25. 1881.
vou can realize W per bushel net for yonr Peaches at
home. SALE PER MANENT AS FLO! It. Rights
to Manufacture and Territory for sale. Address

L. P. COBLENTZ. Patentee.

IHiudlciown, Maryland.

The only establishment
BUSINESS of ROSES

making a SPECIAL
60 LAT»CE HOUSES

Strong Pot Plants suitable fofor ROSES alone, strong rot flants sultaDle foi
immediate bloom delivered safely, postpaid.to any poKt
offlce. s splendid varieties, your choice, all labeled

'"|forS2: in i i srt: 26 for 84: 38*"
):IOOforSI3: WeClVE a Han.
of choice and valuable ROSE

for«l ; l2"for 82
75tor8IOr "

S for 88:
andsome

present oi cnoice and valuable ROSES free
with every order. Our NEWCUIDE, a eanplett
Ireome on the Rose.1\) pp. eleqnntly Uhtsiratrd—frte to all.

THE DINCEE & CONARD CO.
Rose Growers, West Grove, Chester Co., Pa.

 

"-■ *- L SBITH * CO., Sol. A*!1.,

Co. 617 Mi
State size o

S [% [TaJ^TO r;ln now ^,'rasp a
BllPni I ^ hi worth SlOlree.
"rai(IS«ll I V RIDEOtTT 4 CO., 101

fortune. Out-
Address E. G

Barclay St.. N. Y.

Ftl B NA I.E.—Patent right of the new and Improved
-*-», 273,181. Wm. SpiUnass, New Athens, 111.

AGENT"* WANTED TO INTUOOITCK

A NEW AND NOVEL ACCOUNT BOOK
to business men. A rich harvest to good canvassers
during the summer months. Sample sheets and terms
to agents by return mall.

H. W. PAMPHILON, Pub., 30 Bond S»t., N. Y. City.

50 Elegant large chromos. no 2 alike, name on. 10c. nre-
»w sent with each order. O. A. nrainard. HIgganumr<^.

(\ £ Imported design Chromo Cards forlS8S. name oi
/ri hie. Quality not quantity. Warranted best sol,
rW ej Bonanza for agents. Fred L. Jones, Nassau, N.1

lilns. Catalogue. 160 pages, Photo, and Lecture, lQc.

LANTERNSI

WiftiVIEWS

MAGIC LANTEltNS &- SI,ll)i:s Wan'tni:
Optical and ifosir.nl Wonder Catalooue FRKF
thjso. j . ii lit itac 1 1 , 1*9 taSSfk%ASSR

MAGIC

$5 t0 $20pe,r,dl'y*tJ;ome- Samples worth 15 free.
~ *" Address Sti.vson A Co.. Portland, Me.

lUawfarabsl iiial,

s& Bibles
e ; Liberal terms.
.Fliil.s.lclphia, Pa

AGENTS Wanted BteigfP*8
works of character; great variety; DOOKSi
low in price; selling fist; needed everywhere

- 1 k Co., 66 N. Fourth St.,

BOSS

J PATENT COLD

WATCH CASES
Economy I Strength 1 Dura
bility I ELEGANT DESIGNS 1
GDAEANTEED for 20 Y.ar, I

RUBBER Stn nips. Best Made. Immense Catalogue
freeto Agents. TheQ. A.Harper Mfg.Co.,Cleveland,CV

RUPTURE

cured without an operatton or the injury trusses Inflict
by Dr. J. A. SHERMAN'S method. Offtee. 251 Broadwav.
N.ewVork- PlI D00k- vith Photographic likenesses
or bad cases, before and after cure, mailed for lOo.
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Inxitle 1'nire, encli insertion - - - ?5 cenwn line

Hack l'aze, enrli iu«eitioii - - - SI .00 a line.

(About eisrht words to a line.)

Engravings may head advertisements at the tame rate
per line, by measurement, as t/ie letter presk. Adver-
tisments must be received at publication office as early

as Thursday morning t» appear in next '

 

 

F. Brown's Patent

FRICTION

CLUTCH.

Send for
logue and
to

A. & F. BROVTN, 43 Park Plate, New York.
 

THE ROCKWOOD PHOTOGRAPHIC DRY PLATE,
for Amateurs and Scientists. Is made especially for my
establishment by one of the best experts In the business.
For uniformity. »»<«!«««, and oeneral excellence they
surpass anythiiiK 1 have ever used. Every emulsion s
tested by ma, mid 1 hold myself responsible for their
quality. A limited number only can M sold, send '<
price list. GEO. G. ROCKWOOD, 17 Union Square,

COLUMBIA BICYCLE.
This easy running, staunch, and du

rable roadster is the favorite with
riders, and Is confidently guaranteed
as the best value for the money at
tained in a Bicycle. Send 3c. stamp
fur fti-page 1 'ata'oaue. containing price
list and full Information.

TIIK I'lll'K ftlVF'G CO..
507 Washington St., Boston, Mass.

HENRY CABEY BAIBD & CO.,

Industrial Publishers, Booksellers, and Importers,

810 Walnut St., I'hiladelphin.

Our stock comprises the literature of every branch
of science applied to the arts. Catalogues free to any

address in the world.

 

M I i.i.r.ie- KALLS CO., 74 CHAMBERS

We get more orders for Hand Drills than for
any other tools which we advertise In this
paper. Our No. 1 Hand Drill, as shown In this
cut, is the best one which we make, and for that
matter the best one In market. It has a patent
chuck which holds the six drill points In the
hollow handle, and also all sizes of Twist Drills
below % of an inch. The steel Jaws and all the
polished parts are nickel plated and the handle
Is made e* ocobola. Sent by mail, prepaid, for
*1.25, an " J"l by most Hardware Dealers.

EW YORK.

 FOR A

COMBINED

Punch and Shears

ofbeautiful design , ofgreat strength
and capacity, and thoroughly reli
able, address

Lambertville Iron Works,

LAMBERTVILJLE, N.J.

ROOFING.

For steep or flat roofs. Applied by ordinary workmen
at one-third the cost of tin. Circulars and samp.es free.
Agents Wanted. T. NEW. 32 John Street, New York.

COMMON SENSE ENGINES

simple, durable, of the best workman
ship and material. Solid Wrought Iron
Boilers. Engine complete, on board
cars at Springfield. Ohio, at following
prices: _ „

3H.P V3T5 I TH.P
5H. P 300 I 10 H. P 600

15, 20, and 26 H. P. at very low prices.
These Engines fully guaranteed In

every respect. Address
Sense Engine Co.,
Springfield, Ohio.

 

,OOo

■"**>■ of THC SA/OF* L. D ■

Emerson.Smith &co.
h **ss Beaver Falls, P*

MIPDi GPADCC <»<»m Glasses, Spectacles,
lunbuwUr LO Telescopes, Barometers,
Thermometers, and Compasses. R . A" J . B BC K .
Manufacturing Opticians, Philadelphia, Pa.

pp- Send for Illustrated Priced Cninloguc.

 

FOR SALE OR RENT.
To manufacturers : I have one of the finest manufac

tories in the West, with a capacity of 40,000 square feet
of floor space, equipped with gas, hydrant water. 100
horse power engine, two boilers, elevators, benches,
shufting, etc., at Grand Crossing, Just outside the city
limits of Chicago. Over 100 passenger trains a day be
tween Chicago and Grand i rossing. For further par
ticulars, apply to W. G. WILSON.

256 and 257 Wabash Av.. Chicago, 111.

Intelligent BIHI Operators in every

Matr in America. Use

Tan Duzcn's Patent Steam Jet Pump.

Guaranteed superior to any other Jet
Pump for practical service. For raising
water from wells, Ponds, or Streams, or
to use with hose and uozzle for Fire
Pump.il linw no equal. AUBrass.no
valves, no moving parts Warranted
reliable and satisfactory. Ten Siz-eN—
$7, &4.50, $10.50, etc.. and capacities 300 to

20.000 gallons per hour. Send for " Catalogue No. 49."
VAN DITZEN dfc TIFT. Cincinnati, O.

 

Double Screw, Parallel, Leg Vises.

Made and WARRANTED stronger than any other Vise
by KAC.I.K ANVIL, MO It K > only, Trenton, N. J.

71 JOHN S3

NEW YORK CITY

 

79 Kl LB Y.SLBOSlOjLMASS

Chamfering. HoweiiDg,

BARREL, KEG,

HOGSHEAD,

AND Fan and S

'Slave Machinery.

('over 50 varieties
manufactured by

E. & B. HOLMES,

TraM Hoop Driving. Buffalo, N". V.

 

 

PATENT QUICK

Adjustable Stroke

SHAPEES

Can be Changed while In Motion.

E. 1.1)1 I I) & EBEKHAKDT,
No. Ill N. J. It. It. Ave.,

NEWARK, N. J.

An engine that works without
Boiler. Always ready to be started
and to give at once full power.

SAFETY. ECONOMY
CONVENIENCE.

Burns common Oaa and Air. No
steam, no coal, no ashes, no fires,
no danger, no extra insurance.
Almost no attendance.

THE NEW OTTO SILENT WAS ENGINE.

Useful for all work of small stationary steam engine.
Built in sizes of -i, 4. and 7 H. I' ,by SON I.EICHEK.
gpHDMH dt CO., N. E. cor. :3d A Walnut Sts , I'hila.
Pa. A. C. Manning, 38 Dey St., New York, Agent.

 

$60

a month and expenses. Send Sc. stamp for
particulars. SELF- PL AYING ORGAN
ATTACHMENT CO., Storm Lake, Iowa.

TOOFifa PATENT

Asbestos Lined Removable Covering,

Made of Felt and Asbestos. Tor
use on HTKAM BOILERS and
PIPES, Refrigerators, Meat
Cars, Ice Houses, anrl HOT and
COLD WATER PIPES. Kasily applied by
Address CHA LMKKS-SI'KM K CO., „ ,

•,*:f Jiilni Nrw York

< any one.

 

Best Boiler Feeder
in the world.

Greatest Range
yet obtained. Does
not Break under
Sudden Changes of

Pressure.

The " MONITOR."

A NEW LIFTING ANI» NON-

LIFTING INJECTOR.

Also Patent

EJECTORS

OB

Water Elevators.

For Conveying
| Water and Liquid.
1*11 ll- lit tMlcr-. LU-

)>!' !•■ ii t '>!■-. CtC.

NATHAN db DREYFUS,
1 for catalogue. 92 A. 94 Liberty St., New York.

UPRIGHTDRILLSI6-60INCHSWIN&

BORING &TURNIN6 MILLS

TO«^.fH^84,NCHESH.BICKFORD

EaTABIiISBEIl 183S.

RUBBER BELTING. PACKING, HOSE.

Steam Packing,

Piston Packing,

Leading Hose,

Steam Hose,

Suction Hose,

Pump Valves,

Ball Valves,

TRADE MARK.

PUBIS
 

Caskets and Rings,

Car Springs,

Wagon Springs.

Wringer Rolls,

Crain Drill Tubes,

Corrugated Rub

ber Matting.

TBADE HAUL
 

liT* '319 I8C0

PATENT RED STRIP RUBBER BELTING.

PATENT CARBOLTZED RUBBER FIRE HOSE,

Maltese Cross Brand. Over two million feet In use.

Baker Fnbric I'utton-I.lned Fire Hone. l,lnen Hose, Plain and Rubber-Lined.

A PERCHA & RUBBER M'F'G CO., 23 Park Place, New York,

 

WANTED. A MErHANICAL MANAGER
for a manufactory In Chicago, employing between 300
and 100 hands, and comprising a machine shop, a black
smith shop, an iron foundry, a pattern shop, a millwright
shop, and a cabinet shop. Any applicant must be strong,
reliable, and not above forty years of age. He must be
thoroughly accustomed to steam engine work and to all
Of the details of economical shop management, and he
must be a wide-awake man. One with some knowledge
of business preferred. This Is the best sort of an oppor
tunity for the right man. Address, giving pa' ticulars,

MECHANICAL. MANAGER, Box 7.3, New

 

SWEEPSTAKES, WITH THE ELLIS
Patent Journal Bor. The best Planer and Matcher ever
made. Planing 20 In. wide, 6 in. thick, weight 2.200 lb .
•300; planing 24 In. wide, 6 in. thick, weight 2.000 lb .
«350. Beading, Arbor, and Head, ext ra, *20. Sash. Door,
and
Hall

r York.

H.W.J0HHS'

ASBKSTOS ROPE FACKINO,
ASBESTOS WICK PACKING,

ASIIUSTOS FLAT PACKING,
ASBESTOS SHEATIIINCJS.

ASBESTOS GASKETS.
ASBESTOS BUILDING FEI.T.

Made of strictly pure Asbestos.

H. W. JOHNS M'FG CO.,

87 Maiden Lane, New York,

8ole Manufacturers of H. W. Johns' Genuine

ASBESTOS LIQUID PAINTS, HOOF
PAINTS, ROOFING, STEAM PIPE

AND BOILER COVEIlINr.S,
FIREPROOF COATINGS,

CEMENTS, ETC.

 

"BUCKEYE"

LAWN MOWER.

The lightest and easiest run
ning Mower ever made.

Strictly First Class.
MAST. POOS «fc CO.,

Springfield. Ohio.
Send for catalogue.

PROSPECTING MINERAL LANDS A SPECIALITY.

CYLINDRICAL SECTIONS0R C ORES OBTAINED THE WHOLE

DISTANCE BORED.U^RTES IAJJ WELLS

T0RED ROUND ,- ",

Ovens, Hot B'ast Pipes,Pyrometers,

Boiler Flues. Superheated Steam, Oil Stills, etc.
HENRY W. BULKLEY. Sole Manufacturer.

149 Broadway, New York.

 
BOOK WALTER KXGIXK.

Compact. Substantial. Econom
ical, and easily managed : guar
anteed to work well and give
full power claimed. Engine and
Holler complete, including Gov
ernor. Pump, etc., at the low
price of
5 HORSEPOWER $240 00
44 - " 280 00
64 " " 355 00
8i|_ " " 440 00
IW~ Put on cars at Springfield, O.

JAMES LEFFEL & CO.,
Springfield. Ohio,

or 110 Liberty St., New York.

Pulverizes everything—hard, soft, gummy, etc.
The boat Clay Grinder and the best Cotton Seed
liuller in the world.
Portable Steam Engines, Stationary Engines,

Horizontal and Upright Boilers, all sizes, on
hand for immediate delivery.

10 Barclay St., N. Y. City.

 

•ID STRAIGHT ADMITTIN G-2?-"^

I AMD CASING IN PROPORTION!

TO SIZE OF HOLE! THAN BY

ANY OTHER PROCESS^

ESTIMATES GIVEN !
'ANC CONTRACTS, f lll/V

thT^iXS

^"DIAMOND

DRILL CO.

B0X1-23POTTSVILLEPA.

M/WFTRS.0F DIAMOND DRILLS

FEED WATER HEATERS.

THE BEST AND CHEAPEST U THE MARKET.

Warranted to heat water by exhaust steam from 206" to
212" Fahrenheit.
For description and price, apply to

THE NATIONAL Pll'E MENDING CO.,
New Haven, Conn.

 

Our 10-Horse Spark-Arresting Threahlne
Entrine hasc
Will bu-

> cut lO.OOuTcet pine lumber In 10 hours.

Stalks.

Box

>urn wood six feet long, coal, straw, and corn.
Bend for PrlceXlst and Catalogue " A 2."

B. W. JVATNE &> SONS,
Corninff, N. V.

COLD MEDAL, PA HIS, isTS.

BAKER'S

CHOCOLATES

Baker** Prtmium Chocolate, the beat
preparation of plain chocolate for fam
ily use. — Baker't Breakfast Cocoa,
from which the exceu of oil has been
removed, easily digested and admirably
adapted for invalid*. — Baker't Vanilla
Chocolate, as a drink or eaten aa con
fectionery ia a delicious article i highly
recommended by tuuriatm.— Baker'a
Bromoy invaluable as a diet for chil
dren.— German Sweet Chocolate, %
most excellent article for families.

Sold by Grocers everywhere.

W. BAKER & CO.,

 

KORTINGUNIVERfIRL

INJECTOR

FOR BOILER FEEDING.

Operated by one handle.

DOUBLE TUBE.
 

WILL LIFT HOT WATER.
POSITIVE ACTION GUARANTEED UNDER

(H ALL CONDITIONS.
NO ADJUSTMENT FOR VARYING STEAM PRESSURE.

WILL LIFT WATER 2ft FEET. SEND FOR DESCRIPTIVE CIRCULAR.

OFFICES AND WA*REROOMS:
' NEW YORK, 100 LIBERTY ST.
CHICAGO, 84 MARKET ST.
ST. LOUIS, MO., 709 MARKET 8T.
SAN FRANCISCO, 2 CALIFORNIA ST.

PHILADA., I2TM A THOMPSON 8T8.
BOSTON, 7 OLIVER ST.
AUGUSTA, GA., 1026 FENWICK ST.
DENVER, COL., 488 BLAKE ST.
RICHMOND, VA . 1418 MAIN ST.

HARTFORD

STEAM BOILER

Inspection & Insurance

COMPANY.

W. B. FRANKLIN.V. Pres't. J. M. ALLUN. Pres t.

J. i!. PIERCE, Sec'y.

WIRE ROPE

Address JOHN A. ROEBUNG's SON;1, Manufactur-
ers, Trenton, N. J., or U7 Liberty street, New York.
w heels and Rope for conveying power long distances.

Send for circular.

Rider's New and Improved

COMPRESSION

 

HotAirPifflpiEiiM

New and Improved Design*.

INTERCHANGEABLE PLAN

JL4J.L"FACTrjHF.n BY

DELAMATER IRON WORKS,

0. H. Dklamatkr & Co., Proprietors,

No. 16 Cortlandt St., New York, N. Y.

SUEPAKD'S CKLKBBATEI)
 

Screw Cutting Foot Lathe.

Foot and Power Lathes. Drill Presses,
Scrolls, ^aw Attachments,Chucks, Man
drels, Twist Drills, Dogs. Calipers, etc
tend for catalogue of outfits for ama
teurs or artisans. Address

II. I.. SIIKI'Altlt A CO..
341 & 343 West Front Bt*Cf ucin null, O.

 
CABDS,

etc.
Press $3.

Large sizes for circulars, etc.. IS to $90.
For pleasure, money making, young or
old. Everything easy; printed instruc
tions. Send two stamps for Catuloguc of
Presses, Type, Cards, etc., to the factory,

KE1.SEY <fc CO., Itleriden. Conn.

llugunin Improved l*n«h Knlnnceu are not catches,
but mechanical substitutes for weights, at quarter their
.....!.... i ... .... ... I., , ! . I , ii.-u .IMni! i« r:ir. I'tr. Wl'ltt1applied cost, for buildings, steamboats, cars. etc. W rite
R.B.Hugunin. Sole Maker, Hartford, Ct„ for I—'

FOR 1883.

The Most Popular SdMtMf Paper hi the World.

Only 83.20 a Yenr, Iiicliulintr itimfave. Weekly.

5"2 Kuiiiberg n Venr.

Thin widely circulated and splendidly illustrated

paper is published weekly. Every number contains six

teen pages of useful Information, and a large number of

original engravings of new Inventions and discoveries,

representing Engineering Works. Steam Machinery.

New Inventions, Novelties in Mechanics, Manufactures,

Chemistry. Electricity, Telegraphy. Photography, Archi

tecture. Agriculture, Horticulture, Natural History.etc.

All Classes of Readers find In the dCTJCNTmc

American a popular resume of the best scientific in

formation of the day ; and it is the aim of the publishers

to present it In an attractive form, avoiding as much as

possible abstruse terms. To every I

this Journal affords a constant supply of

reading. It Is promotive of knowledge and j

every community where it circulates.

Terms of ."Subscription.—One copy of the Scien

tific Ahkuican will be sent for one ycar—bZ numbers-

postage prepaid, to any subscriber in the United States

or Canada, on receipt of three tlollnrs nud twenty

cent** by tbe publishers; six months, 91.60; three

months, $1.00.

One copy of the Scientific American and one copy

of the Scientific American Supplement will be sent

for one year, postage prepaid, to any subscriber in tbe

United States or Canada, on receipt of seven dollar* by

the publishers.

The safest way to remit Is by Postal Order, Draft, <>r

Express. Money carefully placed inside of envelopes,

securely sealed, and correctly addressed, seldom goes

astray, but is at the sender's risk. Address all letters

and make all orders, drafts, etc.. payable to

S^TTlfcTIS" cSc CO.,

261 Broadway, New York*

PRINTING INKS.
THE "Scientific American" Is prirrleii with CHAS.

ENEU JOHNSON & CO.'S INK.
bard Sts. Phila., and 47 Rose St., opp.

Tenth and Loin-
Juaue St., N. Y.

[STEW AMERICAN PJLB CO.,

PAWTUCKET R.I. U.S.A.

USE THE BEST. QUALITY BEFORE PRICE.

THE FILES OF THIS COMPANY ARE THE BEST IN THE MARKET.

SKILLED WORKMEN PREFER THEM TO HAND CUT

SOLD AT WHOLESALE IN tVERY STATE OF THE UNION.

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED OR MONEY REFUNDED.




